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This thesis investigates bandwidth allocation methodologies to transport new emerg-
ing bursty traffic types in ATM networks. However, existing ATM traffic manage-
ment solutions are not readily able to handle the inevitable problem of congestion as 
result of the bursty traffic from the new emerging services. This research basically 
addresses bandwidth allocation issues for bursty traffic by proposing and exploring 
the concept of dynamic bandwidth allocation and comparing it to the traditional 
static bandwidth allocation schemes. 
In this research work we suggests the available bandwidth be allocated dynami-
cally in order to control the burstiness and consequently improve overall network 
utilisation. This goal is achieved by employing two approaches. In the first ap-
proach, the adaptability of bandwidth allocation is achieved by seeking the required 
extra bandwidth to accommodate the incoming bursts on the same transmission path 
that was established during the call setup phase. The traffic source used in the rene-
gotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol is scalable compressed video 
on multilayer format. The proposed protocol periodically renegotiates the assigned 
bandwidth. The protocol uses on-line predictors to forecast the subsequent and fu-
ture traffic requirements. The prediction is derived from measurements of the traffic 
that has already been observed prior to the current connection. The proposed proto-
col assumes that the traffic source can accept a graceful degradation of QoS in the 
case of network congestion when the required bandwidth cannot be provided. 
The second approach is based on multipath routing strategy and does not in-
volve any renegotiation of QoS parameters. The multipath routing-based dynamic 
bandwidth allocation protocol searches for the required extra bandwidth to accom-
modate the incoming burst on alternative routes in parallel basis. With this protocol, 
the bandwidth is allocated and managed dynamically at multilevels (i.e. call, burst, 











The perfonnance of the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation pro-
tocol is evaluated and compared with traditional static bandwidth allocation schemes 
by simulation using MPEG-4 traces. The simulation results show a significant im-
provement in network perfonnance and utilisation for our protocol in comparison to 
the traditional static bandwidth allocation schemes. The perfonnance of the multi-
path routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol is evaluated analytically. 
The analytical results show that the burst blocking probability could be reduced 
when more than one path is added to the original path and searched for extra band-
width to accommodate the incoming burst in parallel. While the multipath routing-
based dynamic bandwidth allocation approach improves network perfonnance and 
utilisation by controlling the traffic burstiness it however will suit non-interactive 
applications because of routing costs on burst-by-burst basis. However, the renego-
tiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation approach works for real time applica-
tions if the renegotiation interval is carefully tuned. This is because the renegotia-
tion-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol does not incorporate any routing 
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The emergence of high-speed optical transmission is likely to fuel an already grow-
ing demand for interactive image communications, multimedia applications, and real 
time video services, including video conferencing, TV, and High Definition TV 
(HDTV). Coupled with advances in storage technologies, high-speed communica-
tion networks can be used to build "on-demand" services that are expected to pene-
trate residential, organizational, and educational premises in a manner similar to ex-
isting cable TV or telephone networks. Further, computing environments are migrat-
ing fast from centralized to distributed processing; high-speed networks will allow 
multiple computing resources to be treated as a single system rather than a network 
of computer systems. 
The diversity of traffic types in distributed multimedia applications introduces 
hard problems on the underlying network. No ultimate solution has yet been reached 
for providing integrated services to multimedia applications. The difficulty lies in 
the nature of the multimedia traffic, basically video, which is highly bursty. The key 
success of high-speed networks will be their ability to support a diverse range of ap-
plications on a single platform. 
The single platform that can transport a variety of traffic applications is a 
Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN). There are couple of rea-
sons why B-ISDN will be eventually needed. First, all of the above mentioned appli-
cations currently either require dedicated networks or allow only one application at a 
time. The introduction of broadband integrated networks will lead to a consistent 











viders. Second, new services cannot always be accommodated by an existing spe-
cialized network and therefore require a new network to be installed before they can 
be offered. The flexibility of B-ISDN ensures, given sufficient capacity, that new 
services can easily be implemented without costly network hardware. 
Traffic management and control of B-ISDN present numerous challenges, 
which must be overcome before their full potential can be realized. Controlling ac-
cess to network resources is essential to guarantee quality of service for each appli-
cation. High transmission speeds render the traditional approaches based on reactive 
control mechanisms only of little use. 
1.1 Asynchronous Transfer Mode Networks 
The promise to provide multimedia applications with diversity in the quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements in terms of loss, delay and service cost is the challenge of 
B-ISDN. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been chosen by ITU-T as the 
transport mechanism for B-ISDN [12][13][14]. ATM technology is expected to 
provide an acceptable, cost-effective means for meeting the requirements of future 
broadband networks. The ATM technique is sufficiently versatile and flexible to 
provide a bearer service capable of integrating a wide spectrum of traffic sources. 
These sources exhibit a diverse mixture of traffic characteristics with different 'cor-
relations' and 'burstiness' parameters. ATM-based networks are also well suited for 
high-speed LANs. 
Specifically, ATM is a high-speed, virtual circuit-oriented packet-switching 
technique that uses short data packets of a fixed length of 53 bytes, called cells[l]. 
Five of the 53 bytes are reserved for the cell header. All the nodes on the network 
are connected via one or more ATM switches, which route the cells to their various 
destinations. A virtual circuit in ATM-based B-ISDN is established using a traffic 
contract between the network and customer to deliver traffic of specified statistical 
characteristic to the destination with a specified quality of service. Fixed length 
cells simplify the design of an ATM switch at the high switching speeds. The selec-
tion of the short fixed length reduces delay and more significantly jitter for delay-
sensitive applications, such as voice and video. In addition, it leads to considerable 











minimal functionalities are required in the switching nodes, thus facilitating switch-
ing with low delay[2]. 
1.2 ATM Statistical Multiplexing Gain 
ATM networks provide an efficiency gain through statistical multiplexing of dy-
namic user traffic. A necessary number of cells are allocated on demand, which 
means that bursty applications could be statistically multiplexed. This will result in 
bandwidth-sharing and, consequently, a higher resources utilisation and lower cost 
per bit of transmission capacity. The statistical multiplexing also could lead to a se-
vere traffic congestion unless optimal congestion control mechanisms and band-
width allocation schemes are implemented. Consider, for example, two connections 
that merge at one output queue in an ATM switch. The bandwidth requirement of 
each connection fluctuates, producing peaks and troughs in the aggregate bandwidth 
demand. To achieve an efficient multiplexing gain, the ATM switch allocates an ag-
gregate bandwidth that is less than the sum of the peak cell rates. This means that the 
entire bandwidth is divided among the network nodes active at any time. This en-
ables ATM networks to implement services with variable bandwidth requirements, 
such as applications with high varying bit rates, real-time applications, fixed bit rates 
and time-critical applications, with a high degree of efficiency. However, the "statis-
tical mUltiplexing" gains do not come without their associated costs. Cells have to be 
buffered at the ATM switches and may have to be dropped as a consequence of 
buffer overflow as shown in Figure 1.1[26]. Further, statistical mUltiplexing intro-
duces queuing delays at intermediate nodes; cells reaching the destination after ex-
cessive delays may have to be discarded. Furthermore complicating the picture is 
'jitter", i.e. the variability in the delay of successive cells belonging to the same 
source. An increase in delay jitter will increase the number of cells requiring buffer-













Figure 1.1: Statistical mUltiplexing gain [26] 
1.3 ATM Service Categories 
15 
In the ATM standard [1], several QoS classes are currently defined, as illustrated in 
Table 1.1. Constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) are classes that give 
performance guarantees to the application, providing that the application complies 
with parameters on the traffic contract. For CBR applications, the negotiated pa-
rameter is the peak cell rate (PCR). For VBR applications, the negotiated parameters 
are the PCR, the sustainable cell rate (SCR), and the maximum burst size (MBS). 
The network for CBR and VBR services can allocate only a predetermined portion 
of the link bandwidth. Available bit rate (ABR) applications use the residual band-
width not allocated to CBR and VBR services. Since residual bandwidth fluctuates 
over time, ABR applications must be able to control their transmission rates. 
The unspecified bit rate (UBR) class is a "best effort" service, where no guaran-
tees are given and the applications use the bandwidth not currently in use by CBR or 
VBR connections. However, CBR transmission is easier to implement from the net-
work management point of view, but at cost of variable quality of service, andlor at 
the cost of network efficiency. Compressed video is variable bit rate (VBR) type in 
nature, and hence, it is efficient at transmitting compressed video streams by VBR 











Table 1.1: ATM service classes category 
Attribute ATM Layer Service Category 
I 
CBR rt-VBR nrt-VBR lJBR ABR 
Traffic Parameters: 
IPCR,CDVT4ISpecified Specified2 Specified3 
SCR,MBS, 








Specified Specified Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified 
Maximum 
:CTD 
Specified Specified Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified 
CL~ Specified Unspecified See Note 1 
Other attributes 
Feedback Unspecified pnsPecified Specified 
Notes: 
1. Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) is not signalled for ABR because it has a low value. 
2. Should not be subject to Call Admission Control (CAC) and Usage Parame-
ter Control (UPC) procedures. 
3. Represent maximum source rate. 
4. Parameters are either explicitly or implicitly specified for Permanent Virtual 
Connections (PVCs) or Switched Virtual Connections (SVCs). 
5. Cell Delay Variation Tolerance (CDVT) is not signalled. 
1.4 Traffic and QoS Parameters 
In ATM networks applications are often allowed to customise their required QoS 
parameters. Each ATM connection may request a different QoS parameter than that 











tion of these QoS parameters is a function of provisioning (for PVCs) or signalling 
(for SVCs). So far, there has not been a good way to specify the bursty traffic, like 
video. One way to specify the traffic is to use leaky bucket parameters, such as burst 
length, sustained bit rate, and peak bit rate. Another way is to use traffic models to 
describe traffic. Traffic parameters, however, are important to the service providers 
to allow them to allocate resources and calculate charges. There are three QoS pa-
rameters: 
• Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) 
• Maximum Cell Transfer Delay (maxCTD) 
• Cell Delay Variation (CDV) 
CLR is the ratio of lost cells to total transmitted cells. Cells may be lost due to 
an ATM switch malfunction, but cells are usually lost because the ATM switch ex-
plicitly discards them. An ATM switch will discard cells that belong to noncompli-
ant traffic flows at the network edge switches, or in response to network congestion. 
The method by which an ATM switch discards cells in the face of congestion is 
critical to a network's performance. A switch may discard cells in such a way that 
the congestion is not resolved or is increased. A discard algorithm based on effi-
ciency and fairness provides optimal traffic performance. 
CTD is defined as the elapsed time between a cell exit event at the source and 
the corresponding cell entry event at the destination. CTD is the sum of the total in-
ter-ATM node transmission delay and the total ATM node processing delay between 
source and destination. End systems using CBR or VBR-rt service indicate their 
CTD requirement by negotiating with the network a maxCTD. 
CDV is sometimes called cell jitter. It refers to the fact that while cells may be 
sent into a network evenly spaced, a variety of factors may contribute to cell clump-
ing and gaps in the cell stream. CDV is mostly an issue for end systems running 
voice, video, and multimedia applications over CBR and VBR-rt connections. If the 
network cannot properly control CDV, some of these real-time services may have 
their communications distorted. An end system using CBR or VBR-rt service indi-











CDV with the network. Figure 1.2 explains QoS requirements for different ATM 
traffic applications. 
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Figure 1.2: QoS requirements for different traffic applications 
1.5 Background on Bandwidth Allocation in ATM Networks 
Modem high speed integrated services digital networks have to support applications 
with diverse traffic characteristics and performance requirements. Real-time voice 
and video applications generate network traffic that requires per-connection per-
formance guarantees in terms of throughput, delay, delay-jitter, and cell loss rate. To 
guarantee such performance requirements, the network must be able to control its 
resources tightly. Generally, traffic patterns generated by data sources and VBR real-
time applications such as compressed video and audio, tend to exhibit burstiness 
over multiple time-scales. Correspondingly, resource allocation algorithms should 
have mechanisms at different time-scales to achieve an acceptable level of utilisation 











Providing deterministic services for real-time traffic necessitates bandwidth al-
location according to a worst-case scenario. Generally, a time-invariant worst-case 
constraint function that bound the arrival process is used to characterize the traffic 
stream. Because of the long-term variations in real-time traffic, this time-invariant 
function is not representative of the whole stream. Fixed bandwidth allocation that is 
based upon this function will not achieve acceptable utilisation. 
To compensate burstiness on long time-scales, several renegotiation and pre-
diction schemes based upon changing the allocated resources when the traffic rate 
changes over long term were proposed [3][24][25]. However, these schemes can 
provide only statistical performance guarantees. 
In [10],[18] they have studied dynamic bandwidth allocation based on measured 
cell loss ratios (CLR). The measurement time interval of these methods is inversely 
proportional to the CLR. When the target CLR is small, a very large time window 
will be required to collect the statistics for CLR estimation. For example, measuring 
a CLR of 10.5 with meaningful statistics requires at least 107 cell arrivals to be moni-
tored. However, it is not feasible to use very large time windows to dynamically al-
locate bandwidth since the traffic conditions may have changed significantly before 
accurate measurement can be obtained. Furthermore, their mechanisms do not con-
trol short-term QoS violation, which may lead to poor picture quality in video 
transmission for a short period of time. 
In order to validate whether the network is providing the QoS that it has com-
mitted to a connection, the transfer characteristics of the network are measured either 
on a single ATM cell or a sequence of ATM cells during the lifetime of an ATM vir-
tual connection. The results of this measurement are compared against the ATM 
QoS parameters included in the traffic contract. At this point, it is important to real-
ize that these QoS parameters are statistical in nature, i.e. they are measured over a 
sample of cells that is appropriately large for the particular QoS parameter. It is 
equally important to note that while the CLR, CTD, and CDV QoS parameters can 
be negotiated, the Cell Error Ratio (CER) and Cell Misinsertion Ratio (CMR) QoS 
parameters are not negotiated. The difference is that it is possible for the negotiated 
QoS parameters to be different among connections depending on how the connec-











the inherent characteristics of an ATM network and are therefore the same across all 
virtual connections, i.e. they cannot be changed during the operation of the network. 
Depending on the capability of individual implementation of end-systems, QoS can 
be negotiated in terms of individual numeric parameters or at least QoS classes. 
Whichever way is used, it is very important for applications, especially video appli-
cations, to receive an appropriate QoS from the network. From the point of view of 
an end-user or a video service provider, if the QoS requested for a video connection 
is too strenuous (i.e. the QoS requested is well above what is appropriate), the con-
nection request may be refused due to a lack of enough resources in the network. 
Even if there is enough resources in the network, the connection may have to pay 
more due to the strict QoS. On the other hand, if the QoS request is too loose (i.e. 
QoS is below what is required), the quality of video delivered at the destination may 
be unsatisfactory. From the point of view of a network provider, if the QoS of many 
connections is too strict, network resources will not be utilised efficiently. As a re-
sult, the network will not be able to provide services to as many users as it should 
and, depending on the pricing strategy, the revenue generated, might decrease as a 
result. Conversely, an unsatisfactory network service will be provided if the QoS is 
too low. Therefore, in order to utilise the network resources a dynamic bandwidth 
allocation is used to provide extra resources for bursty traffic sources. This is can be 
achieved either via renegotiation of QoS parameters as proposed in Chapter 5 or 
seeking the required resources on multipath routing as proposed in Chapter 7. 
1.6 Problem Definition and Motivation 
The majority of traffic in broadband networks is likely to be generated by video 
applications, whether it is for interactive videophone conversations or videoconfer-
encing, consultation of pre-recorded video sequences in multimedia databases, or 
simply watching a movie. However, the existing ATM traffic management solutions 
are not ready to handle the congestion problem of such bursty traffics. Variable bit 
rate video over A TM faces video quality degradation problems due to loss at con-
gestion. Preventive traffic control is based on the notion of a traffic contract [21]. A 
requested connection is described by means of a set of traffic parameters, and the 











service constraints. To ensure that the traffic characteristics of an accepted connec-
tion are as declared, the network must police the traffic parameters. The research in 
this area also has proven that the usage of cell priorities provides better congestion 
and loss control. The current ATM traffic management model supports only two 
levels of priority classes [31], which are application independent and completely 
network performance oriented. Only a single Cell Loss Priority (eLP) bit in the cell 
header is allocated for priority information. ATM constant Bit Rate (CBR) service is 
used for loss prioritisation for VBR video. 
It proves particularly difficult to identify traffic parameters for variable bit rate 
connections, which are both, significant in determining required network resources 
and utilise the network resources efficiently. In accordance with the ATM Forum 
specification [1], certain traffic parameters are used to setup the traffic contract dur-
ing the call setup phase. However, it is very difficult to characterize a bursty traffic 
like a long video sequence with only a few traffic descriptors. Owing to the unpre-
dictable nature of bursty traffic, these traffic descriptors are expected to be impre-
cise. To take care of this problem, one can reserve resources for the worst-case sce-
nario to guarantee the QoS but this results in low utilisation of network bandwidth 
[5]. To improve the utilisation of the network, a proper bandwidth allocation and 
management scheme is needed. 
The bandwidth allocation task was traditionally done for the entire duration of 
the connection at call level (call setup phase) only. In this case, the user must specify 
its requirements from the network in terms of bandwidth, and QoS parameters. The 
network uses these requirements to allocate adequate resources for the connection. 
However, when the traffic offered to the connection is bursty, the widely varying 
nature of bursty traffic indicates that a simplistic burst reservation mechanism would 
not suffice [22][23]. 
However, the problem with the above-mentioned bandwidth reservation (alloca-
tion) schemes is that unless reservation success probability is high, the schemes 
aren't helpful. The main objective of our research is to develop a new ATM traffic 
management model that will handle the new emerging bursty traffic. Therefore, this 
research addresses the above problem of bandwidth allocation for bursty traffic by 











work resources. This goal has been achieved in two approaches. In Chapter 5, a dy-
namic bandwidth allocation was achieved by seeking the required resources on the 
same transmission path which has been established during call setup phase. The 
bandwidth allocation protocol is based on a periodic renegotiations of the traffic pa-
rameters during connection lifetime. However in Chapter 7, we chose another ap-
proach to achieve our goal by seeking the required bandwidth on alternative routes 
by tuning the input traffic for a given bandwidth using a multipath routing strategy. 
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1.8 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 presents an overview on traffic control and bandwidth management in 
ATM networks. Several network traffic control issues related to our research are 
presented. It also presents an overview of some ATM traffic control mechanisms 











Chapter 3, we address the problem ofVBR traffic modelling. However, in this thesis 
we also recognize the importance of understanding traffic statistics and studying the 
impact that different traffic sources have on quality of service. Any effort to develop 
a bandwidth allocation and management scheme for multimedia networks has to be 
preceded by a though study of the traffic that these networks will carry. This is par-
ticularly true for VBR video traffic, which has been shown to be highly bursty and 
significantly more difficult to characterize than traditional voice and data traffic. 
Since these traffic streams have a complex structure, their effect on network per-
formance may be much more complex than that predicted by simplistic traffic mod-
els. Thus, a careful performance analysis effort is required for accurate modelling of 
multimedia applications via both analysis and simulation. 
Chapter 4 provides an overview on transmission of compressed video over 
ATM networks. We begin with a short history of MPEG video compression stan-
dards and proceed to discuss the basic structures of MPEG coding, such as quanti sa-
tion and interframe prediction. This chapter presents a comprehensive discussion on 
transportation of MPEG-2 over ATM. The ITU-T has adopted MPEG-2 for video 
transmission over different ATM AAL layers. The content-based compression tech-
nique is investigated also in this chapter where MPEG-4 is a good example for that. 
MPEG-4 achieves the goal of having a scalable coding of video. Thus a deep under-
standing of multilayer or hierarchical encoded technique is necessary because the 
main assumption of the proposed scheme in Chapter 5 is that the video source is 
compressed on scalable or multilayer format. Such scalable encoding will support 
receivers with different bandwidth and display capabilities. 
In Chapter 5, we have proposed a dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
based on renegotiation of QoS traffic parameters. In this proposal the bursty traffic 
source is a multilayered compressed video. A multilevel traffic descriptor (profile) is 
proposed in this chapter, where the traffic source describes its QoS parameter on 
multilevel format according to the recent Q2963 ITU-T signalling protocol. Chapter 
6 evaluates the performance of the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth alloca-
tion protocol. A number of simulation experiments using MPEG-4 traces have been 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol. We start with de-











sent the performance results in terms of cell loss rate, throughput, resources utilisa-
tion, and data-rate SNR. The impact of renegotiation frequency on network per-
formance is evaluated as well. Chapter 7, however, proposes a multipath routing-
based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol. This protocol manages network 
bandwidth at call, burst, and cell levels to efficiently utilize network resources for 
bursty traffic. The performance of multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allo-
cation is evaluated analytically in this chapter. Chapter 8 presents conclusions and 











Congestion Control and Bandwidth 
Management 
26 
The task of ATM congestion control is to take various measures to minimize the ex-
tent and duration of congestion episodes. The traffic control function is designed to 
ensure that such situations are avoided as far as possible. This is achieved by opti-
mising the usage of existing network capacity. This chapter covers several network 
traffic control issues that are related to our research. It also, presents an overview of 
some of ATM traffic control mechanisms and their solutions in the management of 
bursty traffic over an ATM network. 
Traffic control functions or mechanisms are required for the implementation of 
traffic monitoring and congestion control in ATM networks. They can be defined as 
a set of network actions that monitor and control the flow of traffic to avoid conges-
tion. Congestion is defined, as a phenomenon where the amount of traffic injected 
into the network is more than the current handling capacity of the network, resulting 
in possible overflow of buffers in the network. The concept of traffic control in-
volves methods of fairly and optimally sharing network resources and balancing dif-
ferent traffic loads by satisfying the required quality of service (QoS) parameters and 
traffic definitions. It must provide each traffic stream with its desired level of band-
width and QoS. 
Congestion control is one of the primary mechanisms of realising traffic control 
and is the most challenging as far as traffic control is concerned. The primary roles 











network utilisation, avoid network congestion, and provide an acceptable and consis-
tent QoS to the user at low service cost [31][33]. 
Achieving network efficiency implies operating the network at or near capacity 
approaching congestion. When a network approaches congestion, it is functioning 
efficiently and achieving high utilisation. The challenge facing an ATM traffic con-
trol is to maintain QoS in the face of high utilisation. A proper traffic control is the 
key to meeting that challenge. 
2.1 Traffic and Congestion Control Functions 
A number of ATM traffic and congestion control functions have been defined by the 
ITU-T and the ATM Forum to support the standard service categories [31][33]. The 
functions provide a framework for monitoring and controlling traffic and avoiding 
congestion. Congestion control can be achieved using either open loop or closed-
loop schemes. The open-loop scheme is based on designing and configuring the sys-
tem carefully to avoid the occurrence of congestion; it is basically a preventive ap-
proach. However, the closed-loop scheme, which is a reactive approach, is based on 
feedback from the network to the ABR sources to slow down. ABR sources have 
traditionally been data traffic. While both approaches have advantages and disadvan-
tages, a trade-off between buffer resources and delay (or overhead, complexity, and 
cost) must be considered on the traffic control mechanism chosen. However, in 
ATM networks, a combination of these two approaches is currently used in order to 
provide effective congestion controL For instance, CBR and VBR services use pre-
ventive open loop schemes and the ABR service is based on a reactive closed loop 
scheme. 
The following functions are provided for the implementation of traffic monitor-
ing (control) and congestion control in ATM networks [91]: 
1- Traffic control functions: 
* Network resource management. 
* Connection admission control (CAC). 
* Usage/network parameter control (UPCINPC). 
* Priority control and selective cell discarding. 










* Fast resource management (FIYIR). 
2- Congestion control functions: 
* Selective cell discarding. 
* Explicit forward congestion indication. 
28 
The interaction between the above mentioned traffic control functions in achiev-




















Figure 2.1: Traffic control functions 
2.1.1 Management of Network Capacity 
The management of network capacity is mainly implemented by means of path man-
agement. This allows the switching requirements for the setting up of path connec-
tions to be reduced by reserving transmission capacity in paths. 
The end-to-end QoS for a given connection is directly dependent on the quality 
of the series of paths in which the virtual circuit is located [91]. If various virtual 
circuits are routed via the same path, they will have similar performance and QoS 
parameters, such as cell loss rate and cell transfer delay. Virtual circuits with similar 
QoS parameters should therefore be routed over same ATM path by the traffic con-
trol. If the virtual circuits (VC) within a path require different QoS classes, the class 
with the strictest requirements can be used for all the VCs. This saves on manage-











2.1.2 Call Admission Control 
Call Admission Control (CAC) can be defmed as the set of actions taken by the net-
work during the call setup phase to establish whether a VCNP connection can be 
made. A connection request for a given call can only be accepted if sufficient net-
work resources are available to establish the end-to-end connection maintaining its 
required quality of service and not affecting the quality of service of existing con-
nections in the network by this new connection. This involves checking the traffic 
contract. An ATM traffic contract specifies the characteristics of a connection, as 
defined by a connection traffic descriptor and a QoS [31] [33]. The traffic contract is 
an agreement between an ATM end-system and the ATM network. As long as the 
end-system sends traffic across the User Network Interface (UNI) in conformance 
with the connection traffic descriptor, the network will enforce the negotiated QoS 
[82][83]. The connection traffic descriptor includes two key elements: the Cell De-
lay Variation Tolerance (CDVT) and the source traffic descriptor. The source traffic 
descriptor is a set of parameters that describe the connection's expected bandwidth 
utilisation. These parameters are: Peak Cell Rate (PCR) , Sustainable Cell Rate 
(SCR), Maximum Burst Size (MBS), and Minimum Cell Rate (MCR). With these 
parameters, an ATM end-system describes its average and peak bandwidth require-
ments and its maximum burst size. The network determines whether it can establish 
the connection and still meet the required QoS level for all connections including the 
new one. This calculation is referred to as Call Admission Control (CAC). Confor-
mance is determined by a Usage Parameter Control (UPC) function at the network 
edge switch as will be explained in the next sections. 
The CAC question turns out to be complicated, as the issue of call admission 
control (CAC) is closely related to the other aspects of a network, such as service 
models, scheduling disciplines, traffic characterization, and QoS specification. A 
key challenge in the design of a CAC algorithm is to support a large number of ses-
sions with different performance requirements, while minimizing cost as measured 
by network resources. 
The call set up procedure runs on a resource manager, usually a workstation at-











network node, accepts new connections and tears down old connections. The CAC 
has to be applied to the buffer of each output port. If a new connection is accepted, 
bandwidth and/or buffer space in the network node has to be allocated for that 
connection [90] [91] [92J [93]. 
Call admission control schemes may be classified according to achievable statis-
tical multiplexing gain as: a) deterministic or peak CAC; b) statistical CAC; or c) 
best effort CAe. Below we examine these cases. 
2.1.2.1 Deterministic Call Admission Control 
Deterministic Call Admission Control (CBR- CAC) method is used for CBR traffic, 
which has a fixed rate. The only information that is required is the peak rate of the 
new connection. The new connection is accepted if the sum of the peak rates of all 
existing connections plus the peak rate of the new connection is less than the capac-
ity of the output link. The disadvantage is that unless the connection transmits at its 
peak rates, the output port link may be grossly under-utilised [94]. 
2.1.2.2 Statistical Call Admission Control 
In statistical call admission control (VBR CAC), the intended connection's band-
width is not assigned/allocated on a per peak rate basis. Rather, the allocated band-
width is less than the peak rate of the source (i.e. between the peak and the average). 
As a result, the sum of all peak rates may be greater than the capacity of the output 
link. Statistical CAC makes economic sense when dealing with bursty sources, but at 
the expense of congestion occurrence. Statistical multiplexing is a mechanism for 
reducing the bandwidth requirement of bursty and VBR traffic sources [88]. It has 
been used over the Internet to improve network utilisation, but without providing 
any performance guarantees [95]. It is being used in ATM networks in conjunction 
with QoS guarantees. In essence, statistical multiplexing is a spatial aggregation 
mechanism by which several individual streams are asynchronously superposed and 
transported over the same channel. The reSUlting aggregate traffic exhibits smoother 
bit rate behaviour than the original streams. Bandwidth is allocated to the aggregate 











is proportional to the burstiness of the multiplexed sources. One way, and the easi-
est way for statistical call admission, is treat the request as CBR request and perform 
the admission test based on PCR; however this scheme will lead to bandwidth un-
der-utilisation [94]. 
Another form of admission control would be based on sustainable cell rate 
(SCR)[90]. This scheme is especially effective when there are large numbers of 
sources, since the more the number of connections multiplexed on the link; the less 
is the probability of sources transmitting at their peak rates. The aggregation of 
bursty sources generates traffic that is less burstiness. However, the delay bounds 
may not be satisfied all the time due to statistical fluctuations of the traffic. 
More sophisticated admission control requires knowledge of the scheduling pol-
icy employed by each switch. The conservative assumption that there is a very small 
or no buffering CAC is called zero buffer approximation (or Rate Envelop Multi-
plexing-REM). The advantages of these assumption is that cell loss rate (CLR) deri-
vations are easier because there is no need for queuing analysis and there is no need 
to consider the correlation in the arrival process. Mathematically, let S be a random 
variable representing the total amount of work arriving in a small time interval in-
cluding existing and new connections. Let C be the available link capacity, CLR is 
given by: 
CLR = E~S - CI}/ E{S} (2.1) 
S can be estimated either by traffic measurements or traffic models. Having the dis-
tribution of S , CLR will be computed. If the predicted CLR is lower than the re-
quired CLR for all existing connections as well as for the new connection the con-
nection will be accepted. 
If the switches use large buffers to absorb bursts, the zero buffer approximation 
CAC will not be efficient. In the rate sharing approach, the CLR predictor does not 
rely on model1ing the traffic but on measurements and estimation of the distribution 











variable that represents the amount of work arriving in interval time t. Let CLR(t) 
be a lower bound for the cell loss ratio based on the random variable Set) given by; 
CLR(t) ;::: E~S(t) C(t) bl}! E{S(t)} (2.2) 
where C(t) is the amount of work that can be served during timet and b is the 
buffer size. Because CLR(t) for all t is a lower bound of CLR, 
CLR ;::: max(CLR(t». If this inequality is considered as equality then an estimation 
of CLR is obtained. The key problem here is to have accurate estimation of the dis-
tributions of Set) for different t values. These can be obtained using traffic meas-
urements by which moments or histograms are produced and the required distribu-
tions can be estimated [98]. 
In all the methods, the bandwidth allocation can be based on effective band-
width definitions. Effective bandwidth is a number W; associated with connection i 
such that the grade of service requirement is met if L W; ~ c. Effective bandwidth 
of a given traffic stream is only related to statistical characteristics of the traffic 
stream and the network resources. It should not be dependent on the traffic charac-
teristics of any other stream. Moreover, the effective bandwidth of the superposition 
of k streams is equal to the sum of the effective bandwidth of each of the streams. If 
we have an effective bandwidth value for each connection, the CAC function will be 
simply to compare the sum of these values in all network links on the route of the 
new connection with the total available capacity. If they exceed the total capacity on 
at least one of the links, the connection is rejected, otherwise it is admitted. For ex-
ample, for zero buffer approximation CAC, the effective bandwidth is obtained us-
ing equation (2.1) for a given distribution of S to find the smallest value of C such 
that CLR is not higher than the required CLR. In the similar way, for rate sharing 
CAC, the derivation of effective bandwidth requires a formula for loss probability 
that takes into account the buffer as well as realistic models of the traffic. This is a 
difficult problem. A practical approach would be to use traffic traces generated by 












2.1.2.3 Best Effort Call Admission Control 
In the best effort service, if the call requires no grantees for minimum cell rate 
(MCR), then it will not be blocked due to a lack of bandwidth or buffer space (UBR 
service). If the call requires a MCR, then the call admission test is the same as for 
the CBR traffic but using the MCR only (ABR service). 
2.2 Classification of Call Admission Schemes 
A variety of different call admission schemes exist, where some require an explicit 
traffic model and others only require traffic parameters, such as the peak and aver-
age bit rate. In this section we review some of these schemes. For presentation pur-
pose, the schemes have been classified as follows: 
L Effective bandwidth 
2. Heavy traffic approximation 
3. Fast bandwidth reservation 
4. Time windows 
5. Fast Resource Reservation 
6. Dynamic call admission control 
7. Multipath call admission control 
These classifications were based on the underlying principle that was used to 
develop each scheme. Below, we discuss the some of the features of each class of 
CAC schemes and review some of the proposed schemes within each class. 
2.2.1 Effective Bandwidth 
Let us consider a single source feeding a finite capacity queue. Then, the effective 
bandwidth of the source is the service rate of the queue that corresponds to a cell 
loss rate eLR . The effective bandwidth for a single source can be derived as follows 
[7]. Each source is assumed to be an Interrupted Fluid Process (IFP). Let R be its 
peak rate, r the fraction of time the source is active, and b the mean duration of the 











(R, r, b). Assume that the source feeds a finite capacity queue with constant service 
time. Let K be the capacity of the queue. The effective bandwidth e is given by: 
e= a-K +~(a-K)2+4Kar R 
2a 
where a = In(1 / CLR)b(l r)R 
(2.3) 
In the case of N sources and given that the buffer has a capacity K , the effec-
tive bandwidth is again the service rate e which ensures that the cell loss for all the 
sources is CLR. Ahmadi, el aL proposed the following approximation for multiple 
sources [7] : 
(2.4) 
where 
ei is the equivalent capacity of the ith source calculated using expression (2.3), and 
2::1 ei is the sum of all the individual equivalent capacities, 
P is the total average bit rate, i.e. r = 2::1 Pi , where Pi is the mean bit rate of the 
ith source, 
0' = 2::1 O'i , where 0';2 is the variance of the bit rate of the ith source, 
a' = ~- 2In(CLR) -ln21r. 
Elwalid and Mitra [38] showed that the effective bandwidth of Markov modu-











from source parameters, multiplexer resources, and the cell loss probability. Some 
studies have clearly indicated the inaccuracy of effective bandwidth methods in 
some situations [39]. In particular, the effective bandwidth method fails when a 
bufferless system subject to the same input traffic has a small probability that the 
traffic load exceeds the link capacity. In the effective bandwidth approach, this 
probability is assumed to be close to one (and is taken as one in the calculations). 
Rege [40] compares various approaches for effective bandwidth and proposes some 
modifications to enhance the accuracy of the scheme. Elwalid. et al. [41] proposed a 
method in which they combined Chernoff bounds and effective bandwidth approxi-
mation to overcome the shortcomings of the effective bandwidth. This method pro-
vides better accuracy than effective bandwidth for the case mentioned above of a 
bufferless mutiplexer that can achieve substantial statistical gain. However, in some 
other cases, the method does not solve all the problems with the inaccuracy of effec-
tive bandwidth. 
2.2.2 Heavy Traffic Approximation 
Sohraby [42] proposed an approximation for bandwidth allocation based on the 
asymptotic behaviour of the tail of the queue-length distribution. It is known as 
steady-state queue-length distribution and exhibits a geometrically distributed tail. 
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where r = I:lljR j • The approximation is good when the traffic intensity r is 











where K is the buffer capacity, and z' is given by Equation (2.6). The call admis-
sion decision is then quite simple. Accept a new connection if the resulting y(lI Z*)K 
is small, or when, 
In[y(ll (] < In( CLR) (2.7) 
This is a good approximation when there are a large number of sources with each 
source peak rate very small compared to link capacity. Only in this case, the system 
may be operated (efficiently) at the heavy traffic region. 
2.2.3 Upper Bounds of the Cell loss Probability 
Several other call admission control schemes have been proposed which are based 
on upper bound for the cell loss probability. Saito [43] proposed an upper bound 
scheme based on the Average Number of cells that Arrive during a fixed interval 
(ANA), and the Maximum Number of cells that Arrive in the same fixed interval 
(MNA). The fixed interval was taken to be equal to D 12 where D is the maximum 
admissible delay in a buffer. Using these parameters, the following upper bound was 
derived. 
Let us consider a link serving N connections, and let ~(J), i = 1,2, ... ,N, and 
j = 0,1, ... be the probability CLR can be bounded by 
where * is the convolution operation. Let Bi(J) be the following functions: 
{
ANAi 1 MNA;, 
Bj(J) = 1- ANAJ MNA;, 
0, 
j =MNA;, 














Then it can be shown that 
CLR:::; B(~, ... ,PN;DI2) 
:::; B(Op ... ,BN;DI2) (2.1 0) 
:L:=Jk - DI2 r OJ * ... * BN(k) ==c.:.:........:: ________ _ 
:L:=okBj * ... *ON(k) 
A new call is admitted if the resulting B(0I' .... 'ON+';DI2) is less than the ad-
missible cell loss ratio. Saito proposes a scheme for calculating OJ * °2 * .... * ON ef-
fectively. He also obtained a different upper bound based on the average and the 
variance of the number of cells that arrive during D 12 . 
The main problem with this method is the absence of burst size in the calcula-
tion and thus a worst-case behaviour is assumed for the source. This method works 
well in the case when the actual source behaviour is close to the worst-case behav-
iour assumed in the above calculation. 
2.2.4 Fast Resource Reservation 
The fast resource reservation allocation method (fast resource management) was 
devised for transmission of bursty traffic. When a virtual connection is established, 
the path through the network is set up and the routing tables are appropriately up-
dated, but no resources are allocated to the virtual connections. When, the source is 
ready to send a burst, only at that moment will the network allocate the required re-
sources for the duration of the burst, i.e. on-the fly. The Fast Reservation Protocol 
(FRP) unit is located at the user-network interface (UNI) points. Further discussion 
on fast resources reservation is reported in Chapter 7, section 7.1. 
An example on fast reservation of resources is Dynamic flow control (Dyna-
flow) [43] [44 J. Dynaflow is a class of fast resources reservation, where the resources 











example, with the FRP in [43], the bandwidth of each hop/link all the way to the 
destination needs to be reserved in advance before the source starts sending its burst. 
As the number of hops increase, this protocol is unlikely to be successful on all the 
links on a given source-destination pair. On the other hand, Dynaflow eliminates 
reservation delays, through the use of shared "burst-stores" until the downstream 
link bandwidth becomes available. The Dynaflow provides effective support for 
bursty traffic and at the same time allows users to send data without advance end-to-
end virtual circuit establishment. However, the virtual circuits are established on a 
burst-by-burst basis by sending a burst setup cell at the beginning of each burst. This 
cell contains sender and destination addresses, as well as the sender's desired trans-
mission rate. Setup cells must be sent periodically during the burst transmission in 
order to maintain the virtual circuit alive. At the end of a burst transmission, the 
sender forwards a release cell to free resources that are no longer required. Re-
sources also released if no set up cells are received during a timeout interval. 
The idea of routing and admission control operations of the Dynaflow method is 
basically an IF lookup. The Dynaflow switch keeps a list of outgoing links that are 
on paths to the desired destination. The first link in this list with sufficient unused 
bandwidth to handle the new flow is selected, and the flow is switched through to 
that link. If none of the outgoing links can currently accept the flow, it is diverted to 
a central shared buffer called a "burst store" for non-real-time applications; other-
wise the burst will be discarded. Figure 2.2 shows an ATM switch that implements 
the Dynaflow service [46]. The Fast Reservation Protocol used in Dynaflow switch 
can be illustrated on Figure 2.3. When a set up cell is received on a previously un-
used VCI, the input port processor (IPP) forwards the setup cell to one of a number 
of Dynaflow control processors (DCP). It then buffers the arriving data on that vir-
tual circuit in per VC buffer until the control processor makes its switching decision. 
When a Dynaflow control processor receives a setup cell, it performs a routing op-
eration to determine which links can be used to reach the destination, and selects a 
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Figure 2.2: Dynaflow switch 
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It then forwards the setup cell on the selected link using a previously idle virtual 
circuit and sends a control cell to the IPP, modifying its virtual circuit table entry so 
that it forwards cells on the proper selected output virtual circuit. In [44], we pro-
posed to modify the Dynaflow protocol presented in [46] to provide three alternative 
options when there is no available bandwidth in all of the outgoing links of the Dy-
naflow switch to the destination. The alternative options include storing the burst at 
burst store, re-routing the burst on alternative route, and discarding the burst. We 
proposed to use control cells to inform the control processor about the option that 
must be taken in the Dynaflow switch. If the buffering option is called, the burst is 
forwarded to one of a set of burst stores. The diversion of flow into the burst store is 
implemented through control cells sent by the control processor through the switch-
ing network to the IPP and to the selected burst stores itself. The bandwidth is allo-
cated on the Dynaflow approach by DCP which keeps track of the rate of all flows 
using a given output link and allowing the admitting of new flows as long as the ag-
gregate sum of their rates do not exceed that of the outgoing link bandwidth. 
The Dynaflow protocol in [46] [47] was not intended to handle real time bursty 
traffic. However, in [44] we proposed to use a Prior Estimation of the Residual 
Bandwidth algorithm (PERB) [48] in order to reduce the waiting time of the incom-











in the outgoing links. Also, a burst-scheduling algorithm has been provided to bind 
the delay and delay jitter. 
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart of Dynaflow Protocol [44] 
2.2.5 Time Windows 
These schemes have been proposed based on the notion that a source is only allowed 
to transmit up to a maximum number of bits within a fixed period of time. This fixed 
period of time is known by different names, such as frame and time window. This 











Golestani [49] proposed a mechanism whereby for each connection, the number 
of cells transmitted on any link in the network is bounded. Thus, a smooth traffic 
flow is maintained throughout the network. This is achieved using the notion of 
frame, which is equal to a fixed period of time. The frame is not adjustable and it is 
the same for all links. Each connection can only transmit on a link up to a fixed 
number of cells per frame. Thus, the total number of cells transmitted by all connec-
tions on the same link is upper bounded. On a given switch, time on each incoming 
and outgoing link is organized into frames. Arriving frames over an incoming link 
are not synchronized with departing frames over an outgoing switch. A mechanism 
is proposed so that for each connection, the number of cells per frame transmitted on 
an outgoing link cannot exceed its upper bound. This mechanism is non work-
conserving. However, a cell arriving at an input port in a given frame is guaranteed 
that it would be transmitted out of the switch at the end of an adjacent frame. This 
scheme requires buffering. Time windows were also proposed by Faber and Land-
weber [50]. 
Vakil and Singh [51] proposed a node-to-node flow control mechanism. For 
each connection, the transmitting node can only transmit up to a certain number of 
cells every fixed time period. The receiving node specifies the number of cells it can 
transmit. This is done using credits. The receiver informs the transmitter how many 
credits it can use for each connection per fixed period of time. If the credits for a 
particular connection are exhausted before the time period ends, then no more cells 
from this connection can be transmitted for the remaining of time period. The re-
ceiver can dynamically modify the number of credits. This method requires buffer-
ing. 
2.2.6 Dynamic Call Admission Control 
Dynamic call admission control was investigated by Tedijanto et al.[52], Saito and 
Shiomoto [53], Bolla et ai. [54] and Jamin et al. [55]. In this case, the allocated 
bandwidth to the connection is dynamically adjusted every fixed period. However, 
in this research we have proposed two approaches for dynamic allocation of band-











The first approach is proposed in Chapter 5; the bandwidth is allocated dynami-
cally based on renegotiation of traffic parameters. The protocol is capable of rapidly 
adapting to the changes in network conditions, providing high quality video service, 
and good network resource utilisation. 
The second approach is proposed in Chapter 7; the dynamic allocation of band-
width is based on multipath routing at burst level. In this approach, at the time of 
burst arrival and there is insufficient bandwidth on the path that was established dur-
ing call setup phase, a fast routing protocol is applied on burst-by-burst basis in or-
der to re-route and accommodate the incoming burst. 
Related to the dynamic bandwidth allocation issue, there are various reactive 
congestion control schemes that have been proposed in the literature [59][61][62]. 
Contrary to an initial negative reaction towards these reactive schemes, it has been 
shown that they can be effective in cases where the source has an ON period, which 
is long compared to the round trip propagation delay. These schemes, though they 
were developed specifically for burst-level congestion control, lend themselves to an 
approach for connection control at call level [58]. 
2.2.7 Multichannel Call Admission Control 
Dejean, et al. [59] and Lorenze et al. [61] proposed a multipath call admission 
scheme based on multichannel allocation, which they referred to as the string mode 
protocol. The principle idea behind this scheme is that each burst is chopped into 
sub-bursts and each sub-burst is sent over a different virtual circuit. In view of mul-
tichannel allocation, this protocol can easily handle bursty sources with high peak bit 
rates compared to the capacity of a link. 
The use of multichannel allocation is inevitable especially for real time applica-
tions. For example, mUltiple ATM virtual circuits that operate in parallel are neces-
sary to interconnect high-speed hosts. It is possible that a few large flows generated 
by applications, such as remote visualization, high-resolution medical imaging and 
three-dimensional volumetric animations, drive the available network links to satura-
tion. However, one of multiple pathsllinks allocation policies is to distribute the cells 











network resources to be reallocated on a more frequent basis, resulting in an increase 
in statistical multiplexing gain. We earlier proposed in [62] a call level routing 
scheme that assigns cells of a session to pre-determined set of multiple paths (multi-
channel allocation) according to a deterministic rule. The bursts arrival process of 
the traffic source was captured by a hyperexponential distribution. The smaller allo-
cation granularity permits a finer control to be exerted and results an improvement in 
the performance compared to a routing strategy in which all cells of a connection 
follow the same path (uni-channel allocation) as shown in Figure 2.4. This is the 
central idea behind the Multi-channel Transmission Group (MCTG) routing archi-
tecture that was proposed for ATM networks in [63]. 
The disadvantage of multichannel allocation at call level is the additional reas-
semble burden imposed at the destination when cells comprising a given message 
arrive out of sequence. 
2.2.8 Other Call Admission Control Schemes 
Bovopous [64J and Evans [65] proposed a call admission scheme that can be formu-
lated as an optimisation problem, where a particular reward function is optimised. 
Also, neural networks have been used for call admission control, as presented on 
[66][67][68][69][70]. A different approach for call admission control has been pro-
posed by Gibbens, et al. [71]. They propose using Bayesian decision theory to pro-
vide a simple and robust call admission scheme in the existence of uncertainties in 
the source average rate. A source is characterised by its peak rate and cell delay 
variation tolerance. Simple load threshold rules are used for admission control. In 
this model, buffers are used for cell-scale congestion while burst level congestion 
control is accounted by a bufferless modeL Call admission control schemes for vir-















o Unichannel Allocation (3 sources) 
Multichannel Allocation with 3 links 
Figure 2.4: Multichannel call admission control 
2.3 Tradeoff Between Network Efficiency and QoS 
One of major ATM challenges is delivering network efficiency/utilisation while 
maintaining QoS. ATM promises seamless transport of a range of traffic types voice, 
video, and data. But QoS guarantees and network efficiency are competing objec-
tives. Figure 2.5 illustrates the difficult tradeoff ATM makes between QoS and sta-
tistical gain. The level of traffic management determines the position of the perform-
ance curve. To seamlessly transport a range of traffic types and simultaneously 
maximize network efficiency, an ATM network requires advanced traffic manage-
ment capabilities. Advanced traffic management leads to a higher performance curve 
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Because of ATM's asynchronous nature, contention in ATM networks is inevi-
table. Traffic streams contend for limited resources such as buffer space and band-
width at every switch contention point. Serious contention, if not quickly and fairly 
resolved, can lead to network congestion. Specifically, excess traffic from misbehav-
ing users, if not properly confined, can cause system overload and uneven resource 
sharing. Prolonged system overload can then escalate into congestion as higher-layer 
applications request re-transmission of lost cells. Congestion at a switch may ripple 
to the other switches in the network. The congested network cannot guarantee QoS 
levels, and the performance of higher-layer applications is seriously degraded. Ad-
vanced traffic management provides adequate buffering and differentiates among 
traffic streams. It must also efficiently address the fairness issue so that the behav-
iour of one user's traffic does not affect the QoS of other users. 
2.4 Traffic Policing 
The network does not trust the user to keep to the contract unsupervised, so a polic-
ing mechanism is implemented on the network side of the user-network interface 
(UNI), normally in the input port of the first ATM switch or cross-connect at the 











dividual users could accidentally or maliciously send excessive traffic causing con-
gestion and consequent damage (cell loss and cell delay) to the traffic of other users 
in unforeseeable ways. Where permanent virtual circuits (PVCs) are concerned, the 
policing mechanism is supplied with the usage parameters control (UPC) via the 
network management system. For switched virtual circuits (SVCs), the contract is 
negotiated and parameters passed via UNI signalling messages and the call setup 
procedure to the policing mechanism. Note that the policing mechanism treats each 
virtual circuit on an ATM link individually and may police many thousands of vir-
tual circuits at an interface. This sounds like an overwhelming job but it is worth re-
membering that, regardless of the number of virtual circuits, only one cell crosses 
the interface at any given time and that the more virtual circuits there are, the lower 
the average bandwidth of each. Most policing mechanisms use context-switching 
methods based upon the VPIIVCI of the current arriving cell to realize a "virtual" 
policer. 
Usage Parameter Control (UPC) may monitor and control the PCR, SCR, 
CDVT and BT with the leaky bucket algorithm. The algorithm maintains a counter 
(bucket occupancy), which is decreased at a constant rate of one unit per time unit 
with a minimum value of zero. The counter is increased by an amount I for each 
arriving cell unit up to a maximum count value of I + L bucket size, as can be 
shown on Figure 2.6. Any cell that arrives and causes the count to exceed I + L is 
dropped or tagged. If the leaky bucket is used to monitor the PCR and CDVT then, 
1= 11 PCR and L == 11 CDVT (the new arrival may arrive at most L time units early 
without causing the bucket to exceed its capacity). The PCR of the CLP=O+ 1 cell 
flow is subject to UPC for all types of connections at the private and public UNI, 
whereas the enforcement of SCR and MBS is network specific. 
Several experiments have shown that VBR sources can pass though a leaky 
bucket without being tagged [74]. To overcome the limitation of traditional policing 
mechanisms, multilevel policing mechanisms were defined. In each state of multi-
state policing mechanism, there is a single-state mechanism. For instance, each state 
of the multilevel leaky bucket mechanism has a leak rate, a counter, and a threshold. 











which has higher leak rate. Whenever the counter goes back to zero, the mechanism 
jumps to the previous state [74]. 
Bucket size=L+I 
Current buffer { 
Occupancy: 
Counter =counter+I 
One cell per time 
Figure 2.6: Leaky bucket UPC 
2.5 Conformance to the Traffic Contract 
The ATM Forum and the ITU-T have defined sets of options for policing different 
kinds of traffic and the different capabilities of different networks [31]. It is impor-
tant to distinguish between the traffic characteristic offered to the network and what 
the network is prepared to tolerate; these may be essentially the same or they may be 
different. For example, if the user provides bursty traffic, which has characterised as 
ON-OFF model, the contract is easy to specify and police. Good conformance to the 
traffic contract depends on the offered traffic characterisation. Thus the difficulty 
rises from specifying accurate traffic parameters and will often result in inefficient 
use of the network resources, as more resources may have to be reserved to ensure a 
sufficiently good QoS. 
2.6 Traffic Shaping 
Traffic shaping is an alternative to traffic policing, where non-conforming cells are 











regulating the burstiness of the transmission. Flow specification is necessary for traf-
fic shaping to describe the traffic pattern, thus QoS parameters desired by the appli-
cation play an important role in the specification. The common way is to give the 
source flow specification to the subnet for approval. The specification can be ac-
cepted, rejected or changed by negotiations. Once a specification is accepted, trans-
mission can start. An example flow specification includes characteristics of the input 
traffic such as maximum packet size, maximum transmission rate, token bucket size, 
token bucket rate and the service desired including delay, jitter, and loss. One of the 
best-know traffic shaping algorithms is the Generalized Cell Rate Algorithm 
(GCRA). 
The common version of GCRA is based on the leaky bucket algorithm [33], 
[35]. The main idea of the algorithm is to allow a specified amount of data to be 
transmitted by each clock tick of the network (no matter what the input rate of the 
traffic is) and keep the rest of the traffic in a queue. If a cell arrives at the queue 
when the queue is full, the cell is discarded; otherwise it is appended to the queue. 
Thus a specific rate is maintained and the burstiness of the traffic is controlled. 
Leaky bucket can be implemented on special hardware or part of the operating sys-
tem. One version of leaky bucket is the byte count leaky bucket algorithm. When 
variable-sized packets are used, it is better to allow a fixed number of bytes per tick 
rather than a fixed number of packets. Thus if the rule is 1024 bytes per tick, a single 
1024 byte packet, two 512 byte packets, four 256 byte packets, and so on can be 
admitted on a tick. 
Another version of leaky bucket is token bucket algorithm. The leaky bucket al-
gorithm enforces a fixed output rate, no matter how bursty the traffic. Sometimes it 
is better to allow the output to speed up when large bursts arrive. In the token bucket 
algorithm, the leaky bucket holds token, generated by a clock at the rate of one token 
every AT seconds. For a packet to be transmitted, it must capture and destroy a to-
ken. A potential problem with token bucket algorithm is that it allows large bursts, 
although the maximum burst interval can be regulated. It is desirable to reduce the 
peak rate, but without going back to the low value of the original leaky bucket. One 
way to get smoother traffic is to put a leaky bucket after the token bucket. The rate 











maximum rate of the network. A basic difference between leaky bucket and token 
bucket techniques is that the token bucket scheme allows idle sources to save up 
permissions up to the maximum size of the bucket, in order to send large bursts later. 
Also the token bucket algorithm discards token when the bucket fills up but never 
discards packets, whereas the leaky bucket algorithm discards packets when the 
bucket fills up. 
A source may shape its traffic before it enters the network to ensure that it meets 
its agreement and that all cells delivered to the network are confirming to the traffic 
descriptor. The network may also employ regulators or traffic shapers within the 
network to avoid clustering of cells that may occur after the traffic streams traverse 
several hops. Essentially, the traffic shaper tries to ensure that the traffic that flow 
into a scheduler is statistically similar at each scheduler within each switch from 
source to destination. 
2.7 Congestion Control at the End System 
When congestion control is implemented at the end system, the sender adjusts the 
traffic source rate based on the level of network congestion. It is different from rate 
control at the end system in the sense that congestion control at the end system is 
aimed at helping the network to recover from congestion, whereas rate control is an 
end-to-end process. Feedback from the network can be used by the sender as an in-
dication of the level of network congestion. Alternatively, the buffer occupancy at 
the sender can also be used as a measure of the level of congestion in the network. 
The buffer occupancy can be used to control the transmission rate from the source 
[75][76]. Feedback from the server buffer has the advantage of a much smaller delay 
when compared to the delay in obtaining feedback from the network. A number of 
mechanisms are used to implement the congestion control at end system. Some of 
them are included in the following subsections. 
2.7.1 Flow Control 
Flow control is used to regulate the traffic rate between the sender and the receiver 
so that a fast/slow transmitter will not result in overflow/underflow at the receiver. 











back to the traffic sources in order to regulate their transmission rates. The problem 
with such closed loop controls in a B-ISDN environment is that the latency due to 
the finite speed of light makes them very sluggish for wide area networks [77]. In 
the time it takes to send a signal back to a source in the event of congestion, that 
source could have already transmitted thousands of cells. These cells will only con-
tribute to the congestion which already exists. As a result, researchers have focused 
more on the open loop rate controls, such as the leaky bucket mechanism that has 
been mentioned in section 2.4. 
For example, in multimedia transmission over ATM network, it is extremely 
important to maintain the traffic flow at an optimum rate. Too fast a rate will result 
in buffer overflow (leading to loss of multimedia traffic) at the sender. A very slow 
rate will result in buffer underflow at the receiver, leading to still frames and inter-
ruption in video display at the sender. When multimedia is transmitted over an avail-
able bit rate (ABR) service of ATM networks, depending on the level of network 
congestion, the amount of network bandwidth available to the multimedia source 
varies over time. In case of congestion, the bit rate of the source can be scaled down 
to help the network to recover from congestion. This approach does not suit the de-
lay sensitive applications because of the delay introduced by the feedback conges-
tion control. 
Flow control can be implemented by the source sending information about its 
buffer level to the destination, as shown in Figure 2.7 [51]. Because the round-trip 
time (RTT) between the sender and destination is small and varies over a small 
range, it is relatively easy to match the source's transmit speed to the dynamic varia-
tion of the receiver buffer level. The large control latency resulting from a high value 
of RTT in a distributed multimedia system makes it difficult to implement the 
scheme based on direct feedback between the destination and source. Hop-by-hop 
flow control can be used to solve the above problem. In the hop-by-hop scheme, 
each node acts like an active local information generator. Let Ai(t) denote the out-
going rate for node i at time t, Xi+l (I) the buffer occupancy at node i + 1 at time t, 
and t the time interval for sampling of the buffer occupancy. The sending rate at 











occupancy of the downstream switching node using AJt) = F(Xi+! (t r),ILJt r», 
this scheme can overcome the long response time between the source and receiver of 
a multimedia system. However, since each node needs to calculate the sending rate 
periodically, it requires a large amount of computing power at the nodes of a net-
work with a large number of nodes and connections, eventually giving rise to scal-
ability issues [51]. 
Receiver buffer occupancy feedback -------------------------, 
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Figure 2.7: Flow control traffic model 
2.7.2 Rate and Credit Based Control Schemes 
Flow specification and traffic shaping alone do not help to control the rate of the 
traffic during congestion periods. Rate based closed loop schemes are considered as 
reactive approach of congestion control for ATM networks. They use a feedback 
mechanism to inform the source and/or destination so that an action can be taken for 
decongestion. Rate control and flow control are not the same. Rate control is con-
cerned with the entire subnetwork's load, whereas flow control relates to the point-
to-point traffic between a given source and a given destination. A source can get a 
"slow down" message either because the destination cannot handle it (flow control) 
or the network cannot handle it (rate control). Often the terms flow control and con-
gestion control are used interchangeably. 
In all feedback schemes, the hope is that the feedback will make the sources 
take appropriate actions for reducing the congestion. ABR traffic is the only type of 
traffic that can react to rate based control in current ATM networks. ABR congestion 











between MCR and PCR. When congestion occurs, ACR is reduced; when conges-
tion is removed, ACR is increased. 
Rate-based control can be implemented either as single-bit-feedback (binary) or 
explicit-feedback. The binary feedback can only tell the source whether it should 
increase the rate or decrease it. This results in several round trips for the binary 
feedback to settle to the optimal operation. The explicit feedback can set the rate to 
the optimal operating point within few round trips by directly specifying the request 
rate. 
ATM uses Resource Management (RM) cells as feedback packets. The RM cell 
contains a desired Explicit Rate (ER) field, a Current Cell Rate (CCR) field, a Con-
gestion Indication bit (CI), as well as other fields. When RM cells are sent only to 
decrease the rate but nothing is sent to increase the rate, the method is called nega-
tive polarity feedback. The drawback of this method is that when RM cells get lost, 
the source will continue to increase its rate. Positive polarity feedback is when RM 
cells are sent only to increase the rate of the source. In bipolar feedback, RM cells 
are sent either to increase or to decrease the rate. 
The basic idea behind the credit-based schemes is that the network nodes re-
quire credits in order to be able to send information. Nodes have one queue for each 
source maintaining a per-VC queue. The debate between rate-based flow control and 
credit-based control has now ended and the rate-based method has been chosen by 
the ATM Forum as a standard [32], however some switch vendors continue to use 
the credit based method. Credit-based schemes are different from rate-based imple-
mentations from the following perspectives: 
• Per-VC Queuing: The credit-based method requires network nods to keep a 
separate queue for each Vc. This applies even to inactive VCs. Per-VC queuing 
makes the network node complexity proportional to the number ofVCs. 
• Zero Cell Loss: The credit-based method can guarantee zero cell loss under ideal 
conditions. Even under extreme overloads, the queue lengths cannot grow beyond 
the credits granted. The rate-based method cannot guarantee zero cell loss. 
• Ramp-up Time: The static credit-based method allows VCs to ramp up to the full 











and the adaptive credit-based technique, ramp up time can take several round trip 
delays. 
• Isolation and Misbehaving Users: In per-VC method, misbehaving users cannot 
disrupt the operation of well-behaving users. In the adaptive scheme, a misbehav-
ing user can get a higher share of buffers by increasing its rate. Note that isolation 
is attained by per-VC queuing not by credits. Thus, a rate-based network node can 
also achieve isolation by implementing per-VC queuing. 
• Buffer Requirements: In the credit-based method, buffer requirement is propor-
tional to link delay, while in the rate-based method; the total buffer requirement is 
proportional to the end-to-end delay. 
• Delay Estimation: Setting the congestion control parameters in the credit-based 
method require knowledge of link trip delay. At least, the link length and speed 
must be known. This is not required for rate-based method. 
• Network Node Design Flexibility: The credit-based method dictates each net-
work node to use per-VC queuing with round-robin service. The explicit rate 
schemes provide more flexibility, so that some network nodes can optimise by 
minimizing their queue length, some can optimise their throughput, while others 
can optimise their profits. 
• Network node vs. End-System Complexity: Credit-based approaches introduce 
complexity in the network nodes, but simplifies end-system's job. The source 
network interface cards are much simpler since they do not have to schedule each 
and every cell. As long as credits are available, the cells can be sent at the peak 
rate. On the other hand, all networks interface cards have to have schedulers for 
their CBR and VBR traffic. The same mechanism may be used for ABR without 
introducing much complexity. 
One of the better-known credit based schemes is the Flow Controlled Virtual 
Circuit (FCVC) method, where each network node maintains a separate queue for 
each channel. The network node monitors queue lengths of each channel and deter-
mines the number of cells (credits) the source can transmit on that channel. The 
source can transmit only as many cells as allowed by the credit. The disadvantage is 
that if credits are lost, the source will not know it, and each channel needs to reserve 











FCVC, the credit amount is computed by the network node (not by the source). An-
other method, called the pessimistic method, requires an explicit permit from the 
destination LAN gateway for each transmitted cell. There is no cells dropping, but 
the delay may be high. 
2.7.3 Rate-Scalable Multimedia Transmission 
It is important to have continuous transmission of multimedia traffic even during 
congestion in the network. Rate-scalable transmission refers to scaling the bit rate of 
multimedia traffic during periods of network congestion with a view to maintaining 
continuous transmission. However, this is achieved, in most cases, at a graceful deg-
radation of video quality at the sender. There are several ways to achieve rate-
scalable transmission of compressed video stream. These may include adaptive en-
coding, switching among mUltiple pre-encoded versions, and multilayer (hierarchi-
cal) encoding. Considering adaptive encoding, the encoder re-quantizes data on-the-
fly based on network feedback [78J[79J[80J[81]. However, since encoding is CPU-
intensive, sources are unlikely to perform that for a large number of receivers. An 
alternative option is for the source to retain (keep) several versions of each video 
stream with different resolution. Thus depending on the network's available band-
width the source switches between the lower and higher resolution quality streams. 
Hierarchical or multilayer encoding, is adopted in this research and will be ex-
plained in more details in Chapter 4 & 5; it is a family of signal representation tech-
niques, and generally refers to an approach in which the video compression source 
scales its output compression rate by partitioning the video stream into sub-streams 
or layers, each layer representing a portion of the signal. The greater the number of 
layers received at the end stations, the better is the quality of the reconstructed signal 
[197J. In this approach, as more bandwidth becomes available, more layers of the 
encoded stream are delivered. If the available bandwidth decreases, the source 
should be able to drop some of the layers. The multilayer encoding usually have the 
decoding constraint that a particular enhancement layer can only be decoded if all 
the lower quality layers have been received. There are several advantages of multi-
layer encoding, including that of less storage requirements at the source and provi-











design of an effective multi-layered video transmission system basically entails the 
design of an efficient drop and adds layered mechanism that can maximize the per-
ceptual quality of the received video stream. 
2.8 Buffer Management 
Buffer management controls the way buffer space is allocated between different 
calls using the network and how the arriving cells are allowed to enter a buffer. 
Buffer management policies fall into two categories: cell blocking schemes [83] and 
cell discarding schemes [86]. Cell blocking schemes are allowed to block arriving 
cells in favour of others, which may arrive from a different traffic class. On the other 
hand, cell-discarding schemes are allowed to eject a cell from one class to make 
room for an arriving cell of a different class. Such schemes are sometimes called de-
layed resolution policies, because unlike cell blocking schemes, they can accept all 
cells with a "wait and see" attitude. If the space used by those cells is needed at later 
point in time, they can simply be discarded. Discarding schemes outperform block-
ing schemes because they never need to block a cell unnecessarily. 
2.9 Buffer Scheduling 
While buffer management schemes control how cells access a buffer, scheduling 
schemes control how cells are served and, therefore, removed from a buffer. Sched-
uling problems can become quite complicated. Of course, the simplest policy is 
FIFO, which serves cells in the order in which they arrive. Introducing priorities al-
lows the network to account for the different performance requirements of different 
applications. Another simple scheme, called static priority, always serves cells from 
a higher priority class if there are any available in the buffer. Siram [87] presents an 
interesting scheme for scheduling packets from voice and data traffic based on a pair 
of parameters, (1;,~), which control the maximum amount of time for which each 
of the traffic classes can be continuously served. Hyman et al. [88] introduces a 
more complicated scheduling algorithm, MARS, which guarantees the QoS re-
quirements for the tree traffic classes introduced by Lazar et al.[89]. They show that 
the number of calls which can be carried through a multiplexer is substantially 











vestigated a joint buffer management/scheduling scheme in which buffer space and 
service bandwidth are partitioned between two traffic classes subject to their respec-
tive cell loss and delay constraints. Note that for all above-mentioned schemes, it is 
assumed that the network supports multiple traffic classes. ATM networks currently 
have very little support for different traffic classes, with only a single bit reserved in 
the cell header for priority. 
2.10 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have looked at several components of ATM traffic and congestion 
control issues. We have reviewed various mechanisms for traffic control such as call 
admission control, traffic policing, traffic shaping, rate and credit based schemes, 
and buffer management, etc. Each traffic control mechanism has distinct features 
and functionality many of them use similar techniques, such as feedback. 
This chapter has considered also the traffic control issue from the inter-
operation point of view, and captured the interdependencies among different traffic 











Video Traffic Modelling and Analysis 
The size of ATM- based multimedia networks, combined with the complexity and 
diversity of their projected traffic mix (voice, video, data, etc.), promise to render the 
task of network design and management a hard one. Any effort to develop control 
and management algorithms for multimedia networks has to be preceded by thor-
ough study of the traffic that these networks will carry. This is particularly true of 
VBR video traffic, which has been shown to be significantly more difficult to char-
acterize than traditional voice and data traffic. The term VBR refers to the fact that 
the bit rate of compressed video is not constant, but rather a random process. The 
VBR video traffic also imposes a stringent real-time constraint on the network, es-
pecially in the case of interactive services. Since these traffic streams have a com-
plex structure, their effect on network performance may be much more complex than 
that predicted by simple, analytically tractable traffic models. Thus, a careful per-
formance analysis effort is required for accurate modelling of muhimedia networks, 
mainly via simulation experiments. Effective broadband network simulations must 
rely critically on high-fidelity traffic modelling. 
This chapter was motivated by the need to evaluate network performance, de-
sign admission control, dynamically allocate bandwidth, and specify customer traf-
fic. Traffic models are employed in two fundamental ways: as part of an analytical 
model, or to drive a network simulation program. Several issues associated with traf-
fic modelling are discussed including the impact of video traffic parameters and the 











3.1 Video Traffic Modelling in ATM 
In order to address the multimedia-based ATM network performance issues prop-
erly, an accurate video traffic model is needed, in particular to evaluate queuing be-
haviour. Developing of models that are accurate, yet as simple as possible is neces-
sary for simulating complete network settings. 
Traditionally, telephony network traffic has been modelled by Poisson proc-
esses. The arrivals oftelephony customers are essentially independent, and therefore, 
these kinds of models work well. Moreover, Poisson processes are analytically trac-
table, and many results about network performance, such as blocking and delay 
probability, can be obtained. 
The bulk of previous work on the local and wide area network traffic shows that 
Internet and ATM traffic are bursty and strongly dependent [97][99][101]. These 
characteristics have profound impacts on network performance because they affect 
the queuing behaviours of networks [105]. In general, the dependence will degrade 
the network performance because it often results in buffer overflow [104]. Empirical 
studies and statistical analysis on network traffic gathered from high-speed networks 
provide evidence of the prevalence of self-similar patterns [6][97][103]. Obviously, 
it is inappropriate to use traditional traffic models to characterise ATM traffic be-
cause traditional models focus on a very limited range of time scale while the traffic 
exhibits correlations over a wide range of time scale [101]. 
The recent development of coding standards for digital video, such as H.261, 
H262, H. 263, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4, has made it feasible to transmit video data 
over communication networks. Video traffic will be dominating part of the network 
traffic, and, therefore, it is necessary to model video traffic. Due to the fact that the 
contents of a video stream are strongly dependent in nature, video traffic itself pos-
sesses burstiness and long-range dependence [6], and thus new methods to model 
network traffic, especially methods to model video traffic, are necessary. 
There are two approaches to transport the video over communication networks 
as shown in Figure 3.1 [120]. One approach is to control the quantisation steps of the 
encoder to produce a CBR output. The drawback of this approach is that the quality 











motion. An alternative approach is VBR transmission. VBR does not attempt to con-
trol the encoder's output, but instead produces a variable bit rate so that the video 
quality can be constant. This approach makes the bandwidth allocation very diffi-
cult. To increase network utilisation or statistical multiplexing gain, good models for 
VBR video are needed. This research considers the video that is transmitted over a 
VBR service. 
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Figure 3.3-1: Video quality in CBR and VBR transmission 
To model VBR video traffic accurately, autocorrelations among data should 
be taken into consideration. A considerable amount of work on video modelling has 
been done, which can be classified into statistical and deterministic models. The sta-
tistical models include: 
• Renewal process models 
• Markov models 











• Markov modulated process model 
• Histogram-based model 
• Auto-regressive models 
• Fluid model 
• MIG I OC! input process model 
• Long range dependent model or self-similar model 
Long range models can be further categorized into two classes: 
• Short range dependent models (SRD), 
• Long range dependent models (LRD). 
These models are used to capture two statistical factors: marginal distribution 
(first-order statistics) and autocorrelation function (second-order statistics) of traffic 
data. LRD models can capture long range dependence, while SRD models can cap-
ture short range dependence. The impact of traffic dependence on queuing perform-
ance measures, such as queue length, waiting time, and cell loss rate, can be very 
dramatic. It is common belief that traffic dependence will degrade queuing perform-
ance. 
To describe network traffic accurately, the models should not only capture the 
first-order statistics, but also the second-order statistics as well. Almost all modem 
traffic models take into consideration the traffic dependence to some extent. The dif-
ference between SRD and LRD models are the extent to which the dependence is 
considered. 
Because of the statistical nature of video traffic, deterministic models are not 
popular as statistical models. A few deterministic models have been reported [102]. 
In the following sections we report some of the statistical traffic models. 
3.2 Renewal Models 
Historically, queuing systems have been analysed under renewal traffic models in 
which the inter-arrival times is identical independent distribution (i.i.d). A well-
know example of renewal models is the Poisson process, in which the interarrival 











process [104][105], in which the interarrival times are derived from a continuous-
time Markov process with discrete state space {O,l, ... ,M}. State 0 is absorbing, 
while all other states are transient. Starting with some probability distribution, an 
interval time is taken as the time to reach absorption. Subsequent interarrival times 
are obtained similarly by restarting the chain with the same initial distribution. 
The advantage of using renewal models comes from their simplicity and ana-
lytical tractability. However, given the burstiness and the inherent correlations in 
ATM traffic, renewal models significantly underestimate the queuing performance, 
which is greatly affected by traffic correlations. 
Traditional traffic can be described by a random point process. A random point 
process qJ = {tn : n ~ I} is a sequence of random points tn at which an event occurred, 
where, 
0< tl < t2 < ..... (3.1) 
with tn ~ 00 as n ~ 00 • 
The point process has two equivalent processes: The counting process and the 
interarrival process. The counting process {N(t): t ~ O} for qJ is the number of 
points that fall III the interval (O,t]. Let T: = tn - tn-I' then the 
process qJ = {T: : n > O} is the interarrival process. Furthermore, if qJ is i.i.d, then this 
random point process is called a renewal process. Since renewal processes are 
analytically tractable, they have been traditionally used as traffic models. Poisson 
process is a special case of the renewal process. Due to the fact that Poisson 
processes have some elegant properties, they have been used widely in telephone 
industry. A Poisson process is an independent incremental process. Its interarrival 
process is exponentially distributed, thus making it memoryless, and greatly 
simplifying the analysis of a queuing system. 
It is believed that traffic burstiness can be explained to a large extent by two 
factors: the shape of marginal distribution and autocorrelation [104]. Strong positive 











processes, however, vanishes for all non-zero lags, and therefore they fail to model 
modem network traffic. 
The phase-type renewal process is an important special renewal process [104]. 
Its associated arrival process can be modelled as the time spent for continuous 
Markov process {C(t) : 0 < t < co}, whose state space is {O,l, .... ,m} and has an ab-
sorbing state, to go to absorption. To get a sample of the process An' start the 
Markov process C with the initial distribution1f , the elapsed time is the value of the 
sample An . All the samples are obtained from the same initial distribution1f. This 
kind of model is analytically tractable. 
3.3 Markov-Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) 
The Markov modulated process can be identified by the modulated processes used. 
The most well known one is Markov Modulated Poisson Process. The MMPP is a 
doubly stochastic process where the arrival rate of a Poisson process is defined by 
the state of a Markov chain. A two state MMPP is shown in Figure 3.2. 
The MMPP is a Poisson process whose arrival rate is a random variable that is 
modulated by the state of a continuous-time Markov chain. It is a correlated process 
that has a tractable queuing analysis and can be used to capture the randomness at 
different scales, and therefore, is versatile to capture traffic characteristics. A genera-
tor matrix for the Markov chain and an associated arrival rate matrix for the Markov 
chain can characterize an MMPP. Let M(t) be a continuous Markov process with 
state space {0,1,2, ... ,M}. If the probability law of a process is determined by the state 
of the current state of M (t) completely, then the process is called a Markov Modu-
lated Process. 
The MMPP introduces some correlations between successive inter-arrival times, 
and therefore can capture the bursty nature of video traffic up to some extent. With 
different number of states of the modulating Markov chain, the MMPP can be used 
to model different traffic sources [106][107]. The simplest case, however, is one that 
uses MMPP to model ON/OFF traffic sources. In this case the arrival during the 
OFF period is zero, while the arrival process during the ON period is the arrival rate 












Figure 3.3-2: Two state MMPP 
3.4 Fluid Models 
The most common approaches employed are based on fluid and autoregressive mod-
els. In the fluid approach, a video stream is viewed as a stream of fluid that is char-
acterized by a flow rate. The notion of discrete arrivals is lost as packets are assumed 
to be infinitesimally small (see Figure 3.3). The fluid approach has been found par-
ticularly appropriate to model the traffic in ATM networks for a number of reasons 
[108]. First, this model is able to capture the burstiness of ATM traffic. Second, the 
traffic granularity, caused by small-size cells that are transmitted at very high 
speeds, makes the impact of individual cells insignificant. This gives a justification 
for the separation of cell-level and burst-level time scales, which is the underlying 
theme in the fluid approximation. Third, the computational complexity of fluid 
analysis is independent of the buffer size, making the fluid modelling particularly 
useful for systems with large buffers. Fourth, the fluid models have a trustable 
queuing analysis, where the queuing results are often obtained numerically. 
Fluid models were originally developed for data and voice sources [105]. The 
compressed voice and bursty data streams exhibit an ON/OFF characteristic when 
transmitted over a constant bit rate services. Therefore, the ON and OFF periods of 
the fluid flow are modulated by some stochastic process. During ON periods, the 
fluid arrives at peak bit rate. However, ON and OFF periods are i.i.d, often exponen-











gives rise to a superposition rule that, in fact, applies to all Markov-modulated mod-
els. An important property of the exponential distribution is that the minimum of 
several independent and exponentially distributed random variables is another expo-
nentially distributed random variable. 
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Figure 3.3: Fluid representation of an ON/OFF traffic source 
3.5 Markov Modulated Autoregressive Models 
In the autoregressive (AR) models, the video bit rate is modelled as a weighted sum 
of a finite number of previous bit rates. Marglaris et al. [109] modelled a video 
source as a first -order autoregressive process AR( 1) with marginal probability den-
sity function Gaussian and exponential autocorrelation function. The main advantage 
ofthis model is its simplicity. A more sophisticated Autoregressive Moving Average 
(ARMA) process followed by memoryless non-linear filter has also been used [110]. 
This method matches the mean, variance, and autocorrelation function but not the 
marginal probability density function of the empirical video sequence. Frater et al. 
[110] employs the DAR (Discrete Autoregressive) scheme to model full-motion 
movies, including "Star Wars". The DAR model was also applied in Heyman et al. 











Suppose ~ is the number of bits of the nth frame. The state of the Markov 
chain at time n is X)Xn E {O,I, ... N -I}). The number of bits at time n + 1 is given 
by: 
y = {a(i)~ + G(J1(i), 0'(i)2), 
n+! G(1](i), v(i», 
if Xn+l = Xn = i 
if Xn+! =1= Xn;Xn+1 = i 
(3.2) 
where a(i) is the autocorrelation at lag 1 and state i. G is a Gaussian random vari-
able, where J1 and (J' are mean and variance of the Gaussian process, respectively. 
These parameters can be obtained as follows: 
a(i) = 1- D2(i) 
2v(i) 

















From the above fonnulas we can see that the traffic rates at the same level are 
modelled by an AR process, while the number of bits for the first frame after a level 
change is the sample of a Gaussian process. 
One potential drawback of autoregressive models is that while they aim to fit the empirical autocorrelation function, they lack a 
systematic way of fitting the empirical marginal distribution. However, the shape of the marginal bit rate distribution as well as 
that of the empirical autocorrelation function can cause traffic burstiness. Consequently, it is important to capture faithfully 
both first-order and second-order statistics of the empirical data. 
3.6 Transform Expanded Sample Models 
Transfonn expanded sample (TES) techniques belong to a class of non-liner regres-
sion processes. The main characteristic of the TES model is that it can accurately 
capture both first-order and second-order statistics of an empirical bit rate record; 
more specifically, the model approximates well the marginal distribution and the 
autocorrelation of an empirical data simultaneously [111][112]. For a given set of 
parameters, the autocorrelation function of a TES model is given in closed fonn. 
Therefore, by systematically searching in the space of parameters and numerically 
computing the resulting autocorrelation function of the model, one is able to ap-
proximately match the autocorrelation function of a given VBR sequence. A TES 
random process is generated fonn the so-called background random process by two 
transfonnations. Let {U
ll 
: n = 0,1, .... } be the background random process with F8 
being the unifonn distribution, then the model is generated by the following for-
mula: 
(3.7) 
where F is the desired distribution function. F- 1 is the inverse of F. Un covenng 
the range [0,1] is produced recursively, which can be represented by a walk around a 
circle with unit length. The main problem of the TES modelling is to find the ade-
quate distribution for the innovations and parameter for the transfonnation. It is nec-
essary to make a good choice, because the distribution and the parameter detennine 











often expressed in the form of a histogram. If the distribution of Un is uniform, the 
formula to generate the model data becomes: 
(3.8) 
There are two different TES models: TES+ and TES-, differing by the back-





where < x > is the fractional part of x. Uo is distributed uniformly on [0,1) and 
Vn : n = 1,2, .... , is a sequence of i.i.d random variables, with marginal distribution F: 
and is called the innovation sequence. The background process used in generating 
TES- model is given by: 
U = 
+ {U; , n is even 
n 1 U;, n is odd 
(3.10) 
These background processes are Markovian with uniform distribution. Vn used here 
should be independent of Uo . 
In general, {VJ is obtained from distributionF:, which is typically restricted to 
step functions in order to simplify the parameter search. The simplest method to get 











-0.5 ~ L < 0.5 (3.11 ) 
where Zn are i.i.d and uniformly distributed on [0,1). Land R can be replaced by 







which are more convenient for use because a controls the magnitude of the autocor-
relation function and r/J controls the oscillations. 
A "smoothing" operation or stitching transformation may be applied to Un be-
fore the inverse transformation F-1 is applied, so that the traffic model seems more 
homogeneous. The stitching function has the following form: 
(3.14) 












All the TES background processes are Markovian and unifonnly distributed on 
[0,1) regardless of the innovation methods used, and the inversion method can en-
sure that we can always transfonn the background process to the desired distribu-
tion, that is, the TES models always have the distribution and autocorrelation func-
tions. 
Through appropriate selection of ~ and F", some autocorrelation functions can 
be fitted very well. 
3.7 Long-Range Dependent Models 
A common aspect of all models presented so far is that the interarrival times are ei-
ther uncorrelated or are correlated with exponentially decaying ACF (e.g. Markovian 
models). Such ACFs are summable, that is, :L;=oPk < 00. The power spectrums are 
bounded at low frequency. Recently, a number of studies supported by extensive sta-
tistic analysis indicate the presence of persistent correlation in various types of net-
work traffic, including LAN, WAN, and VBR video traffic [6][97]. This kind of 
phenomenon is well described by long range dependence process (LRD) [6] 
[103][113]. 
A LRD process has a ACF that is not summable, i.e., :L:=OPk < 00. Its power 
spectrum at low frequency is unbounded and approaches infinity as the frequency 
approaches zero [114]. It has been argued that Markov-like models cannot ade-
quately capture the correlations persistence in network traffic. Instead, new models 
that exhibit the LRD behaviour should be used to characterise network traffic and 
capture its correlations at multiple time scales. 
3.7.1 Fractional ARIMA Model 
Long-range dependence is display by the F ARIMA process, which is an extension of 
the conventional Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) process de-
















where n is an integer. X k is the so-called ARIMA process. Ifthe difference equation 
above is generalized to the non-integer case, then a fractional ARIMA process is ob-
tained. The generation can be done by Gamma function in the following way: 
d ~(d) i /);. Xk = tt i (-1) Xk-i' 112 < d < 1/2 (3.20) 
where (~) is generalised factorial function. 
(
d) -1 i _ f(-d +i) 
i ( ) - f( -d)fU + 1) 
(3.21) 
Ll 
where r(x)= r tX-1e-tdt is the Gamma function. 
It can be verified that the ACF of F ARIMA process has the following form: 
r(d + 1) 











Thus, for 0 < d < 0.5, the model exhibits LRD. 
3.7.2 Fractional Gaussian Noise Model (FGN) 
FGN is exactly a second-order self-similar process, obtained from stationary incre-
ments of a Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM). Fraction Brownian Motion, BH(t) , 
is a Gaussian process with Hurst parameter HE (0,1). For the discrete-time case, the 
ACF of the discrete FGN is given by: 
(3.23) 
If 0.5 < H < 1, then, as k ~ 00, Pk ~ H(2H _1)k2H-2, and the FGN exhibits LRD. 
H is the only parameter required for this model. 
3.8 Modelling a VBR MPEG Stream 
The main objective of this section is to find a suitable and simple model to capture 
the statistical behaviour of a VBR MPEG sequence. The model is used to generate a 
synthetic workload representing VBR MPEG traffic. This section presents two 
Markovian-based models, namely the Histogram and the Detailed Marko Chain 
models (DMC). The Markov chain process has been used because its parameters can 
be found easily and it can be easily analysed. This could be helpful to find the most 
appropriate model. The Markov chain method can be used to model different layers 
of an MPEG sequence (scene, Group of Pictures (GOP), frame, or slide). It is very 
difficult to find a model that covers all three types [19]. Therefore, we have to decide 
on which layer is to be used. A higher layer will add more complexity to the model 
but it will also improve long-range dependencies behaviour. The GOP layer can be 
used to these models without modelling frame-by-frame correlation and the only 
correlation used is GOP-by-GOP (frame-by-frame correlation is used at the traffic 
generation process). In addition, an experimental result showed thatframe-by-frame 
correlation has no influence on cell loss results [19]. Therefore, in some cases it 











For the histogram model, O-order Markov chain method has been used and n-
order Markov chain for the DMC. Both models have a finite number of states and 
are used to generate a GOP size process. For both models, the range of GOP sizes of 
the empirical MPEG sequence are divided into several quantisation intervals 
{qi : i = O,1,2,3, ... ,M I} where M is the number of quantisation intervals and the 
number of the intervals depends on the formulated modeL Each interval is related to 
a state of the Markov chain. Therefore, the number of states is equal to the number 
of GOP intervals. For each state, there is a mean value fLq, of the GOP interval asso-
ciated with it. The mean value of interval i ,fLq, ' represent the size of the quantisation 
interval q i' In the Markov chain context, a transition matrix controls the transition 
from a state to another. With each state transition (entrance from the current state 
into the next state), a GOP size is generated according to the mean value of the next 
state. 
These models are used to approximate the statistical behaviour of the MPEG 
sequence. Both models are well known. But with some modification and scene 
changes consideration, it is possible to be tuned for some type of VBR MPEG se-
quences to improve the actual traffic approximation. Another improvement can be 
added to these models when they are used with the generation process to perform 
mUltiple levels of correlations (GOP-by-GOP and frame-by-frame). Also a scene 
change-based model is presented later in this chapter. The scene-based model will 
also be used to approximate the behaviour of the MPEG sequence. 
For the development of video traffic models, prior-knowledge the MPEG 
coding technique and the statistical analysis of the frame size sequence, which can 
be obtain from measurement is required. 
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 depict representative portions of the original video 
tracesl.U2l. It is observed that the VBR traces of both frame sizes, {Fn }, and slice 
sizes, {SJ, consist of segments of variable length which exhibit high short-term 
autocorrelations, as suggested by the fact the successive frame and slice sizes tend to 
lie close to each other. The boundaries of these segments are characterised by burst 











one would expect, the segment boundaries coincide in the time sequence of both 
frames and slices. 
Intuitively, one would expect to relate visually discernible segments in the em-
pirical video sequence to a physical phenomenon in the underlying movie. Specifi-
cally, we wish to establish that these segments do correspond to distinct scenes of 
the movie, i.e., portions of the movie without significant shifts of view; such shifts 
result from burst camera zooming, panning, or cutting to a new visual context. By 
observing the actual movie frames and the corresponding bit rate sequence in lock 
step, it was possible to ascertain that scene changes do indeed coincide with bursty 
frame or slice size. 
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Figure 3.5: Frame size sequence (MPEG-4) 
3.8.1 Histogram Model 
The histogram-based model can be described by a simple Markov chain with a finite 
number of states (M) which is equal to the number of the quantisation intervals. The 
number of quantisation intervals is based on the selected number of the histogram 
bins. It is possible to improve the distribution feature of the model by increasing the 
number of quantisation intervals (smaller size of bin interval), but this will lead to an 
increase in the number of states. Each state i is associated with mean value f.J.qj of 
the ith interval (bin). Thus, with every transition from i to i + 1 state, the f.J.qj value 
of next state is generated. We estimate and define the transition matrix of size 1 x M 
as follows[119]: 
P. = Number GaPs within int erval i = ni 
lJ Total number of GaPs N 
(3.24) 
~M-l 
where, N = L.i=O ni and ni = numberof GOPs in qi 
The transition from state to state is statistically independent. The Histogram 











doesn't model the GOP correlation because the GOP samples are generated accord-
ing to the histogram bins, which are independent from each other. 
3.8.2 Detailed Marko Chain Model (DMC) 
The DMC model differs from the Histogram model in two main ways: the number of 
quantisation intervals (number of states) and the estimation of transition matrix. For 
long range dependency sequence, the O-order Markov chain is not adequate. But, 
with some effort it is possible to obtain a Markov chain model with a high coeffi-
cient of autocorrelation, even for large lags. This could be done by increasing the 
number of states to a reasonable number. However, increasing the number of states 
increases the model complexity. Thus, the number of states M can be found as fol-
lows: 
S
. Max GoP Min GoP lze :::: ---..:::::::.---=.:...... 
q k 
(3.25) 
whereMaxGOp and MinGO? are the minimum and maximum value of GOP size and 
k is a selected number of states. The transition matrix for the random process can be 
approximated by: 
P. :::: Number of transation from i to j 
If Number of transation out of j 
(3.26) 
I M-
1 IM-I Therefore, N. :;;:: n .. and P. == 1 
I i;O If j;Q If 
for i:::: O,I,2, ... ,M -1 
where, nij is the number of transition from state i to state j , N; is the total number of 
transitions out from state i . 
3.8.3 Scene Length Distribution 
It is observed from Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 that I frames exhibit different VBR 
dynamics at different time scales. At a time scale of the order of few seconds, the bit 
rate fluctuates in small amounts about some mean level, which itself varies drasti-











scale are often attributed to "scene" changes [116][117]. A scene, in the visual sense, 
is loosely defined as a portion of the movie without sudden changes in view, but 
with some panning and zooming [105]. Incorporating a "scenic" component in a 
traffic model gives the VBR dynamics a physical interpretation and often leads to 
better performance predictions. In [118] a heuristic approach to determine scene 
boundaries was proposed using only the sizes of I frames. The heuristic is based on 
the premise that "significant" changes in the sizes of consecutive I frames are strong 
indications of scene changes. We use this heuristic to obtain the sequence of scene 
lengths that are computed to an accuracy of a GOP period (i.e., 30 seconds). This 
has minor impact on the goodness of the fit since a scene lasts on average for several 
seconds. 
3.9 Conclusions 
In order to achieve the goal of this research to develop a dynamic bandwidth man-
agement procedure for bursty VBR traffic like video, traffic modelling has to be ad-
dressed first Traffic modelling is essential to characterise the behaviour of the traf-
fic that the network will carry. It be should be sufficiently simple yet accurate 
enough to capture the distribution and correlation function of the source bit stream. 
To achieve this goal, we have presented in this chapter models that can match the 
behaviour of VBR traffic including MPEG encoded video. It been explained in this 
chapter that video traffic has short range dependence (SRD) and long range depend-
ence (LRD). Traffic dependence has a drastic effect on cell loss ratio and other net-
work performance. SRD models include traditional traffic models, such as Markov 
processes and regression models. These models were discussed in section 3.2 and 
3.3. However to capture LRD and SRD, a Markov-modulated self-similar process 
model has been presented to capture video traffic dependencies characteristic. Also 
the introduction of TES process allows for modelling of wider range of stochastic 











Transmission of Compressed Video over ATM 
Networks 
ATM networks promise to provide the means to transport diverse traffic streams. 
These streams vary in their traffic characteristics and performance requirements. 
The largest portion of bandwidth in ATM networks is expected to be consumed by 
video applications. This is because of introduction of many new video/multimedia 
services. However, few video streams transmitted in their uncompressed digital for-
mat can saturate the huge link capacity provided by optical fibres. To increase the 
number of video streams that can be simultaneously carried over the link, compres-
sion schemes are employed in order to reduce the amount of bits contained in video 
frames. The size of a compressed video frame varies depending on the scene activity 
and the type of compression involved. Hence, the output of a video compressor is a 
VBRstream. 
Several standards organizations have been working intensely on the enhanced 
compression techniques, which are suitable for broadband communication. The fo-
cus of this chapter is on a particular compression technique, which has gained con-
siderable attention, namely the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [121]. MPEG 
is a standard jointly developed by the International Organization of Standards (ISO) 
and the International Electro-technical Commission (lEC). The ISO has branched 
into MPEG-l, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4, with cooperation from The lTU-T. The 
MPEG algorithm utilises the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and motion entropy 











Since this research is centred on bandwidth allocation and QoS provisioning 
under the influence of ATM traffic burstiness and video is generally sent over an 
A TM network in compressed format, digital video compression needs to be exam-
ined. Because the traffic source considered in this research is a video in MPEG for-
mat, a broad understanding on the MPEG compression standard is also required. 
Lastly, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, it is possible for video quality to be 
affected by different bandwidth allocation schemes. These schemes have a varying 
ability to improve network performance and support the QoS required by different 
video sources. Therefore, issues related to the transportation of digital video over an 
ATM network also need to be reviewed. 
4.1 MPEG Video Compression 
The MPEG standard is a widely used format for coding digital video and associated 
audio information. It makes use of the temporal and spatial redundancies found in 
video frames to achieve a high degree of compression (ranging from 30 to 1 to as 
high as 100 to 1). A number ofMPEG standards are known as MPEG-l (ISOI1172), 
MPEG-2 (IS013818), and MPEG-4 (IS014496-2). MPEG-2 is an extension to 
MPEG-l in terms of providing a wide range of resolutions, bit rates, and encoding 
options [122][146][147]. MPEG-4 natural video standard consists of a collection of 
tools that support wide video applications from digital television, streaming video to 
mobile multimedia. The MPEG-4 provides tools for shape coding, motion estimation 
and compensation, texture coding, error resilience, sprite coding, and scalability. 
The MPEG standards have three key parts: 
• 'Systems' addresses the synchronization of video and audio information, initial 
and continuous management of coded data buffers to prevent over or underflow, 
absolute time identification, etc; 
• 'Video' addresses video coding; 
• 'Audio' - addresses the compression of digital audio information. 
The hierarchical structure of MPEG bit stream is illustrated in Figure 4.1 [159]. 
MPEG video sequence starts with a sequence header that describes the basic pa-
rameters of the coded sequence such as the dimensions, resolution and frame rate of 











gether with the header containing time and reconstruction information. Within each 
GOP, are a number of frames or pictures, each of which is composed of a series of 
slices. The slice header can be used by the decoder to re-synchronize with the coded 
bit stream when an error occurs. In this case, the decoding process skips to the be-
ginning of the next slice and continues decoding. Each slice contains macroblocks 
that are made up of luminance components and the spatially corresponding chromi-
nance components. In the macroblock layer, blocks of DCT coefficients are used to 
represent these luminance and chrominance components. Knowledge of the MPEG 
bit stream structure demonstrates that information fields in the MPEG bit stream car-
ries a different level of importance. It also enhances the analysis of the network per-
formance evaluation. 
Macroblock Macroblock Macroblock 
End of Block 


















Three types of picture frames are defined in MPEG standard [121][122][123]: I 
frame, P frame, and B frame. A mixture of these three types of frames are present in 
a GOP. The structure and size of each GOP is not specified in the standard and can 
be chosen to suit the application. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a GOP structure as 
well as the prediction dependencies among the different types of frames. Each type 
of frame uses different coding methods described as follows: 
• An Intra-coded picture (or I-frame) is coded using information only from itself 
and only makes use of intraframe coding techniques; 
• A Predictive-coded picture or (P-frame) is a picture which is coded using motion 
compensated prediction from a past reference frame (i.e. a previous I or P frame in 
the sequence); 
• A Bi-directionally predictive-coded picture (or B-frame) is interframe coded us-
ing interpolated motion prediction between the previous I or P frame and the next 
I or P frame in the sequence. 
Generally, B-Frames can achieve a higher degree of compression than P-Frames 
because of their bi-directional prediction nature, resulting in a smaller frame size. P-
frames are in tum smaller than I-frames, as I-frames only makes use of intraframe 
compression. As a result, the generated bit rate is not constant and MPEG videos are 
generally bursty and considered to constitute variable bit rate traffic in ATM net-
works. Typically, MPEG-1 encoders support the coding of video and associated au-
dio into a single data stream of bit rates around 1.5Mbps with 30 frames per second 
at a resolution of 352 x 240 pixels. The video quality is comparable to that produced 
in videocassette recorders. Amongst the MPEG encoding parameters, changing the 
interframe to intraframe ratio and the quantisation scale can lead to a significant 
change in the characteristics of the resulting video sequence [124]. MPEG-2 builds 
on the MPEG-l video standard as a compatible extension in terms of providing a 












Figure 4.2: MPEG Frame Level Structure 
4.2 MPEG-2 over ATM 
MPEG-2 transmission has been researched by many groups [125][126] [127] [128] 
[129][130][131]. MPEG-2 is adopted by ITU-T for video transmission over AAL 5. 
Another group investigating MPEG-2 over ATM networks is the Digital Audio Vis-
ual Council (DA VC). MPEG-2 calls digitised video and audio data streams elemen-
tary bit streams. Elementary bit streams are formed into variable-length packet ele-
mentary streams (PES) as illustrated in Figure 4.3. There are two methods for con-
structing a single channel representing multiple applications: the program stream 
(PS) and transport stream (TS) methods. 
In the PS method, various elementary bit streams are multiplexed by transmit-
ting the bits for the complete packets in sequence resulting in a sequence of variable 
length packets in the channel. Program streams were designed for relatively error-
free media such as CD-ROMs. MPEG-1 is a program stream-based system. 
In the TS method, PES packets including the PES headers from various elemen-
tary bit streams are carried as a payload within fixed-length transport packets. Each 
transport packet is accompanied by a transport header that includes bit stream identi-
fication information. Each PES packet would then occupy a variable number of 
packets and data from various elementary bit streams are interleaved with each other 
at the transport packet layer. New PES packets always start a new transport packet 











PES data. The MPEG-2 transport stream packet structure consists of 188 bytes com-
prised of 4 header bytes and 184 payload bytes. 
The specific adaptation layer chosen for MPEG-2 is AAL-5. AAL-5 consists of a 
video-audio Service Specific Convergence Sub layer (SSCS) and the Common Part 
Convergence Sublayer (CPCS). The Convergence Sublayer (CS) could be design to 
support CBR as well as VBR MPEG-2 traffic, and more generally to support other 
non-MPEG video-audio services that do not have all the functionally of the MPEG-2 
systems layer. Therefore one disadvantage of including a CS is that the additional 
functionality it provides would be redundant with functionality provided at the 
MPEG-2 systems sublayer. Considering that ATM cells may have up to 4 bytes in 
the 48 byte payload field, three techniques are suggested for mapping MPEG TS 
(188 bytes) into the ATM transport packet: 
• The simplest method is the null AAL structure: The transport packet is parti-
tioned into 48 byte payloads that can be included in the user data field. 
• Use single byte of AAL in payload: The TS is partitioned into 47 byte payload 
resulting in an integer multiple of the ATM payload. TS of 188 bytes will fit into 
four ATM cells and the FEC code may be included in the 1 byte AAL. 
• Dual AAL byte structure: TS is to be partitioned to 46 byte length. 
The id of the transport header can be discarded since it can be reconstructed from the 
ATM header. 
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4.2.1 MPEG Transport over AALI 
According to the ITU-T Recommendation H.222.I [132], the Program Stream and 
the Transport Stream may use the service provided by AAL type 1 at the AAL Ser-
vice Access Point (SAP). Figure 4.4 shows the mapping of a I88-byte TS packet 
into exactly four ATM cells using AAL 1. AAL I is designed for real-time applica-
tions and therefore, it is suitable for supporting video streaming over ATM. Figure 
4.5 shows the SAR-PDU format for AAL 1 [132]. The other advantageous features 
provided by the CS of AAL type 1 to transport video signals for interactive and dis-
tributive services include the following: 
• Handling of possible rate mismatch between the sender and receiver end-systems 
- this is handled by the Synchronous Residual Time Stamp (SRTS) or the adap-
tive clock recovery method and prevents buffer to overflow or underflow during 
the delivery of video streams; 
• Handling of lost and rnisinserted cells - the sequence count values are used to 
detect and locate lost and misinserted cells at the receiver. While detected misin-
serted cells are discarded, it may be necessary to insert appropriate dummy SAR-
PDU payloads (maintaining the bit count integrity) or set the error indication bit in 
the TS packets (activating error concealment in the decoder) to compensate for 
lost cells. The Sequence Counter is also protected against bit errors; 
TS Packet (188 bytes) 
47 bytes 47 bytes 47 bytes 47 bytes 





















• Handling of cell delay variation a buffer is used to support this function. In the 
event of buffer underflow or overflow it may be necessary for the CS to maintain 
bit count integrity by inserting or dropping an appropriate number of bits; 
• Correction of bit errors and lost cells - this is an optional function provided by 
the AAL 1 Convergence Sublayer. For correcting bit errors, the Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) technique using Reed-Solomon (128, 124) codes, which are able 
to correct up to 2 errored octets, is used. For the correction of bit errors and cell 
losses with delay restrictions, a method that combines FEC (Reed-Solomon (94, 
88) codes) with octet interleaving of data (using a 16-cell interleaver) is used. This 
method can correct one cell loss occurrence in the group of 16 cells, or three er-
rored octets in a row of94 octets but has an overhead of around 6% [133]. 
'17---- SN field ----?I<E----~,NP field -···---71 
Sequence counter 
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1<-. --- SAR-POU (ATM-SOU) 48 Oct ----..... : 
Figure 4.5: SAR-PDU structure for the AAL 1 
On the other hand, the transportation of MPEG streams over AAL 1 has the fol-
lowing disadvantages: 
• AAL 1 is designed to support CBR applications. However, MPEG bit streams 
are generally considered as VBR in nature. As a result, special encoding technique 
is required to generate CBR MPEG streams; 
• In providing some of the functions to support video signals listed above, the use 
ofthe SN and SNP fields (l byte out of 48 in the ATM cell payload) in AAL 1 re-











• Support for AAL 1 in end-user equipment is not very widespread at this point in 
time yet. 
4.2.2 MPEG Transport over AAL 5 
The Video-on-Demand specification approved by the ATM Forum [158] as well as 
the ITU-T Recommendation H.222.1 [132], defines the mapping of MPEG-2 Trans-
port Stream packets into AAL 5 with a NULL Service Specific Convergence 
Sublayer (SSCS). One to N TS packets are mapped into an AAL 5 SDU and the 
value ofN depends on the type of virtual circuit used. For Switched Virtual Circuits 
(SVCs), the value of N is established during the ATM user-to-network connection 
setup phase as described in ATM Signalling 4.0 of the ATM Forum [32] and ITU-T 
Recommendation Q.2931 [92]. For Permanent Virtual Circuits (PVCs), the default 
value of N is 2. Figure 4.6 shows the mapping of two TS packets into an AAL 5 
CPCS-PDU which eventually breaks up into 8 ATM cells by the SAR sub layer. The 
functions offered by AAL 5 and its advantages to carry MPEG streams include the 
following: 
188 Oct 188 Oct 
;. .~.------------
MPEG-2 SPTS MPEG-2 SPTS 
Packet Packet 
376 ~Oct 8 Oct 
CPCS-PDU Payload (CPCS-SDU) CPCS-PDU Trailer 
CPCS-PDU=8x48 Oct 
Figure 4.6: Format of AAL 5 PDU containing 2 TS packets 
• AAL 5 is designed to be a simple and efficient. It carries relatively low transmis-
sion and processing overhead. There is only 8 octets transmission overhead per 











• Because a Service Specific Convergence Sub layer (SSCS) has been defined in 
AAL 5 to support ATM signalling protocols, it has become widely available to all 
ATM switches and end-stations that implement SVCs. For video application run-
ning on end-stations that possess signalling capabilities, AAL 5 is already imple-
mented and ready to be utilised; 
• The adoption of a NULL CS requires no additional network functionality to be 
defined; 
• The size of the CPCS-SDU can be up to 65535 octets (64 kilobytes - 1), which 
allows for a high degree of flexibility in the encapsulation of MPEG encoded bit 
stream; 
• End of SAR-SDU indication the SAR sub layer utilises the ATM-User-to-
ATM-User indication (AUU) parameter in the PT field of the ATM header (Fig-
ure 4.7) to indicate whether the payload of the current ATM cell contains the end 
of a SAR-SDU (AUU 1) or not (AUU 0); 
L~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~T~J....I---il,-. ___ S_A_R_-:_~_~ __ P"P~~_~_lo_a_d _____ -I.I 
Figure 4.7: SAR-PDU format for the AAL 5 
• Detection of lost or misinserted cells the 8 octet CPCS-PDU trailer contains a 
Length field and a Cyclic Redundancy Checker (CRC) field (Figure 4.8). The 
Length field is used to encode the length of the CPCS-PDU payload field and en-
ables the receiver to detect cell loss or cell misinsertion. As in the case for AAL 1, 
error concealment in the decoder at the receiver can be activated by the detection 
of a loss cell; 
• Detection of bit errors ~ the CRC field is used to detect bit errors in the CPCS-
PDU. It contains the value of a CRC-32 calculation that is performed over the en-
tire contents of the CPCS-PDU, including the CPCS-payload, the PADfield, and 















PAD Padding (O ... 470CT) 
CPCS-UU CPCS User-to-User Indication (1 OCT) 
CPI Common Part Indicator (1 OCT) 
Length Length of CPCS-SOU (20CT) 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check (4 OCT) 
Figure 4.8: CPCS-PDU Format for the AAL 5 
• Error handling - corrupted CPCS-SDU can either be discarded or optionally 
delivered to the SSCS. On the other hand, the transportation of video signals over 
AAL 5 has the following drawbacks: 
• There is no mechanism built into AAL 5 for timing recovery; AAL 5 does not 
provide native support for FEC; Although the procedures for the delivery of cor-
rupted CPCS-SDU are defined in the lTU-T Recommendations 1.363.5, they have 
not been widely implemented in end-user equipment; 
• While the Length Field of AAL 5 is only capable of detecting the presence of a 
cell count error, the Sequence Counter in AAL 1 can also locate the lost or 
misinserted cell. 
The comparisons between the use of AAL 1 and AAL 5 to carry MPEG video 
streams over ATM networks can be highlighted by the fact that more error handling 
functions in AAL 1 results in higher transmission and processing overheads. On the 
other hand, a lower overhead in AAL 5 implies less error handling ability. The other 
critical difference between these two AAL types is that AAL 5 is already widely im-
plemented in end-user equipment and ATM switches while AAL 1 is still catching 











possible schemes to pack MPEG information into AAL-SDU are examined in [134] 
and [135]. 
4.3 An Overview of MPEG-4 
MPEG-4 is targeted at video conferencing applications with low bit rate require-
ments [136][137]. Content-based coding and scalability, along with improved effi-
ciency through coding of concurrent streams, are the main properties of MPEG-4. 
Bit rates targeted for MPEG-4 standard are 5 to 64Kbps for mobile applications and 
up to 4 Mbps for TV/film applications [137]. 
The key innovation in MPEG-4 is the introduction of objects as the smallest ac-
cessible units compared to the traditional frame-based approach. These objects can 
be auditive or visual, static or dynamic, natural or synthetic. Thus, MPEG-4 can of-
fer new interactivities for end users of multimedia streaming applications. For in-
stance, besides VCR functionalities that are usually provided by frame-based video, 
object-based video can allow users to interact with video contents (video objects) 
dynamically, such as object moving, object zooming/out, object adding/deleting, and 
object quality enhancing/degrading. However, the interactivities may bring out the 
new network traffic control issues: how to adapt the bit-rate of each object in the 
same scene and how to assign different transmission priorities to different objects 
according to user's dynamic interactions. These issues will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
The ability to identify and selectively decode and reconstruct video content is 
referred to as content-based scalability. This feature provides the most elementary 
mechanism for interactivity and manipUlation of contents of images or video in the 
compressed domain without the need for further segmentation or transcoding at the 
receiver. To enable content based interactive functionality, MPEG-4 video Verifica-
tion Model (VM) introduces the concept of Video Object Planes (VOPs). It is as-
sumed that each frame of an input video sequence is segmented into a number of ar-
bitrarily shaped image regions, where each of the regions may possibly cover par-
ticular image or video content of interest, i.e. describing physical objects or content 
within scenes. The input to be coded can be a VOP image region of arbitrary shape, 











longing to the same physical object in a scene are referred to as Video Objects 
(VOs) a sequence ofVOPs of possibly arbitrary shape and position. The shape, mo-
tion, and texture information of the VOPs belonging to the same VO is encoded and 
transmitted or coded into a separate Video Object Layer (VOL). In addition, relevant 
information needed to identify each of the VOLs and how the various VOLs are 
composed at the receiver to reconstruct the entire original sequence is also included 
in the bitstream. This allows the separate decoding of each VOP and the required 
flexible manipulation ofthe video sequence and scalable coding. 
The definition of the VOPs may be done in multiple ways, such as by automatic 
or semi automatic segmentation, by hand segmentation, or they may always have 
been available if the scene was created as a composition of martial (VOPs) taken 
from different sources. The MPEG-4 content-based method can be seen as a logical 
extension of the conventional MPEG-l and MPEG-2 coding method toward image 
input sequences of arbitrary shape. 
The MPEG-4 standard will provide the tools to achieve error resilient object-
based streams, either in terms of bit errors or cell loss in relevant environments, such 
as mobile networks with severe error conditions, ATM networks, or storage media. 
The error protection will make sure that some objects receive different protection 
than others, and that some parts of an object bitstream receive different protection 
than other parts (e.g. header or shape information receives better protection). Error 
resilience should consider concealment, fault tolerance, graceful degradation and 
graceful recovery, also in an object-based way. It will be possible to switch off error 
protection if there is no need for it. MPEG-4 system and video will provide capabil-
ity for data prioritisation, error detection (corrupt data, insertion, deletion), and error 
concealment. 
MPEG-4 video will provide the ability to withstand random errors and produce 
usable video (as defined within the context of profiles) with a Bit Error Ratio (BER) 
up to 10-4 [162]. MPEG-4 systems will provide, for errors that do not cause loss of 
the channel, a recovery time within one round trip delay. The additional processing 
time is acceptable and does not cause a problem. MPEG-4 systems will provide the 
possibility to do reliable downloading to ensure the integrity of identified data, e.g. 











In terms of the ISO seven-layer communications model, no specific transport 
mechanism is defmed in MPEG-4. Existing transport formats and their multiplex 
formats suffice, including the MPEG-2 transport stream, ATM and RTP on the 
Internet. A separate transport channel could be setup for each data stream, but there 
can be many of these for a single MPEG-4 scene and as a result the process could be 
unwieldy and waste bits. To remedy matters, a small tool in MPEG-4, FlexMux was 
design to act as an intermediate step to any suitable form of transport. In addition, 
another interface defined in MPEG-4 lets the application ask for connections with a 
quality of service in terms of parameters like bandwidth, error rate, or delay. 
4.4 Multilayer Video Encoding 
The basic idea of the multilayer (Hierarchical) encoding technique is, to split the 
video signal into components of varying importance [138][139]. The aggregation of 
these components reconstructs the original data, but subsets of the data can also pro-
vide various degrees of approximation to the original signal as illustrated in Figure 
4.9 and Figure 4.10. Signal subsets are coded separately, and therefore, they are de-
coded separately. By careful design, the first components in the hierarchy can be a 
good approximation to the overall signal, providing a good first impression of the 
information without requiring all the components to be received. 
In addition, future digital video broadcasting, video storage, video on demand, 
and video conferencing have different bandwidth requirements. To fulfil the differ-
ent requirements using one common bitstream in a wide range of video services in 
heterogeneous environments, video coding techniques are needed that can simulta-
neously support a variety of bit rates tailored to individual services. One approach is 
to represent video information in a multilayer compression format, which enables a 
receiver to select a part of the generated bitstream and decodes it with the given 
available resources. 
Multilayer encoding with a variable spatial resolution [140], has received less 
attention than non-layered encoding (sequential) with a fixed resolution, despite its 
adoption in some popular coding standards [141][142][143]. 
Many different proposals have been made for multilayer encoding of video 











to video transmission over packet-switching networks, emphasizing the role of mul-
tilayer encoding. One of the most basic and conceptually simple methods for hierar-
chical or layered coding is bit-plane separation [140]. This method applies to im-
ages with representations that use multiple bits per pixel. It encodes first separately 
subsets of the image that contain the Most Significant Bits (MSBs) of each pixel, 
which have the most important image information. Then, it progresses down through 
the bit-layers, towards the least significant bits, which provide the high-resolution 
sub-signal. Thus each bit-plane (or each bit-plane subset) can be separately encoded, 
progressively transmitted, and decoded independently from the others. Interestingly, 
with bit-plane separation, the most (visually) important components (i.e. those pro-
duced by the MSBs), are also the more highly compressible ones. 
More elaborate multilayer encoding is based on sub-band coding, where spectral 
decomposition is carried out on the luminance (intensity) portion of the video signal. 
This splits the frequency spectrum of the luminance temporally, vertically, and hori-
zontally, to give 11 separate sub-bands. Then, the 13 sub-bands (Le., the 11 lumi-
nance bands plus 2 chrominance components) are coded individually. In [144] the 
authors have considered a sub-band coding scheme with 11 bands, of which, how-
ever, only 4 were determined to be important and were included in the measure-
ments. The study revealed that source correlation could generate severe problems for 
naive statistical multiplexing schemes, emphasizing the importance of hierarchical 
coding. 
Two-layer coding was considered in [139]. It was presented with low frequency; 
sub signal usually referred to as the base layer, and the second, higher resolution sub-
signal termed the enhancement layer. It was reported there that the video was of ac-
ceptable quality even with 10% packet loss at the enhancement layer. 
Some of advantages of multilayer encoding are: 
• Progressive presentation. 
• Reduced bandwidth transmission: High quality images can be transmitted faster 
over low-bandwidth channels, at lower resolution. 
• Resolution refinement: This is the ability to produce still images at higher resolu-










If the various frames in a video traffic are compressed on multilayer or hierar-
chical format, then only the acceptable resolution components can be decoded at the 
receiver, while the higher resolution components can be cached to be used only for 
still frame display. This reduces the decoding time for the common case. 
Base layer 
D Cells 




Figure 4.9: Multiplexing of layered data onto a single stream 
4.4.1 Scalability Models 
Common video compression techniques like MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 already allow 
scalability and, thereby, the adaptation of the quality of the video to the available 
bandwidth [160]. The idea behind these scalable schemes is to encode video signals 
not only into one stream but, instead, into a number of output streams as shown in 
Figure 4.10. 
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In this work, we focus on SNR scalability modelling, in which the base layer 
consists of a coarsely quantized version of the video, and the enhancement layers 
contain the refinement information. The SNR scalability relies on the DCT ap-
proach. However spatial scalability employs spatial pyramid encoding. In the tempo-
ral scalability approach frames are distributed between base and enhancement layers 
[82]. 
Currently, MPEG-4 supports frame-based temporal, object-based temporal, and 
frame-based spatial scalability. In general, two enhancement types can be discrimi-
nated: (1) the enhancement layer increases the resolution of a particular object or 
region of the base layer; (2) the enhancement layer increases the resolution of the 
entire base layer. 
4.4.1.1 Temporal Scaling 
Temporal scaling can be accomplished easily if each frame is compressed independ-
ently without motion compensation. In this case, the frames can be freely distributed 
over different layers. However, MPEG compression schemes take motion compen-
sation into account between subsequent encoded frames. So, if we distribute them 
among a number of layers without taking the frame dependency into account, a re-
ceiver, which eventually receives some of these layers, will not be able to decode the 
video. There are two possible ways to scale motion compensated video. The first ap-
proach is to encode the video independently on each layer. This approach results in 
transmitting groups of pictures (GOPs) on each layer. Between such groups depend-
encies are avoided. The second approach takes the structure of the GOPs into ac-
count, as shown in Figure 4.11 where, a possible scaling method with three layers is 
described. This work adopts the second scaling approach, where all independent 
coded frames (I-frames) have to be transmitted in the base layer. On the second 
layer, the predictive-code frames (P-frames) are transmitted and the highest layer 
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Figure 4.11: SNR temporal scaling 
4.4.1.2 MPEG-2 Based on SNR Scalability 
94 
There are three major kinds of multilayer in case of video: spatial resolution, tempo-
ral resolution, and data-rate (SNR) scalabilities [146]. Spatial resolution scalability is 
functionality to decode images at different resolutions. Temporal scalability means 
that the refresh rate of the frames can be adjusted, and data-rate (SNR) scalability 
implies that any target data rate can be achieved from a single compressed bitstream 
according to the user requirements based on the available network bandwidth or sys-
tem capability. The later scalability approach has been adopted in this work as 
shown in Chapters 5 and 6. 
MPEG-2 offers a significant improvement over MPEG-l by allowing hierarchi-
cal multilayered encoding. Its new extension is called Scalability and permits the 
reconstruction of a video stream from two or three sub-streams (or layers). MPEG-2 
also standardizes a variety of algorithms for multilayer video, including SNR scal-
ability. The base layer encoding process is identical to that for a non-layered en-
coder. The quantized DCT coefficients from the base layer (after being dequantized) 
are subtracted from the input DCT block. The resulting quantisation error from each 












The construction of a base layer and one or two enhancement layers, requires 
that the MPEG-2 supports scalability. MPEG-2 has defined four different scalability 
modes, namely Data Partitioning, SNR Scalability, Spatial Scalability, and Temporal 
Scalability. In addition, the last three modes may be combined to form the Hybrid 
Scalability. 
In this research, the video encoding is done using the SNR scalability, as in 
[148]. The SNR scalability mode, however, offers the best tradeoff between robust-
ness against cell losses and design complexity. 
In the next two subsections, the base and enhancement layer are described. 
The Base Layer 
ATM can support guaranteed eBR connections with extremely low cell loss ratios. 
Hence, we have chosen to encode the base layer using a closed loop rate control. In 
this type of coding a fixed quantity of bits are allocated to each GOP, which in tum 
is apportioned to the successive GOP pictures, and within pictures, to the pictures 
macroblocks. The number of generated bits is used in the feedback loop to act on the 
quantisation parameter used for each macroblock. 
The Enhancement Layer 
In order to preserve a constant video quality, we have chosen to code the enhance-
ment layer in open loop coding. In this type of coding, there is no control on the bit 
rate produced by the encoder. Thus a fixed quantisation parameter is used for the 
whole video sequence, leaving the output stream fluctuate at its nature, and produce 
a VBR traffic. 
4.4.1.3 MPEG-4 Content Based Scalability 
The aim of scalable coding of video is to support receivers with different bandwidth 
or display capabilities or display requests to allow video database browsing and mul-
tiresolution playback of video content in multimedia environments. Another impor-











agreeable to prioritised transmission. The techniques used in the VM allow the con-
tent based access or transmission of arbitrary shaped VOPs at various temporal or 
spatial resolutions in contrast to the frame-based scalability methods introduced for 
MPEG-2. Receivers either not capable or willing to reconstruct the full resolution 
arbitrarily shaped VOPs can decode subsets of the layered bit stream to display the 
arbitrarily shaped VOPs content/objects at lower spatial or temporal resolution or 
with lower quality. 
MPEG-4 will provide the tools and syntactic elements to achieve scalability 
with a fine granularity in terms of content, texture-SNR, shape-SNR, spatial and 
temporal scalability. These types of scalability will result in a very flexible content-
based scaling of the video information. MPEG-4 video will support spatial/temporal 
texture scalability by allowing objects in a scene to be coded with a base layer and 
up to 4 enhancement layers. In the context of profiles, more specific requirements 
regarding the number of texture and shape scalable layers will be specified. MPEG-4 
video will support joint coding of at least 4 views of a video scene concurrently. For 
any stereoscopic video, MPEG-4 will perform at least as well in exploiting redun-
dancy as the MPEG-2 multi view profile. 
Initially MPEG-4 targeted 32 levels of priority classes for Audio Video (A V) 
Objects. The current version 2 of MPEG-4 provides for decoding of still images, 
spatial scalability with up to 11 levels of granularity and also quality scalability up to 
the bit level. For video sequences, an initial maximum of 3 levels of granularity will 
be supported, but work is ongoing to raise this level to 9. 
4.4.2 Impact of Cell Losses on Mnltilayer Encoding 
In ATM, cell losses may have a very annoying impact on video quality. There-
fore, the limitations on the Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) should be considered in order to 
prevent quality degradation. However, the target CLR for video is often 10-9 [149]. 
Therefore, the network will be operated uneconomically if it turns out to be overly 
precautions. There are overall few results reported on the perceptual aspects of video 
transfers and there are consequently few guidelines to follow, especially concerning 











In multilayer encoding schemes, tests have shown that by coding the video into 
multilayer, and by allowing cell losses to occur only in the enhancement layers, the 
overall coding could tolerate higher cell loss ratios than non-layered coding while 
preserving a consistent video quality as we have proved on Chapter 6. 
Another technique to reduce the effect of ATM network impairments on video 
quality is to encode the video information differently so that the encoded bit stream 
is more robust to errors. Besides improving video quality, this technique must ensure 
that the encoded bit stream is compatible with standard video decoders. Two such 
techniques proposed in the literature are scalable, or layered, coding and temporal 
localization. Layered video coding techniques encode video into two or more layers; 
each contains different component(s) of the original video information. The video 
sequence is encoded at a low quality to form the base layer. The difference between 
the base quality and the original quality of the source is encoded as one or more en-
hancement layers. While decoding the base layer results in video of low quality, the 
decoding of the base layer with the enhancement layers result in video of improved 
quality. The base and the enhancement layers are sent over multiple Virtual connec-
tions (VCs) with different QoS requirements. Since the base layer is more significant 
to the decoding process than the enhancement layers, it is handled with a higher pri-
ority and a stricter QoS compared to the enhancement layers during transmission. As 
a result, the base layer is affected by network impairments to a lesser extent and 
maintains basic video quality when the enhancement layers are affected by network 
impairments. Figure 4.12 shows the functional blocks of the layered coding tech-
nique. Since temporal propagation of video distortions does not proceed beyond an 
error free I-frame in a MPEG sequence, reducing the size of the group of picture, i.e. 
reducing the number of frames between consecutive I-frames, should reduce the ex-
tent of such error propagation. Temporal localization techniques reduce the temporal 
spacing of I-frames and hence increase the proportion of I-frames in the coded se-
quence. Although the extent of temporal propagation of video distortions is reduced, 
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Figure 4.12: Block diagram of scalable or layered coding system 
4.4.3 Multilayer Encoding for Multicasting 
It is expected that there will be many types of multimedia terminals and that possibly 
many formats for representation of each medium type will exist [150]. This has 
been the case for traditional text-based computer communications (where the com-
patibility problems are considerably simpler than for multimedia). The presentation 
layer in the OSI architecture addresses the issues of data representation compatibility 
problems. When incompatible transmitters and receivers communicate, translation 
is necessary. This service can be provided in one of three places: (1) at the transmit-
ter, (2) within the network, or (3) at the receiver. 
If the third solution is possible, there is no real compatibility problem. The sec-
ond approach is the typical solution (e.g., traditional protocol converters). The first 
solution is similar to the third in the point-to-point case, but is rather ineffi-
cient in the multipoint case. It requires the sender to translate its data format once 
for every incompatible receiver. This translation consumes sender resources that are 
usually highly contended. Furthermore, it requires the network to transport a higher 
volume of information because the sharing of links is not possible. In essence, se-
vere compatibility problems limit the effectiveness of multicast solutions and the 
communication model reverts to a series ofunicasts. 
Facilitating translation at the receiver through synthesis of the signal from sepa-
rate components can be achieved through multilayer encoding. In addition, network 
routing algorithms may take into account the different needs and capabilities of the 
destinations by, for example, forwarding only usable components to select destina-











ing and multicasting. Multilayer encoding enables destinations to adjust the quality 
of each signal they receive, independently and without the source actually being 
aware of this adjustment. This is a very important property considering the feedback 
control problems of multipoint communication, and can also be used to effectively 
address many compatibility problems. 
Thus, multilayer encoding can help diminish compatibility problems for con-
tinuous media and also address other problems such as real-time delivery, error con-
trol, and network congestion control, as well as to minimize communications costs. 
4.5 Video Traffic and ATM Connections 
In ATM networks, one or several connections can be established to carry video traf-
fic and control traffic for single direction video delivery. Three scenarios are listed 
and explained below: 
• Single Connection: In this case, only one ATM connection is set up between the 
sender and the receiver and video information is serialized and transported over 
this VC together with control information; 
• Dual Connections: In this scenario, two ATM connections are required. One 
connection is used for video traffic and the other is used to carry control informa-
tion between the sender and the receiver. These two connections will obviously 
have very different traffic characteristics and are therefore setup with different 
QoS attributes; 
• Multiple Connections: Another alternative is to use multiple connections for the 
different information components (video, audio, control etc). 
In this research work, the multilayer video encoding constructs MPEG bit 
streams into a base layer (which carries important, base resolution information) and 
an enhancement layers (which carry quality and resolution enhancement informa-
tion). Video traffic belongs to these layers has a different priority and carries differ-
ent QoS attributes. During network congestion, ATM cells belonging to the en-
hancement layer with lower priority are discarded before information belonging to 
the base layer with higher priority is affected. This decreases the probability of any 











between the various components can be embedded in each connection so that they 
can be combined at the receiver. 
The use of one or more ATM connections to support video traffic is implemen-
tation-specific, i.e. detennined by the architecture of the video application and the 
video encoding scheme employed. Since the aim of the underlying ATM network is 
to provide the services and resources to satisfy the connection requests from applica-
tions, it plays no part in deciding the number of connections used to carry video traf-
fic. Chapter 5, proposes a dynamic bandwidth allocation based on the later scenario, 
which is establishes multiple connections to carry multilayer compressed video. 
4.6 Modelling of Multilayer Encoded Video 
Here, we have adopted the single-source model shown in Figure 4.13 for VBR video 
to model the enhancement layer of a multilayer video encoding (e.g. we consider a 
two-layer video encoder). Our primary goal is to explore the relative efficiency of 
transporting video streams on multilayer video fonnat. Early results [152][153][154] 
indicated that while multilayer video could withstand higher cell-loss rates than non-
layered video, its overhead bit rate was large enough that it still had worse multi-
plexing perfonnance. However, the recent multilayer compression algorithms 
adopted in this research are more efficient and, hence, our results from the simula-
tion experiments reported on Chapter 6 indicated, that a multilayer video encoding 




















Studying the characteristics of multilayered video, as opposed to non-layer video, 
vastly increases the number of free parameters. For example, each different base-
layer bit rate produces different characteristics in the enhancement layers bit rate. To 
study this effect without a model, it would be necessary to encode the video for each 
different base layer bit rate of interest. Furthermore, the enhancement layers bit-rate 
characteristics also depend on the particular rate-control algorithm used to enforce a 
constant rate in the base layer. If the impacts of different rate-control algorithms are 
to be studied, traffic measurements must again be performed for each different algo-
rithm at each different base layer bit rate of interest. Clearly, the amount of data 
gathering quickly becomes prohibitive if actual traces are to be used. The multilayer 
video encoding model based on traffic measurements gathered during a single set of 
encoding using different base layer quantizer step sizes is presented [155]. Both 
quantizers are fixed throughout encoding, but the enhancement layer quantizers are 
the same for each encoding so that each encoding has essentially equivalent video 
quality. The model is used to characterize the enhancement layers traffic generated 
for a specific base layer bit rate and rate-control algorithm. The explicitly of the so-
lution allows different base layer bit rates and rate-control algorithms to be analysed 
without gathering additional data. Rodriguez-Dagnino et al. used a similar approach 
in [156], where they proposed a set of fundamental parameters that characterize a 
bit-rate process from which the effect of different encoding schemes can be deter-
mined. 
In [155], a model for one-layer video that incorporates feedback for buffer con-
trol, as shown in Figure 4.13 was proposed. This model enables the characterization 
of a video source compressed for a constant-rate channel. The source model gener-
ates the output bit rate of a constant quality VBR encoder with a quantisation pa-
rameter fixed at Q 4, while a multiplicative scaling factor accounts for variations 
in bit rate caused by using a different quantisation parameter to ensure no buffer 
overflow or underflow. The model in Figure 4.13 was shown to accurately capture 
the video quality when CBR transport is used [157]. This type of model can also be 
used to shape the one-layer bit rate to meet a given UPC constraint. 
The above modelling concept could be extended, as shown in Figure 4.14, to 











we have proposed on Chapter 5. Base layer and enhancement layers data measured 
using a constant quantizer step size of 8 in the base layer, and in the enhancement 
layers, are used as reference input for generating the multilayer video. 
Since the base layer is to be transported at a CBR, the quantisation parameter 
actually used when encoding the base layer would have to be chosen such that the 
base-layer buffer neither overflows nor underflows. By changing the actual Qb to be 
different than 8, the base layer bit rate varies, as does the enhancement layer bit rate. 
These variations are well characterized by a multiplicative scaling factor plus an off-
set, RQ = AQR8 + BQ. The parameters AQ and BQ for these scaling functions are de-
rived from measurements of base and enhancement layer signals encoded at a range 
of base layer quantisation step sizes varying from 4 to 30. A pair wise regression 
analysis on these measurements provides the scaling parameters that map the bit rate 
corresponding to a reference quantisation step size to the approximate bit rate for 
any other quantisation parameter. Separate scaling functions are used for the I and P 
frames. As depicted in Figure 4.14, when Qb increases, less data are coded in the 
base layer and more is left to be coded in the enhancement layer. 
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The rate-control algorithm used for buffer control is as follows. The quantisa-
tion step (q-step) is adjusted based solely on the buffer fullness. When the buffer is 
empty, the minimum q-step of 4 is used, while when the buffer is full, the maximum 
q-step of 30 is used. Between these end points, the chosen q-step is an exponential 
function of the buffer fullness. (We also considered a linear function of the buffer 
fullness and found no significant statistical difference in the results.) For each value 
of the base layer CBR rate chosen, the rate-control algorithm generates a different 
sequence for the VBR enhancement layer. This data is then fit using the described 
source. The model-generated data is then used to compare the tradeoffs in one-layer 
and multilayer encoding. 
4.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has described the MPEG compression standards for encoding video and 
appropriate transmission scheme over ATM networks. We have given a path for the 
design and implementation of the emulated network by presenting the essential con-
cepts on MPEG video compression (MPEG-2 & MPEG-4) standards, and multilayer 
compression techniques. However, MPEG compressed video is very sensitive to 
data loss; not only may corruption caused by the loss of an ATM cell be quite se-
vere, but the use of inter-frame predictive coding may cause the corruption to persist 
or even spread over a period of several frames. In order to lessen the impact of cell 
loss on compressed video, the proposal is to use multilayer compression techniques 
for splitting the coded bit stream into a number of layers of differing importance to 
the decoded video quality, and transmitting these layers at different ATM connection 
with different QoS requirements. The high priority layer is the base layer, which is 
sent over a CBR connection and protected against cell loss, while a VBR connection 
is established for each enhancement layer in order to maintain a consistent video 
quality. The robustness against cell loss feature of multilayer compression tech-
niques has received a considerable attention due to the present heterogeneity nature 
of ATM networks. Because of their capabilities to handle layered video streams 
MPEG-2 and especially MPEG-4 are promising frameworks for ATM and Intemet-
based multimedia networks. However, our proposed bandwidth allocation model in 
this research has adopted the above multilayer video compression technique as a 











the burstiness of compressed video. The great improvements gained from the use of 
such multilayer layered coding and transmission models raise the question of how 
much the improvement might be gained on the network utilisation and performance. 
This question will be addressed in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 5 
Renegotiation-Based Dynamic Bandwidth 
Allocation 
Future integrated broadband networks are expected to support applications with di-
verse traffic characteristics and performance requirements. There are three generic 
types of traffic for broadband ATM networks: constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit 
rate (VBR), and best-effort traffic. Among these, real-time VBR traffic poses unique 
challenges on its bandwidth management and allocation [161][162][163]. Whereas 
bandwidth allocation schemes are easy to implement for CBR traffic, and there are 
numerous bandwidth allocation approaches based on feedback and re-transmission 
for best-effort traffic, there is however no consensus on the strategy for real-time 
VBR traffic, in particular, compressed video. This is mainly due to two conflicting 
design goals: good quality of service (QoS) and high network utilisation [196]. 
The compressed MPEG video sequences are generally highly bursty in nature, 
i.e. these may generate various amounts of data during varying time intervals, where 
the amount of aggregate incoming traffic is greater than the outgoing link speed and 
cells have to be buffered. If the situation persists, cells will be dropped due to buffer 
overflows, which will in turn cause a degradation of application's QoS. Thus, in or-
der to guarantee the transmission of compressed video with consistent visual quality, 











Smoothing [164][165] is one approach that has been utilized in an effort to reduce 
the burstiness of video traffic, and thus efficiently enhancing network utilisation. 
However, since the smoothing schemes do not take into consideration the scenery 
changes that are caused by very different statistical and delay sensitivity of the video 
traffic, the problem still remains. In this chapter we present our contribution to so-
lve the problems caused by bursty traffics on network utilisation by proposing a 
more flexible renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol, instead of 
allocating a static effective bandwidth at call level only. Our renegotiation-based 
dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol is capable of rapidly adapting to changes in 
network conditions, providing high quality video service and good network re-
sources utilisation. The protocol renegotiates the allocated bandwidth during call 
lifetime using traffic predictors. The predictors are used to forecast the required 
bandwidth to accommodate the incoming bursts, given that the source is capable to 
accept graceful degradation of QoS when the predicted bandwidth cannot be pro-
vided. 
Our proposal is evaluated with MPEG-4 video stream. The video stream is 
found to be highly bursty and very difficult to be characterized accurately. The video 
source is compressed on multilayer (hierarchical) format. Therefore, in the next sec-
tion, we look at compressed video transmission issues. 
5.1 Compressed Video Transmission 
There are several ways of adjusting the quality of compressed video stream. These 
may include adaptive encoding, switching among multiple pre-encoded versions, 
and multilayer (hierarchical) encoding. Considering adaptive encoding the encoder 
re-quantises data on-the-fly based on network feedback [78][79][80][81]. Since en-
coding is CPU-intensive, sources are unlikely to perform that for a large number of 
receivers. An alternative option is for the source to retain several versions of each 
video stream with a different resolution. Thus depending on the network's available 
bandwidth, the source would switch between the lower and higher resolution quality 
streams as required. This option requires large buffers at traffic source. 
Hierarchical or multilayer encoding is also another option that is part of a family 











video compression source scales its output compression rate by partitioning the 
video stream into sub-streams or layers, each layer representing a portion of the sig-
nal, as was discussed in section 4.4. The greater the number of layers received at the 
end stations, the better is the quality of the reconstructed signal [82]. In this ap-
proach as more bandwidth becomes available, more layers of the encoded stream are 
delivered. If the available bandwidth decreases, the source would then drop some of 
the layers. The multilayer encoding usually have the decoding constraint that a par-
ticular enhancement layer can only be decoded if all the lower quality layers have 
been received. There are several advantages of multilayer encoding, including that of 
less storage requirements at the source, and provision of an opportunity for selective 
prioritisation of the important information. The design of an effective multilayered 
video transmission system basically entails the design of an efficient drop and adds a 
layered mechanism that can maximize the perceptual quality of the received video 
stream. 
5.2 Renegotiation of the Allocated Bandwidth 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol proposed in this 
chapter offers the possibility of implementing such a protocol, on an end-to-end ba-
sis, both at the application (QoS profile) and at the network (traffic contract) levels. 
During a session when, a change occurs in the state of the application, in accordance 
with the hierarchical model, an indication is made by the application to the band-
width renegotiation unit in Figure 5.4, which in turn will ask the network to change 
the state of the connection. Such a dynamic mechanism offers to the application the 
guarantee of acceding to the requested level of quality (service guarantee), while 
letting flexible applications reach unused resources (higher utilisation rate). 
Our approach uses two kinds of bandwidth allocation strategies: permanent al-
location and released-on-demand allocation. Our approach is compared to the tradi-
tional static bandwidth allocation (i.e. the bandwidth is allocated statistically at call 
set up phase only) protocols, which uses permanent allocation only. Figure 5.1 illus-
trates the differences between our proposal protocol and the traditional static proto-
cols. The main descriptions of the allocation strategies are as follows. In the perma-











or statistically allocated to a traffic source, where the bandwidth is permanently allo-
cated at call setup phase. In our protocol, the permanent bandwidth allocation strat-
egy is used to allocate a deterministic amount of bandwidth to the base layer of the 
multilayer compressed video with CBR service. 
In the released-on-demand allocation strategy, the bandwidth is allocated adap-
tively to the enhancement layers for flexible applications with higher QoS parame-
ters than the base layer. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation approach improves the 
bandwidth utilisation, and consequently a higher number of connections could be 





Renegotiation based allocation 
Figure 5.1: Traditional static and dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes 
The idea of dynamic allocation of bandwidth has been proposed in the literature 
and demonstrated using different approaches [78][83][84][2]. Vickers et. al have 
proposed a new ATM service called quasi-VBR for video. This service is based on 
Enhanced Proportional Rate Control Algorithm (EPRCA) for ABR service [83]. The 
quasi-VBR video service could be provided through a combination of proportional 
rate control, a modified TI/T2 service and adaptive quantisation step encoding. How-











based on closed loop congestion control policy, which is irrelevant for real-time ap-
plications. Sedan and Gloshani approaches the adaptability on the allocated band-
width by proposing a new multilevel priority approach combined with buffer 
management [84]. The new traffic management model is able to handle more than 
two levels of prioritisation for video transmission. The proposed algorithm requires 
that a new AAL layer protocol has to be defined and moves the switching to AAL 
level. In this research the dynamic allocation of bandwidth is based on renegotiation 
of traffic source QoS parameters [57]. The proposed approach allows the traffic 
source to change its traffic descriptor dynamically according to the network 
bandwidth availability. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme establishes sev-
eral connections to transfer multilayer encoded video stream, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
Each connection has different QoS parameters and traffic definitions. Generally, the 
base layer, since it carries more important information than the enhancement layers, 
is transmitted separately on a more reliable connection, such as CBR. Each receiver 
must receive a base layer quality on a certain virtual connection (VC) as CBR ser-
vice connection and sufficient number of enhanced layers in other VCs as VBR ser-
vice connection(s) depending on the network available bandwidth [57J[170]. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol uses a new 
multilevel traffic descriptor to map the multilayer video stream into ATM virtual 
connections. Next section describes the proposed traffic descriptor. 















5.3 Multilevel Traffic Descriptor 
The multilevel traffic profile/descriptor model is also proposed as shown in Figure 
5.3 [57]. The multilevel traffic descriptor is based on the alternative traffic descriptor 
model proposed by ITU-T series of recommendations Q2963.3 [93] which specifies 
the procedure of the modification of ATM traffic parameters during the connection 
lifetime. This model not only enhances the connection acceptation probability, but 
also enables the network to dynamically modify the connection's characteristics, 
based on the global state of the network after the establishment phase is over (for 
flexible applications only). To setup a video connection using multilevel QoS profile 
model, the user/application must first specify its QoS specification on multilevel 
format, as shown in Figure 5.3. This can be done through a user selection interface 
or by an application programmer. The multilevel QoS profile is used for negotiations 
and renegotiation with the network to select the required QoS, as will be discussed 
later in this chapter. 
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5.4 Protocol Description 
The framework of our proposed protocol is illustrated on Figure 5.4, which we were 
earlier presented [57]. The framework shows the different components required for 
protocol implementation. The renegotiation-based bandwidth allocation protocol's 
procedure is presented as a flow chart in Figure 5.5. 
At call setup, a CBR connection is established for the base layer and a VBR 
connection for each enhancement layer of the multilayer compressed video. The 
bandwidth is allocated dynamically for VBR enhancement layers connections de-
pending on bandwidth availability. The lower enhancement layer is generally ac-
corded higher priority than the higher layers when it comes to bandwidth allocation. 
A new enhancement layer can be added as soon as the available bandwidth exceeds 
the consumption rate of the existing enhancement layers plus that of the new en-
hancement layer. However, this would be problematic, as without prior knowledge 
of future available bandwidth we cannot decide how many enhancement layers could 
be sent or dropped during the renegotiation process between the network and the 
video source. To overcome this problem the on-line predictors are used to forecast 
the enhancement layers bandwidth requirement, as shown in Figure 5.4. 
The bandwidth renegotiation unit in Figure 5.4 makes its decision (based on the 
network available bandwidth) whether it is able to grant the predicted bandwidth or 
not. If the network has sufficient bandwidth, then the requested resources will be 
granted, otherwise a graceful degradation on source's QoS parameters should be 
considered at that time. This is done by adopting a multilevel traffic descriptor dis-
cussed in section 5.3. In this case the traffic contract has to be modified with de-
graded QoS parameters during the congestion period [57][170]. This bandwidth con-
straint for adding a new layer is still not sufficiently conservative, as it may result in 
several layers being added and dropped with each cycle of renegotiation. Such rapid 
changes in quality would be disconcerting for the viewer. One way to prevent rapid 
changes in quality is to add buffering condition, such that adding a new enhance-
ment layer does not endanger existing enhancement layers. Thus, the sender may 











1. The instantaneous available bandwidth is greater than the required service rate of 
base layer and the existing enhancement layers plus the new enhancement layer, 
n" 
R > Rb +Cnew + IC; (5.1) 
;=1 
2. There is sufficient total buffering at the receiver to survive an immediate backoff 




R is the current transmission rate, 
Rb is the transmission rate for base layer, 
na is the number of currently active enhancement layers, 
bUh is the amount of buffered data for enhancement layer i, 
Bb is the amount of buffer space allocated to base layer connection, 
S is the rate of linear increase in service rate, and 
C j is the required service rate for enhancement layer i . 
The above constraints are the minimum requirements for adding a new enhancement 
layer. If these constraints are held, a new layer can be kept for a reasonable period of 
time during the renegotiation periods. 
If the network available bandwidth or amount of buffering at destination is less 
than the required bandwidth to transport all enhancement layers a backoff occurs, the 












duce the required bandwidth to transport the multilayer video stream (2: Ci ) and 
i=1 
hence reduces the required bandwidth or buffering at destination for recovery. If the 
network available bandwidth is still insufficient, the server should iteratively drop 
the highest enhancement layer until the amount of bandwidth is sufficient. 
(5.2) 
We should remember that base layer is sent over a CBR connection, where a 
static amount of bandwidth always is guaranteed to be available. 
The protocol uses burst predictors to forecast the required bandwidth for en-
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Hierarchical video encoder 
Hierarchical QoS Profile 
QoS description of base layer(layer # 1) 
Figure 5.5: Renegotiation-based bandwidth allocation protocol 
5.5 Burst Prediction 
The protocol's framework in Figure 5.4 shows the predictor unit that is used to fore-
cast the future required bandwidth for enhancement layers. For non-real time appli-
cations, burst prediction is not required and bandwidth allocation may be imple-
mented more easily and efficiently because the frame size is known before transmis-
sion. However, for real-time application, at the time of renegotiation, the required 
bandwidth for enhancement layers have to be predicted first in order to effectively 
implement the protocol. The contribution of our work is instead of allocating a static 
amount of bandwidth at call setup phase only, we propose, that the bandwidth is al-











the source must accept graceful degradation on QoS when the predicted bandwidth 
cannot be provided. 
The better prediction system is one that allows a relatively longer lead-time to 
predict any incoming burst's bandwidth requirement. If the required bandwidth is 
not provided on time, the burst will be considered useless and will be discarded. 
In this section three prediction schemes are discussed as on-line predictors for 
forecasting the burst's bandwidth. The first scheme is based on the least mean square 
method (LMS) error linear predictor [171]. The LMS is an adaptive approach, which 
does not require prior knowledge of the video statistics, and does not assume sta-
tionary. Therefore, it can be used efficiently as on-line predictor for real-time appli-
cations. The second scheme is based on the Recursive Least Square (RLS) method. 
It is also a linear predictor like LMS, but its adaptive approach has the advantage of 
fast convergence and robustness over the LMS adaptive approach [166]. The third 
scheme takes the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach. The ANN approach is 
used to predict the burst's bandwidth requirement for real-time video. 
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Figure 5.6: Burst bandwidth prediction in a video signal 
The burst's bandwidth requirement can be renegotiated with the network inter-
mittently using on-line prediction by filtered input video signalxL (t)[166]. The re-











time at each node. Let the video signal be sampled at time unit i1 and denoted by 
XL (n) sampled at the n -th i1 unit as shown in Figure 5.6. The bandwidth is renego-
tiated at interval of Mi1 , which is equivalent, for example, to GOP duration. There 
will be Di1 lead time for computation of the prediction protocol and the processing 
time for renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol. That is, if the 
prediction starts at the n -th unit, the bandwidth will be renegotiated at the (n + D) -
th unit. Consequently, the next bandwidth renegotiation will occur at the 
(n + D + M) -th unit. The prediction of the input rate at each consecutive unit of re-
negotiation interval, denoted by XL (n + D + I) at I = 0,1, ... , M , is made on the basis 
of (N + 1) consecutive observations collected at the n -th group of pictures. In 
other words, the predictions {xL(n+D+O),xL(n+D+1), ... ,t-L(n+D+M)} are made on the 
basis of {XL (n - N), XL (n - N + 1), ... , XL (n)). 
In our protocol, Predictors are using RM cells within a sender equipment loop to 
provide the renegotiation unit in Figure 5.4 with predicted bandwidth information. 
We propose to use the 3 bit-PTI field on RM's cell header as an implicit request of 
the predicted bandwidth for every layer. The PTI field can offer I = 23 different 
bandwidth predicted levels bo,bp ... ,bH for each layer as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
RM cell is used to the trigger the renegotiation process. The bandwidth renegotiation 
interval time is controlled by how frequently the predictor sends the RM cells to the 
renegotiation control unit. Hence, in our protocol we suggest that the minimum al-
lowed renegotiation interval is GOP transmission time. When the renegotiation 
process take place every GOP, only one predictor for each enhanced layer is re-
quired. Thus an RM cell will be sent with every group of pictures GOP or a couple 
of group of pictures (N-GOP). 
Each of the previous predictors has its own strength and weakness in prediction 
design. In contrast to the LMS and RLS approaches, the ANN approach requires a 
training period with off-line computation time required and its solution may not be 
generally applied. However, the ANN approach requires a much less on-line compu-
tation time and no initial transit state for convergence than LMS and RLS ap-
proaches. On the other hand, the RLS and LMS are linear predictors, whereas the 











ANN approaches offers longer prediction lead times compared to that of the linear 
RLS and LMS prediction methods to achieve virtually the same performance. 
5.6 Implementation Issues 
A requirement for renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation is that the net-
work allows renegotiations of the source traffic descriptor. The ITU-T Q.2963 de-
fines an extension to ITU-TQ.2931 signalling, allowing renegotiation messages 
[92][93]. The ATM Forum has not defined renegotiation messages yet, but renego-
tiation is planned as a future work item for the next releases. Thus, it is essential to 
extend the current ATM signalling protocols and the native ATM Application Pro-
gram Interface (API) to allow renegotiation to implement a dynamic bandwidth allo-
cation schemes. The capability described in ITU-T Q2963 enables the applications 
to modify the ATM traffic descriptor with renegotiation for connections that have 
already been established, as shown in Figure 5.7 [93]. The recommendation specifies 
the procedure of the modification with negotiation of PCR, SCR, and MBS using 
either an alternative ATM traffic descriptor information element or a minimum ac-
ceptable ATM traffic descriptor information element. ATM traffic descriptor modi-
fication with renegotiation is applicable to all connection-oriented telecommunica-
tion services that are based on single point-to-point connections. New modifications 
are required to allow applications to modify their QoS parameters during a connec-
tion lifetime. Also, the current UNI and NNI signalling protocols have to be 
extended to incorporate new control message types for renegotiation requests and 
acknowledgements between applications and switches over transmission path of a 
connection. 
Our proposed protocol seeks the extra resources on the transmission path that 
has been established during call setup phase. Thus, when the application requests a 
modification to the multilevel traffic descriptor, which has been discussed in section 
5.3, a MODIFY REQUEST is sent to switches over the transmission path. At each 
switch along the path, the admission control protocol has to be modified to 
determine whether to accept changes to ongoing connections. If the requests for 
modification succeed at all switches over the path, an ACKNOWLEDGEMENT is 











cation along the path, the modified bandwidth allocation is installed at intermediate 
switches. 
In the current native ATM API, the ATM data transfer and connection control 
operations do not take place concurrently [169]. For example, the control operation 
"atm-connect" must be first completed before the data transfer can begin. However, 
in ATM networks both control operation and data transfer in ATM are synchronous. 
Thus, such a situation doesn't suit renegotiation-based dynamic allocation schemes. 
To overcome this problem, the source must continue sending traffic that the receiver 
receives uninterrupted as well while the renegotiation process takes place between 
the application and the network. Thus, both ATM API and the signalling stack pro-
tocol must be modified to provide a functionality that separates data traffic transfer 
and control signalling messages and to make the distinction visible to the applica-
tion. A simpler way of separating the data traffic from control signalling (renegotia-
tion requests) traffic is to use two channels within the transmission path; one channel 
performs data transfer operations and the other handles renegotiation requests. Even 
with the separation of the data and signalling traffic, there are still other problems 
that remain. The ATM API library converts the signalling and data traffic into Unix 
streams messages that are passed down to ATM driver streams that do not differen-
tiate between the signalling and data traffic. Thus, the interface has to provide a high 
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Figure 5.7: Connection modification procedures 
5.7 Conclusions 
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In this chapter, we proposed a renegotiation-based bandwidth allocation protocol to 
transport a multilayered compressed video for broadband ATM networks. The pro-
tocol aims to find a solution to the problem of varying bandwidth constraints over 
band-limited networks, e.g. wireless and multicast applications. Since the VBR 
video is very bursty in nature, multilayer video encoders, like MPEG- 4, for exam-
ple, may not alone be sufficient to achieve a high level of video quality and network 
utilisation because of network bandwidth availability and source bit rate often vary 
from time to time. In our model, we have proposed a multilevel traffic descrip-











the main QoS parameters to be guarantee by the network. While keeping network 
level QoS parameters unchanged, by modifying quantitative parameters of the con-
nection using traffic descriptors, we got a tradeoff between static bandwidth alloca-
tion with a hard QoS grantee but with low bandwidth utilisation and no reservation-
based bandwidth allocation schemes with high bandwidth utilisation. 
To improve bandwidth utilisation of such a network and to optimise the quality 
of the received video at the destination, the network must dynamically adjust the al-
located bandwidth of the connection during its lifetime. Also in this model, when the 
network cannot provide extra resources, the applications will then gracefully degrade 
their QoS and, consequently, the bandwidth requirement based on the currently 
available bandwidth. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation approach could be 
adapted for real-time applications because of the following reasons: 
• It seeks the required extra bandwidth on the same transmis-
sion path, which has been already established during call set 
up phase. 
• It uses on-line predictors to forecast the required bandwidth 
in advance. 
• The renegotiation process during the call lifetime does not in-
volve any routing or inquire any require any house-keeping 
records. 
The aim of this approach is to find the required resources with minimum signal-
ling overhead and processing time delay to accommodate bursts from real-time ap-
plications. This was accomplished by limiting the reallocation of bandwidth on the 
transmission path that has been established during call set up phase. 











Performa.nce Evaluation of Renegotiation-
Based Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation 
This chapter evaluates the performance of the renegotiation-based dynamic band-
width allocation protocol proposed in Chapter 5. We have conducted several simula-
tion experiments using MPEG-4 traces to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
protocoL We start with description of MPEG-4 traces used in the simulation, then 
we proceed to present the performance results in terms of cell loss rate, throughput, 
resources utilisation, and signal to noise ratio (SNR). The impact of renegotiation 
on the network performance is also evaluated. 
6.1 Simulation Model 
The performance of the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
using multilayer video compression is evaluated and compared with traditional static 
bandwidth allocation scheme that uses non-layered encoded video where a statistical 
bandwidth is allocated permanently at call setup phase [197]. Bandwidth availability 
is assumed to be limited and fluctuating as a saw-tooth function as shown in Figure 
6.1 [78]. This is because our protocol is proposed to work under situations of high 
bandwidth contention. When this is not the case both traditional static and dynamic 
protocols will perform the same. 
The traces of actual video sequences "Star Wars" (see Figure 3.4 and Fig-
ure.3.5) are used with CIF sequences format and encoded with MPEG-4 at 10 











payload capacity of 48 bytes per ATM cell. We use the typical three-layer temporal-
scalable MPEG 4 frame structure that was discussed in Chapter 4. 
Two scenarios were studied through the simulation: firstly, the performance of 
traditional static bandwidth allocation scheme using non-layered encoded video, and 
secondly, the proposed renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
using a multilayer encoded video [56][57]. 
The base layer bandwidth requirement is assumed to be available all the time. 
Thus, in our proposed model, the service rate is adjusted dynamically according to 
the available bandwidth. However, in the traditional static bandwidth allocation case 
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Figure 6.1: Service rate 
Our model assumes the loss is occurred only from the unavailability of band-
width. A GOP will be lost if the network available bandwidth is not sufficient to 












Loss = (6.1) 
N 
LJr/N2 + Jrtl 
;=1 
where, Jr/N1 , and Jr/n2 are frame sizes for enhancement 1 and enhancement 2 lay-
ers respectively in bits, N is the number of frames in GOP, where Abase , Aenl , and 
Aen2 are the arrival rate of base, enhancement 1 and enhancement 2 layers respec-
tively and Jl is the available bandwidth. 
Figure 6.2 shows the cell loss ratio for non-layered static bandwidth allocation 
and multilayer dynamic bandwidth allocation for Star Wars trace. The larger loss is 
due to both high correlation and heavy tail distribution of the input video stream. 
We have conducted the simulation under assumption of high contention and limited 
network bandwidth, to be able to compare our protocol to the traditional static 
bandwidth allocation schemes fairly. Therefore an excessive cell loss will occur 
unless a large buffer size is provided. Even if one can afford this large buffer size, 
the problem of delay remains for delay sensitive applications. Even our proposed 
protocol permanently allocates a subset of bandwidth as a CBR service for the base 
layer of multilayer video stream, still it has better performance in terms of cell loss 
than traditional static bandwidth allocation schemes that use non-layered video 
compression, as shown in Figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.3 compares the average throughput of traditional static bandwidth allo-
cation scheme uses non-layered encoded video with the renegotiation-based dy-
namic bandwidth allocation scheme. 
The performance of our protocol can be examined also from the bandwidth 
utilisation point of view, as seen in Figure 6.4. The average bandwidth utilisation is 













where, B base' B enl , B en2 are the reserved bandwidth for base, enhancement 1 ,and en-
hancement 2 layer respectively. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol using multi-
layer encoded video achieves higher bandwidth utilisation than traditional static 
bandwidth schemes. In our protocol, the bandwidth utilisation is mostly determined 
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6.2 Impact of Renegotiation Frequency 
In the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol, the renegotiation 
for less bandwidth will always succeed, but renegotiation for more bandwidth might 
faiL In this case, an application should be prepared and able of reducing its requested 
QoS and bandwidth demand in order to be accommodated. This will effectively 
avoid blocking and congestion. 
The on-line determination of bandwidth renegotiation points in VBR video gen-
erally falls into three categories: deterministic, traffic-based, and content-based. De-
terministically setting the renegotiation points is the simplest method: bandwidth 
requests are made every frame/GOP or N frames/GOPs, where N is an empirically 
determined balance between requested overhead and correlation of frame or GOP bit 
rates. Traffic-based renegotiation, mentioned above, occurs when a stream violates a 
previously negotiated bandwidth request, or when utilisation drops below some 
leveL In this work we consider the first category for renegotiation point determina-
tion, as the second approach is too computationally intensive to be used specially in 
real-time transmission [169]. 
There is a tradeoff between the renegotiation frequency and network utilisation. 
The more frequent renegotiations for the allocated bandwidth during the connection 
lifetime, the higher network utilisation, but at the expense of signalling overhead. 
One possible way to reduce signalling overhead is reducing the renegotiation fre-
quency. Nevertheless renegotiation is only feasible in time scales of several hundred 
milliseconds to avoid excessive signalling overhead [172]. 
We use RM cells within a sender equipment loop to trigger the renegotiation 
process and to provide the renegotiation unit in Figure 5.4 with the predicted band-
width. The bandwidth renegotiation interval time is controlled by how frequently the 
predictor sends the RM cells to the renegotiation control unit. In other words, if an 
RM cell is sent every frame, the renegotiation point interval becomes equivalent to 
the frame transmission time, which is too short and is not feasible for some applica-
tions [173]. However, instead of renegotiating on per-frame basis, we consider rene-
gotiating the allocated bandwidth every group of pictures (GOP) or every couple of 











every GOP, only one predictor for each enhanced layer is required. Thus an RM cell 
will be sent every group of pictures GOP or N-GOP. The renegotiation process du-
ration time has to be considered as well, as it cannot be neglected since it is limited 
by the protocol processing time at each node. It should be noticed also that during 
the renegotiation process, a switch controller does not need to re-compute routing, 
allocate a VCl, or inquire housekeeping records. 
In this section, we present the results of simulation experiments conducted to 
evaluate the impact of renegotiation frequency on network resources utilisation, and 
to determine the upper bound on the sustainable frequency of renegotiation in ATM 
network. The renegotiation frequency is an important issue in adopting the renego-
tiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol, because it allows us to deter-
mine the time scales over which dynamic renegotiation of allocated bandwidth 
should take place irrespective of the time scales of the video stream. Thus, the opti-
mum renegotiation frequency can be used to design a source traffic predictor. 
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the results of a simulation experiments con-
ducted to determine the impact of the renegotiation frequency on bandwidth utilisa-
tion for renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation. Non-layered and multi-
layer video streams are used in this experiment. Our results show that with more fre-
quent renegotiation, a higher bandwidth utilisation can be achieved. Also, Figure 6.5 
and Figure 6.6 show that the impact of the renegotiation frequency on Star Wars 
traces is higher than the News traces. This is because the Star Wars movie is highly 
bursty compared to News traces and has dramatic variations in bandwidth needed 
over different time intervals. This results in low bandwidth utilisation unless the re-
negotiation process is triggered more often. 
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 present the impact of renegotiation frequency on cell 
loss ratio. They compare cell loss ratio of the renegotiation-based dynamic band-
width allocation protocol when using non-layered encoded video and multilayer en-
coded video for Star Wars and News traces. The larger loss is due to both high corre-
lation and heavy tail distribution of the input video stream. Therefore an excessive 
cell loss will occur unless a large buffer size is provided. Even if one can afford this 











Thus, our results show that a more frequent renegotiation reduces the cell loss ratio 
significantly. 
Figure 6.9 shows that, the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation 
protocol using a multilayered encoded video stream can tolerate more loses in its 
higher enhancement layers than non-layered encoded video streams, thus, that will 
improve the overall network good-put significantly. 
Table 6.1 and Figure 6.10 clearly show the effect of the renegotiation frequency 
on the received perceptual video quality in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 
Table 6.1 shows the percentage of the received video's GOPs received with full (i.e. 
enhancement 2, and 1 and base layers), enhancement 1 (i.e. enhancement 1 and base 
layers only) and base layer (basic quality) quality for multilayer encoding, also 
shows the percentage of video GOPs received with full quality and those which are 
blocked for non-layered encoded video. However, the multilayer video compression 
performs better in video quality delivery compared to non-layered video compres-
sion. This is because of the multilayer structure of the video compression, which al-
lows video playback with receiving only the base layer data, and of course as more 
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Figure 6.6: Bandwidth utilisation for multilayer video compression 
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Figure 6.10: Effect of renegotiation intervals on perceptual video quality 
Table 6.1: Impact of renegotiation frequency on perceptual video quality 
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In this chapter we have evaluated the perfonnance of the renegotiation-based dy-
namic bandwidth allocation protocol. According to our simulation results, we found 
that our proposed protocol achieves better perfonnance results than the traditional 
static bandwidth allocation scheme (i.e. a statistical bandwidth amount is penna-
nently allocated at call set up phase) using an non-layered video compression model 
that requires an accurate description of traffic parameters. This is under high conten-
tion and limited network resources. 
The important feature of our protocol is that the adaptability in the allocation of 
bandwidth is achieved by allowing a flexible renegotiation of traffic parameters 
based on prediction, which does not require prior knowledge of the video correlation 
structure, nor does it assume it is stationary, so they can be used for real-time appli-
cations. Given a time-varying available bandwidth on the transmission path due to 
congestion control, the traffic source should be able to maximize the perceived qual-
ity of the delivered stream up to the level that the available network bandwidth will 
pennit while preventing frequent changes in quality. This is the essence of QoS re-
negotiation. Significant improvement in bandwidth utilisation can be achieved using 
the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol with multilayer 
video compression, provided the renegotiation point intervals are selected carefully 
based on video traffic characteristics, such as burstiness and bandwidth required for 
the successive video scenes. In next chapter, we will propose another dynamic 
bandwidth allocation approach, which does not limit the re-allocation of bandwidth 
on the original path that was established during call setup phase, but instead seeks 











Multipath Routing-Based Dynamic Bandwidth 
Allocation 
In ATM, many applications such as distributed computing, multimedia, high-speed 
file transfer and image retrieval, exhibit high peak bit rate and long burst lengths. To 
support such applications, a certain number of cells are allocated on demand, which 
means that bursty traffic could be statistically multiplexed. This statistical multiplex-
ing can lead to more efficient utilisation of network resources, but also can lead to 
severe congestion, unless a proper congestion control policy is enforced. The ATM 
network must be able to provide connections with QoS guarantees. Two key issues 
related to QoS guarantee must be addressed in order to support communications with 
QoS guarantees; QoS routing; which identifies paths that meet the QoS requirement 
and selects the one that leads to high overall resource efficiency, and bandwidth al-
location; which allocates the bandwidth along the route. 
When the traffic load is light, the network resources are readily available. The QoS 
routing is less important or critical in searching for a feasible alternative path/route. 
However, when the network load is heavy and at the same time bursty, efficient pro-
tocols for finding feasible routes are critical. Multipath routing can be used to in-
crease the probability of accepting a connection under resource contention. There are 
two approaches for implementing multipath routing. The first one searches multi-
paths for a feasible route sequentially. ATM Forum, Private-Network-Network-
Interface (PNNI) [195] uses a crankback based routing protocol to search for a feasi-
ble route sequentially. When the selected route does not have the required resources, 











ing protocol works well for network dynamics, but it is known that PNNI is a time 
consuming protocol. The multi path routing approach based on parallel searching was 
proposed to overcome the problem of searching for an alternative route to meet the 
QoS requirements [30] [192][193]. 
Although QoS routing and bandwidth allocation are two closely related network 
components [194], most existing traditional QoS routing schemes tend to decouple 
routing issues from the bandwidth reservation issues [193][198][199][200][201] 
[202]. These two issues were separated into two steps. First, route is selected, and is 
setup and the bandwidth is allocated along the route. Separating routing and band-
width allocation simplifies the protocol design. However, for such bursty traffic, 
bandwidth availability may change rapidly and route information may become out-
dated. In such an environment, a route that was computed at the call setup phase 
(call level) may fail to accommodate the incoming bursts unless a peak bandwidth 
has been allocated. Combining the routing and bandwidth allocation was suggested 
as a solution to overcome this problem [30][192][193] [194][195][203]. In the next 
section we shall discuss different bandwidth allocation methodologies that are being 
used for high-speed networks. 
In Chapter 5 the dynamic bandwidth allocation was accomplished by seeking 
the required extra transmission bandwidth on the same transmission path, which was 
established during call setup phase. The protocol was based on renegotiation of the 
traffic parameters during connection lifetime. There was no routing involved in the 
renegotiation process. Thus there would be a chance that one would fail to find the 
required extra bandwidth on the original path. In this chapter, we chose another ap-
proach to achieve our goal (i.e. the efficient utilisation of bandwidth). The protocol 
seeks the required bandwidth on alternative routes/paths using a multipath routing 
strategy. Therefore, we propose a multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allo-
cation that combines bandwidth allocation and multipath routing. The multipath 
routing is invoked at burst level, when the original path cannot accommodate the 
incoming burst. Reservation cells are sent along multiple paths in parallel and re-
serve the bandwidth along the way to the destination. If more than one path is found, 
the best path is selected and the bandwidth that is reserved on the other paths is re-











scales on multilevels at call, burst, and cell levels, as shown in Figure 7.2, to obtain 
substantial bandwidth utilisation. 
The proposed protocol reduces the probability of unsuccessfully finding an al-
ternative route to accommodate the incoming burst (blocking probability) for short 
and longer bursts. Because the route is determined based on imprecise global 
information, and because a proper reservation process is not undertaken, it is 
possible that the determined route may actually not be able to provide the bandwidth 
to accommodate the incoming burst. To overcome this possible lack of bandwidth, a 
route-map is constructed. The search for extra bandwidth is limited to the alternative 
routes candidates in the route-map only. 
7.1 Burst Level Bandwidth Allocation Methodologies 
To solve the network bandwidth availability problem and the traffic burstiness prob-
lems is to apply a bandwidth allocation at call level, and when changes on bandwidth 
availability occur during the transmission phase (burst level). A Tenet RCAP proto-
col carries first this idea on their real time connections [60] with the Dynamic Con-
nection Management (DMC). The Tenet protocol allows dynamic re-routing of their 
connections during its transmission phase. The DMC decides if a real-time connec-
tion should be rerouted to an alternative route, called the shadow channel. 
Burst level bandwidth allocation methodologies in ATM networks can be clas-
sified as a reserved or non-reserved method. For non-reserved method, the network 
does not guarantee any amount of bandwidth, and instead, the bandwidth that is not 
used by the reserved applications is made available to non-reserved applications. A 
typical example of non-reserved method is best effort services (UBR). 
The reserved bandwidth allocation method can be further classified into call 
level and burst level bandwidth allocation. At the call level, the bandwidth would be 
reserved according to peak cell rate, minimum throughput, or equivalent traffic 
bandwidth. However, due to traffic burstiness characteristic a burst level bandwidth 
management would be more desirable [62]. 
The burst level bandwidth allocation, is initiated at the time of burst arrival. The 











There are number of Fast Reservation Protocols (FRP) that have been proposed in 
the literature [22][44][174][175]. The aim of these protocols is to allocate the band-
width efficiently for bursty traffic sources in ATM networks. Traditionally, in FRP 
schemes, the network allocates bandwidth equivalent to the peak cell rate for each 
burst. But in many applications, the required resources (bandwidth) for each burst 
could be negotiated between source and network as long as the burst transmission 
delay is kept within an acceptable range [44][174]. 
The FRP schemes can be classified into several groups, as shown in Table 7.1. 
From this table, many FRP variations are possible by selecting one component from 
each of these categories. The first category in Tab Ie 7.1 deals with the type of reser-
vation. In the REQI ACK reservation method, a burst can be transmitted only after 
the bandwidth on its route has been reserved unequivocally through the network. 
The efficiency of this method depends on the propagation delay-to-burst duration 
ratio. On the other hand, in the on-the-fly reservation method, a source can transmit 
a burst right after transmitting the reservation-request cell. In this case, if any of the 
traversed links are not available, the burst is blocked and the blocking node sends 
back a negative acknowledgement (NAK) cell. If the source receives the NAK cell, 
it stops transmitting the burst immediately. Consequently, the bandwidth used by the 
burst before receiving the NAK cell is wasted, which otherwise could been used by 
best effort services. In the multipath allocation scheme, multiple reservations are car-
ried out in a parallel basis. The source broadcasts REQUEST cells over all routes 
candidates. The destination then selects one available path from them. Although a 
bandwidth de-allocation for unused paths is necessary, this scheme allows comple-
tion of the path selection in one round trip delay. The proposed protocol in this 
chapter falls under this FRP category. 
The second category in Table 7.1 deals with the actions taken upon receipt of a 
NAK. In the random-backoff scheme, a blocked burst is retransmitted at later time 
so burst blocking means burst loss [67]. The no retry scheme is usually used with 
on-the-fly reservation for connectionless data service and real-time traffic, but it has 
problems when applied to error-sensitive real-time traffic. In the random-backoff 
scheme, since a source tries to request bandwidth again after a random backoff time, 











problem, it would be desirable that the network arbitrates and schedules burst re-
transmissions, we call this the queued scheme. The problem in the queued scheme is 
that the complexity of the scheme increases as the number of nodes is increased. 
The third category in Table 7.1 classifies the bandwidth allocation methodolo-
gies. The static bandwidth allocation schemes can be further classified into determi-
nistic bandwidth allocation and statistical bandwidth allocation. Deterministic band-
width allocation scheme supports applications requiring that no cells be discarded 
due to buffer overflows and that no cells violate their guaranteed end-ta-end delay 
bounds. This scheme requires that the network assigns each connection the peak 
bandwidth for each burst if available, and otherwise rejects the reservation request. 
The primary component of a deterministic bandwidth allocation is the traffic specifi-
cation profile, which provides the network with a worst-case description of a 
source's traffic characteristics. While a deterministic bandwidth allocation scheme 
has important advantages, i.e. in terms of the strength of the guarantee itself as well 
as the enforceability of the traffic specification, it can have a significant limitation in 
terms of the achievable utilisation of the network's resources. Statistical bandwidth 
allocation schemes achieve a statistical mUltiplexing gain by exploiting stochastic 
properties of individual traffic streams, as well as statistical independence among 
streams as shown in Figure 7.1 [23]. However, strong assumptions on the stochastic 
properties of traffic streams are inherently difficult for the network to enforce or po-
lice. The level of burstiness is dependent on various factors such as the compression 
scheme used and the level of motion between frames. For example, consider a 
Markovian source: in real time, it is impractical to determine whether a stream is fol-
lowing a certain transition matrix, i.e. is close enough to its implied marginal distri-
bution, or has the required autocorrelation structure. Consequently, if a particular 
application does not conform to the chosen stochastic model, no guarantees can be 
made. Moreover, if admitted to the network, such a stream could adversely affect the 
performance of other applications if it is statistically multiplexed with them. Figure 
7.1 also illustrates that the burstier (higher peak-to-average cell ratio) the traffic is, 
the higher bandwidth demanding becomes and the more bandwidth is left unused. 
Therefore, the effectiveness of the statistical multiplexing of VBR sources depends 











sources. Table 7.2 shows an example for the level ofburstiness for moving pictures 
for several video types [26]. 
Table 7.1: Burst level bandwidth management in ATM Networks 
---------..,.-
REQI ACK reservation I 
Reservation 
I On-the-fly reservation 
Scheme I 
I Multipath reservation I 





































With the dynamic bandwidth allocation method, the network is able to adjust 
and re-allocate the bandwidth that has already been allocated during call setup phase 











control the impact of traffic burstiness by proposing a renegotiation-based dynamic 
bandwidth allocation protocol [57] where renegotiation processes take place between 
the network and the traffic source. If the network has the sufficient required band-
width to accommodate the incoming burst then the requested bandwidth will be allo-
cated to the burst, otherwise a graceful degradation of QoS in the case of network 
congestion. However, in this chapter, the muitipath routing is invoked when the traf-
fic source intends to send a burst, and the required extra bandwidth to accommodate 
the burst is not available on the original path that was established during call setup 
phase. In contrast with traditional static bandwidth allocation schemes, where the 
bandwidth is permanently allocated at call level (see Figure 5.1), this chapter pro-
poses that the bandwidth is allocated dynamically in multilevels. 
Unused bandwidth 
I Soufce3 bandwidth 
·1 S{;'Uf'ce 2 
~. bandwidth 
1 Source 1 bandwidth 
(8) Assigning fixed amount of bandwidth (b) Statistical ,nultiplexing of variable rate sources 
Figure 7.1: Statistical multiplexing gain 
7.2 Multilevel Bandwidth Allocation and Control 
The multilevel bandwidth allocation and control strategy is motivated by the fact 
that communication terminals often have different traffic states characterised at call, 
burst, and cell levels. Thus the bandwidth should be allocated and controlled at these 
levels in order to improve the network efficiency [28J[30]. With this strategy, the 











call, burst, and cell level, as shown in Figure 7.2. However, in a connection-oriented 
service, even when burst level bandwidth allocation is employed, call level band-
width allocation is still required in advance to guarantee an acceptable burst delay 
and blocking probability. The cell control level bandwidth allocation policy should 
also be provided to ensure efficient utilisation of network resources and fairness. In 
the meantime it should provide isolation, i.e. the interaction between different 
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Figure 7.2: Multilevel bandwidth allocation 
In this chapter, a multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation proto-
col is proposed. The protocol is based on multilevel bandwidth allocation strategy. 
Where a subset of network resources is allocated to the admitted calls at call level 
(call setup phase).CAC mechanism is used to control and manage the bandwidth al-
location at call level. The CAC accepts connections with certain bandwidth and QoS 
requirements, and denies those connections, which might cause excessive burst 
blocking at burst level [56]. 
At the time of burst arrival, a subset of the network bandwidth is allocated at 
burst level to accommodate the incoming burst. Therefore, a Fast Reservation Multi-
path Protocol (FRMP) is applied as a burst level bandwidth allocation [184]. The 











mined multiple routes that have been determined at call level (route-map) in a paral-
lel basis. If the available bandwidth for any route is not sufficient to accommodate 
the peak bandwidth, the source request is denied and the burst will be discarded [56]. 
The burst occurrence is either determined at the source or at the network edge. 
When the burst occurrences is determined by the source, the source can use either 
predictors for real-time applications (see section 5.5), or compiling non-real time 
application (e.g. stored video) to determined in advance bursts occurrence times. 
When the network edge is responsible for determining bursts occurrence, a per-
formance measurement-based algorithm with certain threshold at the edge deter-
mines when the source is bursting. 
At the cell level, the network will allocate time slots to individual cells through 
an appropriate choice of scheduling mechanism. In subsequent sections, the opera-
tions needed to allocate the bandwidth according to these levels are described. In 
particular, we will show how traffic control at one level (e.g. call level) may reduce 
the blocking probability at a lower level (e.g. burst level). The operation of the pro-
posed multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol depicted ac-
cording to call, burst, and cell levels is illustrated in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.9 
[28][30]. 
7.2.1 Bandwidth Allocation at Call Level 
The aim of call level bandwidth allocation is to emulate circuit switching for fixed 
and high bit rate services and denies calls when facility overload may cause exces-
sive burst blocking. 
At call level (call setup phase), CAC is applied to setup a connection to carry 
the source's regular traffic without considering bursts bandwidth requirements. The 
CAC also, determines the possible alternative routes candidates between the source 
and the destination. These routes candidates are stored in translation table (route-
map) of each participating ATM node. 
Applications often have threshold requirements on the routes. A route with cost 
that is not within the threshold boundaries cannot be considered as route candidate in 











will include only routes whose cost is below a certain threshold. The threshold is 
designed such that eligible routes candidates are selected to provide the following 
requirement: 
• Minimizing the blocking probability. 
• Only the feasible route is considered with the minimal cost. 
• The selected route is that with a cost close to the min-cost feasible route. 
To this aim we define the route-map, as collection of routes candidates that link 
the source to destination, where the alternative routes candidates are searched. The 
source node based on a maintained topology map at call control level can construct 
the route-map locally. In this case, the protocol messages can carry the route-map 
structure. Another possibility is to periodically compute an incoming directed route-
map for every destination in the network and to store it in route-map tables at the 
nodes. The use of these route-map tables is similar to the use of shortest path routing 
tables [176], only here the table can point to more than one link per destination. A 
third approach is to calculate the route-map in a distributed manner based on the lo-
cal topology database that the nodes maintain. 
After the call level bandwidth allocation and control phase is completed, each 
route candidate in the route-map should be associated with cost, available band-
width, and transmission delays. While the cost of all the routes might be known be-
fore the protocol starts its burst level phase, the rapidly changing availability of 
bandwidth and the processing delay are unknown in advance. In addition, several 
connections might compete for bandwidth and even slight timing differences among 
the reservation messages can dictate which connections will reserve the bandwidth 
successfully and which will faiL Under the above constraints, we wish to find (and 
reserve) a path in the route-map between the source and the destination nodes that 











Figure 7.3: Multipath routes in ATM network 
7.2.2 Bandwidth Allocation at Burst Level 
After the call level bandwidth allocation phase of the multipath routing-based dy-
namic bandwidth allocation protocol is over, the burst level bandwidth allocation 
phase starts at the time of burst arrivaL A Fast Multipath Routing Protocol (FMRP) 
is applied at burst level of the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation 
protocol. The main objective of the FMRP protocol is to setup connections in the 
network at burst level to accommodate the incoming bursts with minimum blocking 
probability. At the time of a burst occurring, the protocol searches the route-map for 
extra bandwidth to accommodate the incoming burst on the burst-by-burst basis, 
when the required bandwidth can not be provided on the route that was established 
during call setup phase (call level). Reserving resources on multiple paths makes the 
routing faster and more resilient to the dynamic change of the network state and fault 
occurrence [185]. 
Two main properties that are important in the Fast Multipath Routing Protocol: 
the reservation of resources while the search is still progressing, and the extra band-
width is searched in parallel along multiple routes. The fIrst property saves searching 
time. The parallel search also increases the probability of fInding an alternative route 
that has the required extra bandwidth to accommodate the incoming burst, as indi-












7.2.3 Bandwidth Allocation at Cell Level 
Once available route has been found to accommodate the incoming burst at burst 
level, individual cells belonging to a burst can be transferred with no cell loss due to 
the peak bandwidth reservation. Traffic enforcement has to be carried out at the net-
work interface at cell level to monitor/enforce the users to maintain their peak bit 
rate by using, for example, the leaky bucket. 
The cell level bandwidth allocation and control, is implemented by imposing a 
proper scheduling algorithm at this leveL The performance of cell level bandwidth 
allocation depends on individual switches architecture and scheduling mechanism 
[177]. Most proposed ATM switches architectures in the literature [178][179] are 
port-oriented. They are based on the first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle: cells from 
various virtual connections leaving an output port are organized into FIFO queue 
and processed in the order in which they arrived. The functionality of traditional 
ATM switches is limited to routing cells from input ports to output ports. It is known 
that the operations of ATM networks is not just limited to the transport of cells from 
sources to their destinations; ATM networks also have to handle ATM traffic effi-
ciently and reliably. An ATM switch is an essential element of an ATM network, 
and it should be designed in line with the operations of the network. We argue that 
ATM switches should be traffic-flow-oriented and that switches should handle each 
traffic flow separately to offer the following kinds of guarantees; a flow gets a speci-
fied throughput rate, the end-to-end delays of cells in a flow are bounded, and the 
delay jitter over a set of cells are bounded. New ATM switches are currently being 
developed to provide per-VC queuing [180]. 
7.3 Burst Level Fast Multipath Routing Protocol Description 
This section describes the fast multipath routing protocol (FMRP). This protocol is a 
part of multilevel bandwidth allocation strategy, which was discussed in section 7.2. 
The FMRP is invoked in our protocol only if the bandwidth allocated at call level 
cannot accommodate the incoming burst. The protocol allocates the required band-
width for each burst at burst level during a round-trip delay plus a burst transmission 











extra bandwidth on multiple routes concurrently_ Generally, searching from scratch 
for a route between two nodes in the entire network is inefficient in terms of signal-
ling cost and processing time. Thus the protocol is based on a flooding-like algo-
rithm [192][199][200] that attempts to reserve bandwidth along several possible 
routes on the route-map only_ When a source sends a burst and the main connection 
does not have sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the burst, it searches for the best 
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The protocol searches routes candidates in the route-map for feasible route. A 
route is called feasible if it has enough available bandwidth to accommodate the in-
coming burst to be considered as an alternative route. The following control cells are 
used in the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol. 
• REQUEST cell: The information in this cell includes a specification of the 
bandwidth requested and QoS requirement for the burst and the total cost of the 
path from the source to the current node. 
• REJECT cell: The information in this cell includes a negative feedback acknowl-
edgment message back to the source. Any node along the path can send a REJECT 
cell if it has no outgoing link with the requested QoS and sufficient bandwidth. In 
this case, a REJECT cell is sent to inform the source with unavailability of band-
width. Another scenario where a REJECT cell is sent is also when a node receives 
more than one REQUEST celL In this case, all the REQUEST cells except the one 
with the minimal cost are answered with REJECT . A third situation for sending 
REJECT is when a node receives REJECT for every REQUEST it sent. When the 
source receives REJECT cells from its entire outgoing links, the protocol fails and 
the burst cannot be accommodated. 
• ACCEPT cell: The information in this cell includes a positive feedback ac-
knowledgment message back to the source. 
• RELEASE cell: This cell will travel through the path and release all the re-
sources allocated for the burst. 
Before the source starts transmitting a burst, each node must maintain precise 
state information for all outgoing links. Since our protocol focuses on bandwidth, 
each node will maintain for each outgoing link the amount of used bandwidth, which 
is in use by other connections, and the amount of reserved bandwidth, which is the 
bandwidth that is reserved but is not currently used. 
At the time of burst occurring, the source sends REQUEST cells in all the feasi-
ble outgoing routes candidates in the route-map. When an intermediate node re-
ceives a REQUST cell, it does the following: if the connection has been established 
for the burst, a REJECT cell will be sent since there is no meaning to reserve a 
bandwidth for burst already served. If the bandwidth has not been reserved for the 











has sufficient bandwidth to accommodates the incoming burst. The node will dis-
tribute REQUEST cells to all outgoing feasible routes candidates that may satisfy 
the QoS constraint and path-cost and marks the incoming link as master-link. This 
master-link is used as a control channel to carry the feedback information like posi-
tive or negative acknowledgment messages, ACCEPT or REJECT respectively, back 
to the source. If none of the outgoing links has sufficient bandwidth to accommodate 
the incoming burst, the node responds with REJECT cell. If the node has received a 
REQUEST cell, that is, the current REQUEST is not the only one, the node checks 
whether the current REQUEST can provide better QoS and path-cost for the burst. If 
the current REQUEST has better QoS and path-cost, the node would then forward 
the REQUEST, REJECT to old REQUEST, and changes the master-link marking for 
this node if the REQUEST cell arrives from a different in-coming link the node. 
Otherwise, the node will respond with REJECT cell. 
The destination node answers with ACCEPT to the first REQUEST it receives, 
and with REJECT to all the other subsequent REQUEST cells. This ensures the fast-
est establishment of a connection to accommodate the incoming burst and it might 
come at the expense of the route optimality. The ACCEPT cell is immediately re-
plied by every node to its master-link until it reaches the source, at which time it can 
start transmitting burst. A node that forwarded an ACCEPT cell will respond with 
REJECT to every subsequent REQUEST it receives to signal the termination of the 
route establishment process. 
When the source receives the ACCEPT cell, it knows that a reserved route ex-
ists to the destination. Then starts sending its burst, and according to Figure 7.4, cell 
level bandwidth allocation phase starts doing its job as explained in section 7.2.3. 
However, the source does not know when all the nodes in the route-map terminate 
their part of the protocol, and more importantly, when the protocol terminates [181]. 
A node that is not part of the selected route can never learn that the search ended 
successfully. The problem with the inability to identify termination is that nodes 
cannot release the bandwidth allocated by the protocol. Note that this has nothing to 
do with the bandwidth required from the network, whose release is guaranteed. 
Thus, a termination mechanism is needed to terminate the protocol and release all 











when it receives ACCEPT or REJECT from all the eligible links. The source node 
releases the bandwidth allocated to the burst and forwards a RELEASE cells on all 
its outgoing links [182]. A node that receives RELEASE for the first time marks this 
link as the preferred link and sends RELEASE on its entire outgoing and incoming 
links. When the node receives RELEASE from its entire outgoing and incoming 
links, it sends one on the preferred link and releases all the variables of the protocol. 
When the source node receives RELEASE from its entire outgoing links, it knows 
that the protocol terminated and that all the nodes know this fact. Following a result 
by Awerbuch et ai. [183], we can flood the RELEASE cells only along the links 
where REQUEST cells were sent. 
Consider the route-map example illustrated in Figure 7.5 with 3 alternative routes 
candidates, where the numbers on the links are designate link delays, the costs of all 
links are equal to unity, and all routes are feasible to be considered as routes candi-
dates. At the time of burst arrival at node A and there is no sufficient bandwidth on 
the original route that has been established during call level. An extra bandwidth is 
requested to accommodate the incoming burst destined for node F. 
Route # 2..:..w:.:.:it~h..:::..l-!o~ ___ _ 
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7.4 Network Model and Assumptions 
In this analysis we have assumed that the network topology is modelled as 
undirected graph represented by H(U,M) , where U represent switches, routers and 
hosts and M represents unidirectional link connecting the nodes. Unidirectional 
connections are established on a per-need basis as a concatenation of one or more 
links. Although links are unidirectional for data traffic we assume that control traffic 
is bi-directional. This is the usual practice in ATM networks since the links are not 
physical entities but are themselves established logically atop a physical network. 
However, control channels are usually established together with the transmission 
link to enable its two end-points to converse. For example, in ATM, the links are 
unidirectional virtual paths (VPs) and each has a control virtual channel (Ve) in 
each direction. The bandwidth for any given ATM connection is allocated and man-
aged at three levels; calls level, burst level, and cell level [28][30]. 
At call level we assume that the predetermined paths are constructed and tabu-
lated in route-map tables. Each link in the route-map is associated with a cost, avail-
able bandwidth, and processing/transmission delays. The network topology and the 
links costs are assumed to be almost static, i.e. they change slowly enough for the 
network control to handle the changes. This assumption fits well with the realistic 
reliability of the ATM network components. However, the availability of bandwidth 
is assumed to be dynamically fluctuating, as connections are brought up and torn 
down. It is impossible for the network control to follow the rapid changes on these 
link parameters, thus only time averages or estimates are available for nodes that are 
not in the link locale. 
In this research we have assumed that each source-destination pair of nodes are 
connected by n disjoint routes, as shown in Figure 7.3, and each route can support a 
single burst at a time. The proposed multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth al-
location protocol seizes simultaneous bandwidth along source-destination paths. 
Therefore, the bandwidth is assumed to be cross-correlated and the degree of corre-
lation is dependent on network topology, routing technique, connection types, and so 
on. It is known that as the number of nodes increases, the correlation between them 











coupled. Therefore, the aggregate new burst arrivals from ON/OFF sources can be 
reasonably approximated by a Poisson process with intensity Il. We assume also that 
the burst has no pre-knowledge of routes bandwidth availability. Thus, the burst se-
lects randomly r (1 :'5: r :'5: n) of the routes and searchers for the required bandwidth 
on them, where n is the number of routes candidates in the route-map between the 
source and destination. The searching process is carried out in parallel on the burst-
by-burst basis, as illustrated in Figure 7.8, instead of sequence searching, as in Fig-
ure 7.7. rfmore than one route is found, only a single route is used and the others are 
released. 
The overall period of the route search and the burst duration is assumed to be 
exponentially distributed with mean 1/ 11, as shown Figure 7.9. The bandwidth 
holding time period until an unused route is released is exponentially distributed also 
with mean 1/ a (1/ a ~ 1/ f-l). When the incoming burst duration is shorter than the 
reservation process duration, it is assumed that a = f-l . Thus, if more than one alter-
native route found, all the routes appear to be used, while the destination is using 
only one of them. This happens, for example, when a short burst is sent proceeded 



































Figure 7.8: Multipath reservation protocol 
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time 
In multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol, a burst that ar-
rives at the network tries to capture bandwidth simultaneously for each link on its 
route. Only bursts that succeeded in the entire reservation contribute to the useful 











GIMININ queues and thus, the total number of system states is finite. The network 
that uses multipath routing strategy can be modelled by a continuous-time Markov 
chain with n(n + 3) / 2 states [192], where n is number of routes candidates on the 
route-map. The infinitesimal transition rates matrix Q, uniquely describes the states. 
Each state is represented by (0', m) where 0' the number of routes that are used for 
burst transmission, and m is the number of alternative routes that were found and 
not used for burst transmission. The elements of infinitesimal transition rates from 
the state (O',m) to (O",m') are: 
q (<T,W),(<T-!,W) = O'a (7.1) 
(7.2) 
(0 ~ i ~ min {r - 1, n - (m + 0' + I)} ) (7.3) 
where, 
(' ) (n -mJ( m Jj(nJ <5 l,m = i + 1 r - (i + 1) r (7.4) 
Our aim is to find the probability of unsuccessfully finding an alternative route in the 
route-map to accommodate the incoming burst. However, the burst blocking prob-
ability and reservation delay are dependant on the location of the burst blocking in 
the network. 
The network steady state probabilities; 1C (T,W can be found by solving system 












where Q is infinitesimal transition rates matrix, which is constructed from the tran-
sition rates of Equations (7.1-7.3), ii is the vector of steady state probabilities. 
The equations at Appendix A are solved together with probability conservation rela-
tion numerically using Gaussian eliminations method to find the transition probabili-
ties states 1C (Y,m , 
ao,o"o,o aO,O"O,1 
aO,I"O,O aO,I"O,1 
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7.5.1 Multipath Burst Reservation Blocking Probability 
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(7.10) 
This section uses the analytical approach to derive the probability of unsuccessfully 
finding an alternative route to accommodate the incoming burst (blocking probabil-
ity) PBloe for multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol. 
The PB1oc ' the blocking probability is given by the ratio between the rate of bursts 
that have been served, Aout' and the rate of incoming bursts Ain' 
PBloe 1- Rate of bursts have been served IRate of incoming burst 
NfJ PBloe =l-T 
1 n-l n 
1 -""OJ')T L...,; L...,; (f ,ill 
P a=O(1)=O 
(7.11) 
where N is the average number of served connections in the system (little's law), 
and p = A / j.1 • 
To obtain PBloe , the system steady-state probabilities 1l a,<1J is obtained from solving 
the matrix Equation (7.7). 
7.5.2 Single-Path Burst Reservation 
Another possibility is to work around congestion problem, and provide the bursty 
traffic sources with the required extra bandwidth, by applying the burst level dy-
namic bandwidth allocation using sequential single path searching strategy, which 
has been illustrated in Figure 7.7. In this strategy, only one path/route at the time is 
considered for routing at burst level, but upon failure, along this route/path, an addi-











tive routes sequentially. By allowing crank-back, the actual arrival rate Jef , that the 
system observes is higher than J , the arrival rate of requests from the outside. 
This analysis assumes that the time period between consecutive crank back at-
tempts (reattempts) is exponentially distributed and the combined arrival process of 
new incoming request and repeating requests is Poisson. It also assumes that upon 
failure, the next route is selected randomly for reservation [191]. 
In the case of single-path reservation r = 1, and (Y = 0, thus the system can be 
modelled by n + 1 state birth-death process with transition rates, as shown in Figure 
7.10. 
fc0 .. ~ f0 2~ 
\J A ·VA(n.l)/n A(n -2)!n 
.. (n-l)~ 9~ nJ.l G 
• n-l .. n 
2A1n A/n 
Figure 7.10: Birth-death process with transition rates 
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_The average number of active connections is given by 
where p = J / 11. 
Thus; 













Let us consider the case when single-path reservation when an infinite crank-
back is allowed until the success is achieved (a = 0Cl). If the arrival rate 2 is larger 
than nJ-l , this system is unstable. 
The effective arrival rate is given by, 
(7.15) 
Using Equation (7.14), we can compute the burst blocking probability per at-





When we allow the crank back once in the single path reservation (i.e. two-
reservation trails) (a = 2), the effective arrival rate is, 
(7.17) 
Substituting in Equation (7.14) yields the equation, 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
If the number of allowed crank back attempts is two (i.e. three reservation 












Substituting .:tel in (7.14) and solve the equation for blocking probability, 
0.873n h 
--+---= hIP 2.62/P (7.21) 
where, 
7.5.3 Single-Path Reservation Delay 
In traditional fast reservation protocols, the protocol tries to reserve the burst re-
quired peak bandwidth, on a path-by-path basis at burst level sequentially 
[46][47][49]. We assume that the reservation delay of single path reservation with-
out allowing crank-back attempt is exponentially distributed with meanD. We also 
assume the burst reservation delay includes the propagation, queuing, and switching 
delay. If the scheme fails to reserve the required bandwidth in a certain path then it 
cranks-back and reattempts again after a back-off period on alternative route on the 
path-by-path basis. This period is assumed as exponentially distributed with 
meanrb • 
The single-path reservation delay D reatt with one (a = 2) , two (a = 3) and infinite 
(a = (0) crank back attempts (i.e. successive trails until success) is also compared 
with a single path reservation without permitting the crank back is D . 
1 a 
D reatt = -1--0-2:>' (rb + D)P~~~(1- PB/nc") 
p Bloc i=l 
(7.22) 
where PBloe'" is computed for one and two crank back attempts using Equations 
(7.19) and (7.21) respectively. The single path reservation delay of Equation (7.22) 











7.5.4 Multipath Reservation Delay 
The reservation delay of the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation 
protocol Dm is calculated and compared with the reservation delay of the traditional 
single-path reservation schemes. The average reservation delay of first success when 
r multiple reservations done in parallel is D / r, as it is a competition between r 
exponential processes. Thus the overall average reservation delay to successfully 
reserve the required burst bandwidth is bounded below by: 
(7.18) 
where, PB10c is calculated by Equation (7.6) and r is the number of routes candidates 
considered for routing at burst level. 
7.6 Numerical Results 
This section reports the performance results of the multipath routing-based dynamic 
bandwidth allocation protocol for short and long bursts in terms of average reserva-
tion delay, burst blocking probability, and throughput characteristics. The burst 
blocking probability represents the probability of unsuccessfully finding an alterna-
tive route to accommodate the incoming burst when the original route that estab-
lished at call level cannot accommodates the incoming burst. The influence of traffic 
load and the number of alternative paths from source to destination on the perform-
ance of the multipath routing-based protocol is presented. The analysis is conducted 
under the assumption that the network traffic is heavy loaded; in other words the 
burst bandwidth requirements is more than the bandwidth already allocated at call 
level. Figures 7.11-7.18 depict the probability of unsuccessfully finding an alterna-
tive route to accommodate burst, and throughput for short and long bursts. The 











dates used by the multipath routing protocol. For all the calculated parameters, sin-
gle path reservation r = 1, where reservation for a connection is attempted along a 
single route, always achieves the highest burst blocking probability when compared 
with multipath alternative r > 1, where reservation is attempted along several routes 
in parallel. 
The performance of single path reservation without allowing crank back and 
with allowing 2, 3, and infinite crank backs to reserve the required bandwidth to ac-
commodate the incoming bursts have been evaluated in terms of burst blocking 
probability as shown in Figure 7.19. The search for an alternative route in traditional 
single-path reservation like ATM PNNI routing protocol is carried out in sequential 
fashion, which means the reservation process delay will be longer than the bursts are 
able to tolerate. The average reservation delay for traditional single path reservation 
and multipath reservation are presented in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21. 
Figure 7.21 also quantifies the effect of parallelism for multipath routing-based 
dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol on the reservation delay. The average suc-
cess reservation time in Y-axis has been normalized with single path reservation de-
lay without reattempt D. As expected, when the number of routes candidates for 
routing at burst level increase, the reservation delay decreases dramatically. 
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Figure 7.12: Multipath long bursts blocking probability with 4 alternative routes 
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7.7 Survivability to Failures 
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The prospect of broadband telecommunication networks loaded with massive quanti-
ties of information due to the wide range of services being supported causes extra 
concern for network survivability. This chapter has proposed a multipath routing-











burst level to provide the extra bandwidth required to accommodate bursty traffics. 
The routing process uses network nodes and links, which are subject to failure and 
total congestion. As the effect of node failures could be drastic, rapid restoration 
strategies are imperative (see Figure 7.22). This section shows how the presented 
protocol can be modified to handle link failures and maintains the integrity of net-
work such as to guard against disruption of services due to unavoidable events, such 
as total nodal congestion, component and link failures, etc. Protection and restora-
tion techniques must ensure short restoration times, efficient link utilisation, and as 
such must not be unnecessarily costly to implement. Furthermore, during the restora-
tion process, simple bandwidth computation procedures must be implemented to en-
sure that low nodal processing loads of affected switches. 
Different restoration techniques may be implemented at different layers or parts 
of a network, as was presented in [185], and illustrated in Table 7.3. In this regard, 
the key design consideration towards achieving a reliable ATM network with ac-
ceptable quality of service guarantees (QoS) is to enhance its capability to survive 
against any unexpected failures. Several protection methods have been studied in-
cluding protection methods involving re-channelling of data only to a parallel link, 
without (necessarily) actually performing any routing. Hitless protection is one that 
protects the network without any errors or loss of data (185]. The approach taken in 
the design of the link-failure handling is to conserve the operation principles and the 
message complexity of the protocol. The protection must ensure hitless automatic 
protection switching (APS) [186], i.e. restoration with minimal errors. The restora-
tions time should also be minimal. It makes no sense to try and 'save at any price' 
the reservation process when a failure occurs by adding complicated code, even for 
the simple reason that for some failures, e.g. those that dissect the route-map, noth-
ing can be done to save the reservation process. It is important to note that once the 
connection is established, a link failure cannot be viewed as part of the reservation 










Table 7.3: Optional restoration techniques 
Higher layers 
VC level 
ATMLayer VP level 
SDH Layer :Transrnission. path level I 
(Physical) ~ • 
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The high reliability of fibre-optics high-speed networks may tempt us to handle 
the rare link failures with simple reset procedures that terminate the protocol opera-
tion. Such procedures are presented in section 7.8 and can be applied to our protocol 
presented in this chapter. However, since a route-map contains more than a single 
path between source and destination, it is desired that a failure in one (or more) of 
the links in the route-map will not automatically abort a progressing connection 
establishment process. 
7.8 Protocol Reset Procedure 
The procedures described in this section are designed to terminate the protocol op-
eration and release the bandwidth allocated to the protocol when a failure or several 
failures occur. No effort is made to continue the search for a path to accommodate 
the burst. When a failure occurs, the two nodes at the endpoints of the failed link 
start a flooding algorithm such as PIF [182] with the Fail control cell. All nodes 
along the path receive Fail cells on their master-links, stop sending messages be-
longing to the protocol, and forwards the Fail cells to all their neighbours. The Fail 
cell must reach the source and the destination nodes that learn this way about the 
failure of the reservation process. When the node receives Fail cells from all its 
neighbours it releases the allocated bandwidth and sends Fail to 1. 
Due to imprecise global network information to set up a route-map, loops also 
can be formed when the REQUEST cells reach the destination, and control cells 
may get strayed and show up later after the burst has been accommodated. Our pro-
tocol can deal with this situation by rejecting all REQUEST cells that involve 
looping. When the second time a REQUEST cell reaches a node forming a loop, it 
will be rejected since it cannot provide better QoS than the first time it reached the 
node. When a stray cell shows up after a route has been released, it cannot re-search 
for a new alternative route since each node keeps a record for its latest master-link. 
Thus, when the stray cell reaches the destination, the destination will know that the 
alternative route has been found and will reject the request. Notice that the REJECT, 












The use of high-speed networks to carry bursty traffic, such as IP packets, image, 
compressed video, etc, over ATM networks requires a new thinking. Instead of con-
trolling connections, we are faced with the problem of controlling the bursts. Thus 
the new problem is how to control the bursts and how the resources are allocated op-
timally for the bursty applications. This chapter has proposed a multipath routing-
based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol to allocate bandwidth effectively for 
bursty traffic. 
The protocol combines the QoS routing and bandwidth allocation strategies in 
order to achieve dynamics in bandwidth allocation, and consequently improves net-
work utilisation. The multipath routing protocol is invoked at burst level, when the 
original path, which has been established at call setup phase, cannot accommodate 
the incoming burst. The protocol uses a flooding-like approach to search for feasible 
route on a route-map on the burst-by-burst basis. 
Before a burst gets transmitted, the source must reserve the required resources end-
to-end. This makes the protocol suit most non-interactive applications because of 
routing cost at burst level. 
The performance of the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation 
protocol has been evaluated analytically under an assumption that the network is 
heavily loaded. The performance results presented on Figures 7.11-7.21 serves as a 
motivation to adopt the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation, and 
can effectively be used for maximizing network resource utilisation. It gives the 
node a choice of next hops for the same destination. 
The protocol achieves good performance in terms of burst blocking probability 
and throughput when only one or two paths of the route-map are searched in addi-
tion to the original path for the required extra bandwidth to accommodate the incom-
ing bursts on burst-by-burst basis. This fact and other practical considerations limit 
the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol to search for 












The single path reservation schemes with crank back show increase on average 
reservation delay as the number of pennitted crank back attempts increase. This is 
because the effective arrival rate experienced by the network, /Lei' increases and 
consequently the blocking probability increases as well (Figure 7.20 and Figure 
7.21). This increase in burst reservation delay will negatively effect delay sensitive 
applications. However, the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation 
protocol shows a very significant reduction in reservation delay to accommodate the 











Conclusion and Future Research Directions 
8.1 Summary 
The diversity of traffic types in high-speed ATM networks introduces challenging 
problems on the underlying network. No complete solution has yet been provided 
for multimedia applications, i.e. video and audio. The difficulty lies in the nature of 
the multimedia application where the traffic is highly bursty and correlated. 
Traditionally, the static bandwidth allocation task does allocate fixed bandwidth for 
the entire duration of the connection at call level (call setup phase) only, using CAC 
mechanisms. In this case, the user must accurately specify its required QoS parame-
ters. Then the network uses the QoS requirements to allocate a permanent amount of 
bandwidth for the connections, either deterministically or statistically, at call setup 
phase. However, when the traffic offered to the connection is bursty, traditional 
static bandwidth allocation schemes would not be efficient for at least three reasons. 
Firstly, when the application is delay sensitive, it is impossible to characterise the 
incoming traffic precisely. Secondly, the traffic is inherently bursty, which makes 
peak-rate deterministic bandwidth allocation schemes excessively conservative and 
costly in terms of bandwidth utilisation. Thirdly, VBR traffic is highly correlated, 
and as such it exhibits long-range dependency, which degrades statistical multiplex-
ing gains, thus resulting in poor resources utilisation. 
This research has proposed an alternative approach to managing and allocating 
network resources in a more flexible and efficient ways to solve the problem of poor 
network resources utilisation caused solely by bursty traffic. This research suggests 











consequently improve network utilisation. This goal has been achieved by two ap-
proaches. In Chapter 5, the adaptability on bandwidth allocation was achieved by 
seeking the required extra bandwidth to accommodate the bursts on the same trans-
mission path that was established during call setup phase. Thus, the proposed proto-
col periodically renegotiates the bandwidth that has been allocated at call setup 
phase. The on-line predictors are used to forecast the future traffic behaviour. The 
prediction process was derived from measurements of the traffic that have been ob-
served so far and the QoS that has been experienced. This protocol increases the per-
ceptual video quality, especially for real-time video, and improves network utilisa-
tion. The proposed protocol assumes that the traffic source can accept a graceful 
degradation of QoS in the case of network congestion, when the required bandwidth 
cannot be provided. In this model, the traffic source is a scalable video, compressed 
on multilayer format. 
The renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol has achieved a 
better performance in terms of cell loss, throughput, and utilisation than the tradi-
tional static bandwidth allocation schemes using non-layered video compression 
model, as have been reported in Chapter 6. The protocol can also achieve, a signifi-
cant improvement on the network performance, provided that the renegotiation point 
intervals are selected carefully. The tradeoff between the renegotiation time inter-
vals and network performance of the protocol was also quantified in Chapter 6. We 
have noticed that, the more frequent are the renegotiations, the better network per-
formance, but at the expense of higher signalling overhead. Thus, the renegotiation 
time intervals have to be selected based on traffic characteristics and signalling 
overhead. While the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
doesn't involve any routing process at burst level, which will have a negative impact 
on delay sensitive applications, the chance to find the required extra bandwidth on 
the original connection might fail. 
However in Chapter 7, we have chosen another approach for dynamic band-
width allocation for non-interactive applications. A multipath routing-based protocol 
has been proposed. The protocol seeks the required extra bandwidth on alternative 
routes to accommodate the bursts, when the burst can not be accommodated on the 











tilevel bandwidth allocation strategy combined with multipath routing at burst level. 
Thus the bandwidth is allocated and managed at call, burst, and cell leveL This pro-
tocol efficiently handles bursty traffic from non-interactive applications by search-
ing for extra required bandwidth on alternative routes in parallel. In this protocol, 
neither the renegotiation of source's traffic parameters, nor the degradation on QoS 
of the traffic source is considered. Therefore, the adoption of the proposed protocol 
to the multipath routing strategy seems natural for bursty traffic. 
The effect of parallelism on the performance of the multipath routing-based dy-
namic bandwidth allocation protocol was also quantified in Chapter 7. The proposed 
protocol is appropriate for an ATM network that supports the transfer of high-speed 
bursty traffic for non-interactive applications. 
8.2 Future Research and Implementation Requirement 
The requirement for the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
is that the network allows renegotiation of the source's traffic descriptor. An exten-
sion to the current ATM signalling protocols is required to achieve efficient renego-
tiation at lower signalling cost, and, in the meantime, the renegotiation interval must 
be carefully controlled to be initiated at an optimum time scale. 
The ITU-T Q.2963 recommendations have defined an extension of the ITU-T 
Q.2931 signalling to support renegotiation messages [92][93]. However, the ATM 
Forum has not yet defined renegotiation messages, but renegotiation is planned as a 
future work item for the next releases. Further work should proceed to cover the im-
plementation issues for the renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation proto-
col. Also, further work is also needed, on the video compression techniques to de-
velop a standard and more efficient multilayer video encoder that is able to produce 
a layer video stream with lower overhead and higher compression rate. 
In this work we have realised that if the CLP field on the ATM header is modi-
fied to be at least 2-bit size, this will result in 22 different priorities, which will sim-
plify the implementation complexity of our protocol significantly. Thus, instead of 
establishing a VC for each layer of the multilayer video stream to carry the base and 
the enhancement layers concurrently, all sub streams could be transmitted on a single 











The implementation of the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth alloca-
tion protocol requires that the protocol be informed about bursts occurrence times 
and its bandwidth requirements. The burst occurrence is determined either at the 
source or at the network edge. When the burst occurrence is determined by the 
source, the source should be intelligent enough to find out when it becomes bursty. 
The source can either use predictors for real-time applications (see section 5.5) or 
compile the non-real time application to determine in advance the bursts occurrence 
times. When the network edge is responsible for determining bursts occurrence, a 
performance measurement-based algorithm with certain threshold at the network 
edge determines when the source is bursting. So, further work is required at source 
node and network edge as well to characterise bursty traffic and predict its behaviour 
in a more accurate manner. This will involve fuzzy and neural networks to make the 
source node more intelligent to predict its burst occurrences time and the extra 
amount of bandwidth required to accommodate it. 
To implement the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation proto-
col, the traffic source must maintain a list of connections that are currently in the 
setup phase, and assign each connection a unique id. The source id and connection id 
must be carried by all the messages of the protocol, so they can be uniquely identi-
fied. Also, all the switches on the route-map and signalling protocols like PNNI 
must modified to support the multipath routing on burst-by-burst basis. 
Further work should be carried out with a test bed over ATM switches. 
8.3 Possible Application Areas 
The two areas of application that seems to have the highest potential to be influenced 
by the adoption of renegotiation-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol are 
multimedia transmission over wireless ATM networks and multiple destinations 
(multicasting). 
The proposed multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol 
can be integrated both into ATM and into Tep lIP. In ATM, according to the PNl'l"I 
standard, each node keeps a network map that becomes less detailed the further the 
described area is from the node. This effect is due to the route-hierarchical structure 











chy. The source node builds a route that becomes less detailed as the route extends 
away from the source towards the destination. Intermediate switches are responsible 
for finding the exact route in their neighbourhood. In case of reservation failure, 
PNNI supports crank-back, which are considered too time consuming. However, 
allowing the traffic source to seek the required extra bandwidth on multiple routes in 
parallel, as we have proved in Chapter 7, can increase the reservation success prob-
ability, increase the route optimality, and setup the route faster than in the current 
implementation. The results reported in Chapter 7 show that the multipath routing-
based dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol achieves better network performance 
compared with single path routing schemes. Good performance has been achieved 
even when one or two paths were searched in addition to the original path for the 
extra bandwidth to accommodate the incoming bursts. This fact, and other practical 
considerations, limit the multipath routing-based dynamic bandwidth allocation pro-
tocol to searching for more than one or two paths in parallel, especially when short 











In order to calculate the probability of unsuccessfully finding an alternative route to 
accommodate the incoming burst (burst blocking probability). The system steady 
state probabilities, TC o-,m should be found first by solving the system equilibrium 
equations, iiQ = 0, where Q is the infinitesimal transition matrix derived from 
Equations (7.1-3), together with the probability conservation relation Equation (7.5). 
The appendix uses the Markov chain and the transition rates of Equations (7.1-3), to 
write the following n(n + 1) 12 1 equilibrium equations: 
q(o-,m),(a,w)TCo-,{J) = q(a-l,oJ-!),(o-,m)TC a-l,oJ-! + q(a,{J)-I),(u,w)TC a,aJ-! + 
q(U+I,O),(a,m)TC u+l,m + q(u,m+l),(a,{J)TC o-,m+1 (A. 1 ) 
2 '5: (J''5:n-2, O'5:m$n-(a+l) 
where q(a,m),(a,m)' the transition rate out of state (0', ill), is given by: 
min {n-(a+(i)+l),l} 
q(a,{J),((1',(i) = aa + mp + I 8(/,a + ill)1, 
1=0 












it =(q it -q it -q it )Iq I,a> (O,m),(O,m) O,m (O,m-I).(O,m) O,m-I (O,m+l),(O,m) O,m+1 (I,m),(O,m) ()) = 1,2, ... ,n I 
1'fcr,OJ =(q(cr-l,w),(cr-l,w)1'fcr-l,w -q(cr-2,m-I),(cr-l,w)1'fcr-2,m-1 -q(cr-l,m-l),(cr-l,w)1'fcr-I,m-1 
-q(cr-l,wl-l),(cr-l,w)1'fCcr-I,W+l»)/ q(cr,w)/'cr-I,w) (f=2,3, .•. II&{J)=~2,.n-a 
(AS) 
When more than one route is considered for searching r > 1, Equation (AI) takes the 
form, 
0' 
q(cr,w)'( cr,w)it cr,w = q(cr+I,OJ),(cr,OJ)itcr+I,OJ +q(cr,w+I),(cr,w)it cr,w+1 + "2.R(I,m-I)'(cr,w)itl ,m-l 
l=max (l,O'-{r-l)} 
where q(O',w),(cr,w) , the transition rate elements out of state (0-, ())) is given by 
min{n-(O'+OJ+ I),r-i} 
q(cr,w),(cr,w) = o-a + ())j.1 + I 8(1, 0- + ())}l 
1=0 




I q(l,OJ-I),(cr-l,w)1'ft,OJ-I} I q(cr ,OJ),(O'-I,OJ) 
l=max{O,cr-r} 
a = 1,2,3, ... ,n (J) 1,2, ... , n - (f 
(A8) 
q( cr ,n-cr ),( O',n-cr)1'f 0' ,n-cr q( 0' ,n-cr-I),( cr ,n-O')1'f cr,n-( cr+ 1) + q( cr-I,n-O'-l ),( cr,n-O')1'f cr-I,n-( 0'+1) 
l~(f~n 1 
(A9) 
When more than route is considered for searching, (r > 1), Equation (A9) takes the 
form: 
cr 
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